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PUBLIC ECONOMICS DEFINITION
Public Economics (or public nance) = Study of the Role of
the Government in the Economy
Government is instrumental in most aspects of economic life:
1) Government in charge of huge regulatory structure
2) Taxes:

governments in advanced economies collect 35-

50% of National Income in taxes
3) Expenditures: tax revenue funds traditional public goods
(infrastructure, public order and safety, defense) and welfare

state (Education, Retirement benets, Health care, Income
Support)
4) Macro-economic stabilization through central bank (interest rate, ination control), scal stimulus, bailout policies
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POLICYMAKERS SEEK ECONOMISTS' ADVICE
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Four questions of public nance
1) When should the government intervene in the economy?
2) How might the government intervene?
3) What is the eect of those interventions on economic outcomes?
4) Why do governments choose to intervene in the way that
they do?
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When should the government intervene
in the economy?
1) Market Failures: Market economy sometimes fails to deliver an outcome that is ecient

⇒ Government intervention

may improve the situation

2) Redistribution: Market economy generates substantial inequality in economic resources across individuals

⇒ Govern-

ment intervention may help reduce inequality by redistributing
resources through taxes and transfers
First part of the class focuses on Redistribution
Second part of the class focuses on Market Failures
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Main Market Failures
1) Externalities: (example: greenhouse carbon emissions) ⇒
require govt interventions (Pigouvian taxes/subsidies, public
good provision)

2) Imperfect competition: (example: monopoly) ⇒ requires
regulation (typically studied in Industrial Organization)

3) Imperfect or Asymmetric Information: (example: adverse selection in health insurance may require mandatory insurance)

4) Individual failures: People are not always rational. This
is analyzed in behavioral economics, eld in huge expansion
(example: myopic people may not save enough for retirement)
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Inequality and Redistribution
Even if market outcome is ecient, society might not be happy
with the market outcome because market equilibrium might
generate very high economic disparity across individuals
Governments use taxes and transfers to redistribute from rich
to poor and reduce inequality
Redistribution through taxes and transfers might reduce incentives to work (eciency costs)

⇒ Redistribution creates an equity-eciency trade-o
Income inequality has soared in the United States in recent
decades, and has moved to the forefront in the public debate
(see Piketty's 2014 book success)
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How Might the Government Intervene?
1) Tax or Subsidize Private Sale or Purchase: Tax goods
that are overproduced (e.g. carbon tax) and subsidized goods
underproduced (e.g., u shots subsidies)

2) Restrict or Mandate Private Sale or Purchase: Restrict
the private sale or purchase of overproduced goods (e.g. fuel
eciency requirements), or mandate the private purchase of
underproduced goods (e.g., auto insurance)

3) Public Provision: The government can provide the good
directly, in order to potentially attain the level of consumption
that maximizes social welfare (example is National Defense)

4) Public Financing of Private Provision: Government pays
for the good but private sector supplies it (e.g., privately provided health insurance paid for by US government in MedicareMedicaid)
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What Are the Eects of Alternative Interventions?
1) Direct Eects: The eects of government interventions
that would be predicted if individuals did not change their
behavior in response to the interventions.
Direct eects are relatively easy to compute

2) Indirect Eects: The eects of government interventions
that arise only because individuals change their behavior in
response to the interventions (sometimes called unintended

eects)
Empirical public economics analysis tries to estimate indirect
eects to inform the policy debate

Example: increasing top income tax rates mechanically raises
tax revenue but top earners might work less and earn less,
reducing tax revenue relative to mechanical calculation
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Why Do Governments Do What They Do?
Political economy: The theory of how the political process
produces decisions that aect individuals and the economy

Example: Understanding how the level of taxes and spending
is set through voting and voters' preferences

Public choice is a sub-eld of political economy from a Libertarian perspective that focuses on government failures
government failures = situations where the government does
not act in the benet of society
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Normative vs. Positive Public Economics
Normative Public Economics: Analysis of How Things Should
be (e.g., should the government intervene in health insurance
market? how high should taxes be?, etc.)

Positive Public Economics: Analysis of How Things Really
Are (e.g., Does govt provided health care crowd out private
health care insurance? Do higher taxes reduce labor supply?)
Positive Public Economics is a required 1st step before we can
complete Normative Public Economics
Positive analysis is primarily empirical and Normative analysis
is primarily theoretical
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Paternalism vs. Individual Failures
In many situations, individuals may not or do not seem to act
in their best interests [e.g., many individuals are not able to
save for retirement]
Two Polar Views on such situations:
1) Paternalism [Libertarian View] Individual failures do not
exist and government wants to impose its own preferences
against individuals' will
2) Individual Failures [Behavioral Economics View] Individual Failures exist: Self-control problems, Cognitive Limitations
Distinguishing the 2 views: Under Paternalism, individuals are
opposed to government interventions.

If individuals under-

stand they have failures, they will support govt interventions.
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Key Facts on Taxes and Spending
1) Government Growth: Size of government relative to National Income grows dramatically over the process of development from less than 10% in less developed economies to
30-50% in most advanced economies

2) Government Size Stable in richest countries after 1980
3) Government Growth is due to the expansion of the welfare state: public education, public retirement benets, public
health insurance, income support programs

4) Govt spending > Taxes: Most rich countries run decits
and have signicant public debt (relative to GDP), particularly
after Great Recession of 2008
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Figure 13.1. Tax revenues in rich countries, 1870-2010
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DIFFERENT LEVELS OF GOVERNMENTS
US Federal govt raises about 20% of GDP in taxes
State+Local govts raise about 10% of GDP in taxes
Decentralized states = states where a larger fraction of taxes/spending
take place at local level
Decentralized states give additional power to individuals who
can also vote with their feet
Creates competition between local govts: If local govt is inefcient (high taxes and wasteful spending), residents can leave,
putting the local govt out of business
Redistribution through taxes and transfers harder to achieve
at local level (rich can leave if local taxes are too high)

⇒ Conservatives/libertarians tend to prefer decentralized states
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Distribution of
Spending
The Distribution of
Federal and State
Expenditures, 1960 and
2007 • This figure shows
the changing composition
of federal and state
spending over time, as a
share of total spending.
(a) For the federal
government, defense
spending has fallen and
Social Security and
health spending have
risen. (b) For the states,
the distribution has been
more constant, with a
small decline in education
and welfare spending and
a rise in health spending.
Public Finance and Public Policy Jonathan Gruber Third Edition Copyright © 2010 Worth Publishers
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DISTRIBUTION OF TAXES
US Federal govt raises about 20% of GDP in taxes, State+Local
govt raises about 10% of GDP in taxes.
Main Federal taxes: (1) Individual income tax (40%), (2) payroll taxes on earnings (40%), (3) corporate tax (15%)
Main State taxes: (1) real estate property taxes (30%), (2)
sales and excise taxes (30%), (3) individual and corporate
state taxes (30%)
Key questions: who bears the burden of those taxes (tax incidence), what impact do they have on the economy?
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Distribution of
Revenue Sources
The Distribution of Federal
and State Revenues, 1960
and 2008 • This figure
shows the changing
composition of federal and
state revenue sources over
time, as a share of total
revenues. (a) At the federal
level, there has been a large
reduction in corporate and
excise tax revenues and a
rise in payroll tax revenues.
(b) For the states, there has
been a decline in property
taxes and a rise in income
taxes and federal grants.
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REGULATORY ROLE OF THE GOVERNMENT
Another critical role the government plays in all nations is that
of

regulating economic and social activities.

Examples:

1) Minimum wage at the Federal level is $7.25 (States can
adopt higher min wages)

⇒ Potential impact on inequality

2) The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) regulates the
labeling and safety of nearly all food products and approves
drugs and medical devices to be sold to the public
3) The Occupational Safety and Health Administration

(OSHA) is charged with regulating the workplace safety of
American workers
4) The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is charged
with minimizing dangerous pollutants in the air, water, and
food supplies
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PUBLIC DEBATES OVER SOCIAL SECURITY,
HEALTH CARE AND EDUCATION
Social Security, health care, and education are each the subject
of debate, with both the liberal" and conservative" positions
holding diering views in their approach to each problem.

Social Security: Social Security is the single largest government expenditure program.

The nancing structure of this

program is basically that today's young workers pay the retirement benets of today's old.

Health Care:

Up to 2013, about 20% of the non-elderly

U.S. population did not have health insurance ObamaCare is
reducing this number but US health care costs are very high

Education: There is an enormous dissatisfaction with current
US educational system, highlighted by the poor performance
of US K-12 students on international tests.
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GOVERNMENT CAN PREVENT PEOPLE FROM
MAKING BIG MISTAKES

Source: Bernheim-Rangel (2004)
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PROFESSOR YAGAN'S RESEARCH
My research (available on my webpage) is in public and labor
economics:
1) Prots, Taxes, and Inequality
2) Labor Market Scars
3) Education Eectiveness and Access
I will discuss some of my research in this course when we cover
the relevant topics
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INSTRUCTION AT A TOP RESEARCH UNIVERSITY
Three things you can get out of a course:
1) Information: Facts and tools
2) Perspective: What really matters and why
3) Inspiration: Belief in the power of ideas and hard work
Research universities are designed to hit #2 and #3 out of
the park.
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BERKELEY ECONOMICS: AN EMPHASIS ON DATA
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BERKELEY ECONOMICS: AN EMPHASIS ON DATA
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WE WILL FOLLOW THAT TRADITION
This course: Data-driven approach to what government intervention really does to economic eciency and inequality and
what really matters for policy decisions
Along the way: Convey my condence in you to use your ideas,
reason, and hard work to improve lives
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THEORETICAL AND EMPIRICAL TOOLS
Theoretical tools: The set of tools designed to understand
the mechanics behind economic decision making.
Economists model individuals' choices using the concepts of
utility function maximization subject to budget constraint

Empirical tools: The set of tools designed to analyze data
and answer questions raised by theoretical analysis.
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UTILITY MAPPING OF PREFERENCES
Utility function:

A utility function is some mathematical

function translating consumption into utility:

U = u(X1, X2, X3, ...)
where

X1, X2, X3, and so on are the goods consumed by the

individual
Example with two goods:
ber of movies,

u(X1, X2) =

√

X1 · X2 with X1 num-

X2 number of music songs

Individual utility increases with the level of consumption of
each good
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PREFERENCES AND INDIFFERENCE CURVES
Indierence curve: A graphical representation of all bundles
of goods that make an individual equally well o
Mathematically, indierence curve giving utility level

Ū is given
by the set of bundles (X1 , X2 ) such that u(X1 , X2 ) = Ū
Indierence curves have two essential properties, both of which
follow naturally from the more-is-better assumption:
1. Consumers prefer higher indierence curves.
2. Indierence curves are always downward sloping.
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MARGINAL UTILITY
Marginal utility: The additional increment to utility obtained
by consuming an additional unit of a good:
Marginal utility of good

1 is dened as:

∂u
u(X1 + dX1, X2) − u(X1, X2)
'
∂X1
dX1
It is the derivative of utility with respect to X1 keeping X2
M U1 =

constant (called the partial derivative)
Example:

u(X1, X2) =

√
∂u
X2
X1 · X2 ⇒
= √
∂X1
2 X1

q

This utility function described exhibits the important principle
of diminishing marginal utility: ∂u/∂X1 decreases with X1 :
the consumption of each additional unit of a good gives less
extra utility than the consumption of the previous unit
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MARGINAL RATE OF SUBSTITUTION
Marginal rate of substitution (MRS): The M RS is equal to
(minus) the slope of the indierence curve, the rate at which
the consumer will trade the good on the vertical axis for the
good on the horizontal axis.
Marginal rate of substitution between good 1 and good 2 is:

M U1
M RS1,2 =
M U2
Individual is indierent between 1 unit of good 1 and

M RS1,2

units of good 2.
Example:

u(X1, X2) =

q

X1 · X2 ⇒ M RS1,2 =

X2
X1
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BUDGET CONSTRAINT
Budget constraint: A mathematical representation of all the
combinations of goods an individual can aord to buy if she
spends her entire income.

p1X1 + p2X2 = Y
with

pi price of good i, and Y disposable income.

Budget constraint denes a linear set of bundles the consumer
can purchase with its disposable income

Y

p1
Y
X2 =
− X1
p2 p 2
The slope of the budget constraint is

−p1/p2
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UTILITY MAXIMIZATION
Individual maximizes utility subject to budget constraint:

max u(X1, X2)

X1 ,X2

subjectto

Solution:
Proof: Budget implies that
Individual chooses

p1X1 + p2X2 = Y

p1
M RS1,2 =
p2

X2 = (Y − p1 X1 )/p2

X1 to maximize u(X1 , (Y − p1 X1 )/p2 )

The rst order condition (FOC) is:

∂u
p1 ∂u
−
·
= 0.
∂X1 p2 ∂X2
At the optimal choice, the individual is indierent between
buying 1 extra unit of good 1 for $
units of good 2 (also for $

p1).

p1 and buying p1/p2 extra
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INCOME AND SUBSTITUTION EFFECTS
Let us denote by

p = (p1, p2) the price vector

Individual maximization generates demand functions
and

X1(p, Y )

X2(p, Y )

How does

X1(p, Y ) vary with p and Y ?

Those are called price and income eects
√
Example: u(X1 , X2 ) = X1 · X2 then M RS1,2 = X2 /X1 .
Utility maximization implies
Budget constraint

X2 /X1 = p1 /p2 and hence p1 X1 = p2 X2

p1 X1 + p2 X2 = Y implies p1 X1 = p2 X2 = Y /2

Demand functions:

X1 (p, Y ) = Y /(2p1 ) and X2 (p, Y ) = Y /(2p2 )
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INCOME EFFECTS
Income eect is the eect of giving extra income
demand for goods: How does

Y on the

X1(p, Y ) vary with Y ?

Normal goods: Goods for which demand increases as income

Y rises: X1(p, Y ) increases with Y (most goods are normal)
Inferior goods: Goods for which demand falls as income Y
rises:

X1(p, Y ) decreases with Y (example: you use public

transportation less when you are rich enough to buy a car)
Example: if leisure is a normal good, you work less (i.e. get
more leisure) if you are given a transfer
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PRICE CHANGES
How does

X1(p1, p2, Y ) vary with p1?

Changing

p1 aects the slope of the budget constraint and

can be decomposed into 2 eects:

1) Substitution (price) eect: Holding utility constant,
a relative rise in the price of a good will always cause an
individual to choose less of that good

2) Income eect: A rise in the price of a good will typically
cause an individual to choose less of all goods because her
income can purchase less than before
For normal goods, an increase in

p1 reduces X1(p1, p2, Y )

through both substitution and income eects
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The Effects of Price Changes: Substitution and
Income Effects
The substitution effect holds utility
constant, but changes relative
prices.

Quantity of
CDs, QC

When prices change, real income
and utility also change.
6
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Quantity of
Movies, QM
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ELASTICITY OF DEMAND
Each individual has a demand for each good that depends on
the price

p of the good. Aggregating across all individuals, we
get aggregate demand D(p) for the good

At price

p, demand is D(p) and p is the $ value for consumers

of the marginal (last) unit consumed
Demand graph: quantity on X-axis, price on Y-axis

Elasticity of demand ε: The % change in demand caused by
a 1% change in the price of that good:

ε=

% change in quantity demanded
% change in price

Elasticities are unit free

=

∆D/D
p dD
=
∆p/p
D dp
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PROPERTIES OF ELASTICITY OF DEMAND
1) Typically negative, since quantity demanded typically falls
as price rises.
2) Typically not constant along a demand curve.
3) With vertical demand curve, demand is perfectly inelastic
(ε

= 0).

4) With horizontal demand curve, demand is perfectly elastic
(ε

= −∞).

5) The eect of one good's prices on the demand for another
good is the cross-price elasticity. Typically, not zero.
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PRODUCERS
Producers (typically rms) use technology to transform inputs
(labor and capital) into outputs (consumption goods)
Goal of producers is to maximize prots = sales of outputs
minus costs of inputs
Production decisions (for given prices) dene supply functions
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SUPPLY CURVES
Marginal cost: The incremental cost to a rm of producing
one more unit of a good

Prots: The dierence between a rm's revenues and costs,
maximized when marginal revenues equal marginal costs

Supply curve S(p) is the quantity that rms in aggregate are
willing to supply at each price: typically upward sloping with
price due to decreasing returns to scale
At price p, producers produce
the marginal (last) unit is
Elasticity of supply

εS =

S(p), and the $ cost of producing

p

εS is dened as

% change in quantity supplied
% change in price

=

∆S/S
p dS
=
∆p/p
S dp
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MARKET EQUILIBRIUM
Demanders and suppliers interact on markets

Market equilibrium: The equilibrium is the price p∗ such that

D(p∗) = S(p∗)
p∗ is unique if D(p) decreases with p
and S(p) increases with p

In the simple diagram,

If

p > p∗, then supply exceeds demand, and price needs to fall

to equilibrate supply and demand
If

p < p∗, then demand exceeds supply, and price needs to

increase to equilibrate supply and demand
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SOCIAL EFFICIENCY
Social eciency represents the net gains to society from all
trades that are made in a particular market, and it consists of
two components: consumer and producer surplus.

Consumer surplus: The benet that consumers derive from
consuming a good, above and beyond the price they paid for
the good. It is the area below demand curve and above market
price.

Producer surplus: The benet producers derive from selling
a good, above and beyond the cost of producing that good.
It is the area above supply curve and below market price.

Total social surplus (social eciency): The sum of consumer surplus and producer surplus. It is the area above supply
curve and below demand curve.
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Consumer Surplus: Graphical Representation

• Consumer surplus is the area under the demand curve
since demand = willingness to pay.
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Producer Surplus: Graphical Representation

• Producer surplus is the area above the supply
curve since supply = marginal cost.
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COMPETITIVE EQUILIBRIUM MAXIMIZES
SOCIAL EFFICIENCY
First Fundamental Theorem of Welfare Economics:
The competitive equilibrium where supply equals demand, maximizes social eciency.

Deadweight loss:

The reduction in social eciency from

denying trades for which benets exceed costs when quantity
diers from the socially ecient quantity
Key rule: Deadweight loss triangles point to the social optimum, and grow outward from there.
The simple eciency result from the 1-good diagram can
be generalized into the rst welfare theorem (Arrow-Debreu,
1940s), most important result in economics
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Generalization: 1st Welfare Theorem
1st Welfare Theorem: If (1) no externalities, (2) perfect
competition [individuals and rms are price takers], (3) perfect information, (4) agents are rational, then private market
equilibrium is Pareto ecient

Pareto ecient: Impossible to nd a technologically feasible
allocation that improves everybody's welfare
Pareto eciency is desirable but a very weak requirement (a
single person consuming everything is Pareto ecient)
Government intervention may be particularly desirable if the
assumptions of the 1st welfare theorem fail, i.e., when there
are market failures

⇒ Govt intervention can potentially im-

prove everybody's welfare
Second part of class considers such market failure situations
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2nd Welfare Theorem
Even with no market failures, free market outcome might generate substantial inequality. Inequality is seen as the biggest
issue with market economies.

2nd Welfare Theorem: Any Pareto Ecient allocation can
be reached by
(1) Suitable redistribution of initial endowments [individualized

lump-sum taxes based on individual characteristics and not
behavior]
(2) Then letting markets work freely

⇒ No conict between eciency and equity
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2nd Welfare Theorem fallacy
In reality, 2nd welfare theorem does not work because redistribution of initial endowments is not feasible (because initial
endowments cannot be observed by the government)

⇒ govt needs to use distortionary taxes and transfers based
on economic outcomes (such as income or working situation)

⇒ Conict between eciency and equity: Equity-Eciency
trade-o
First part of class considers policies that trade-o equity and
eciency
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Illustration of 2nd Welfare Theorem Fallacy
Suppose economy is populated 50% with disabled people unable to work (hence they earn $0) and 50% with able people
who can work and earn $100

Free market outcome: disabled have $0, able have $100
2nd welfare theorem: govt is able to tell apart the disabled
from the able [even if the able do not work]

⇒ can tax the able by $50 [regardless of whether they work or not] to give
$50 to each disabled person ⇒ the able keep working [otherwise they'd
have zero income and still have to pay $50]

Real world: govt can't tell apart disabled from non working
able

⇒ $50 tax on workers + $50 transfer on non workers destroys all incentives
to work ⇒ govt can no longer do full redistribution ⇒ Trade-o between
equity and size of the pie
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SOCIAL WELFARE FUNCTIONS
Social welfare function (SWF): A function that combines
the utility functions of all individuals into an overall social
utility function.
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UTILITARIAN SOCIAL WELFARE FUNCTION
With a utilitarian social welfare function, society's goal is to
maximize the sum of individual utilities:

SW F = U1 + U2 + ... + UN
The utilities of all individuals are given equal weight, and
summed to get total social welfare
If marginal utility of money decreases with income (satiation),
utilitarian criterion values redistribution from rich to poor
Taking $1 for a rich person decreases his utility by a small amount, giving
the $1 to a poor person increases his utility by a large amount ⇒ Transfers
from rich to poor increase total utility
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RAWLSIAN SOCIAL WELFARE FUNCTION
Rawls (1971) proposed that society's goal should be to maximize the well- being of its worst-o member. The Rawlsian
SWF has the form:

SW F = min(U1, U2, ..., UN )
Since social welfare is determined by the minimum utility in
society, social welfare is maximized by maximizing the wellbeing of the worst-o person in society (=maxi-min)
Rawlsian criterion is even more redistributive than utilitarian
criterion:

society wants to extract as much tax revenue as

possible from the middle and rich to make transfers to the
poor as large as possible
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OTHER SOCIAL JUSTICE PRINCIPLES
Standard welfarist approach is based on individual utilities.
This fails to capture important elements of actual debates
on redistribution and fairness

1) Commodity egalitarianism: Society should ensure that
individuals meet a set of basic needs (seen as rights), but that
beyond that point income distribution is irrelevant

⇒ Rich countries today consider free K-12 education, universal health care,
decent retirement/disability benets as rights

2) Equality of opportunity: Society should ensure that all
individuals have equal opportunities for success

⇒ Individuals should be compensated for inequalities they are not responsible for (e.g., family background, inheritance, intrinsic ability) but not for
inequalities they are responsible for (being hard working vs. loving leisure)
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TESTING PEOPLE SOCIAL PREFERENCES
Saez-Stantcheva '13 survey people online (using Amazon MTurk)
by asking hypothetical questions to elicit social preferences.
Key ndings:
1) People typically do not have utilitarian social justice principles (consumption lover not seen as more deserving than
frugal person)
2) People put weight on whether income has been earned
through eort vs. not (hard working vs. leisure lover)
3) People put a lot of weight of what people would have done
absent the government intervention (deserving poor vs. free
loaders)
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Which of the following two individuals do you think is most deserving of a $1,000 tax break?
Individual A earns $50,000 per year, pays $10,000 in taxes and hence nets out $40,000. She greatly enjoys spending
money, going out to expensive restaurants, or traveling to fancy destinations. She always feels that she has too little
money to spend.
Individual B earns the same amount, $50,000 per year, also pays $10,000 in taxes and hence also nets out $40,000.
However, she is a very frugal person who feels that her current income is sufficient to satisfy her needs.
Individual A is most deserving of the $1,000 tax break
Individual B is most deserving of the $1,000 tax break
Both individuals are exactly equally deserving of the tax $1,000 break

>>

Source: survey in Saez and Stantcheva (2013)

Which of the following two individuals is most deserving of a $1,000 tax break?
Individual A earns $30,000 per year, by working in two different jobs, 60 hours per week at $10/hour. She pays $6,000 in
taxes and nets out $24,000. She is very hardworking but she does not have highpaying jobs so that her wage is low.
Individual B also earns the same amount, $30,000 per year, by working parttime for 20 hours per week at $30/hour. She
also pays $6,000 in taxes and hence nets out $24,000. She has a good wage rate per hour, but she prefers working less
and earning less to enjoy other, nonwork activities.
Individual A is most deserving of the $1,000 tax break
Individual B is most deserving of the $1,000 tax break
Both individuals are exactly equally deserving of the $1,000 tax break

>>

Source: survey in Saez and Stantcheva (2013)

We assume now that the government can increase benefits by $1,000 for some recipients of government benefits.
Which of the following four individuals is most deserving of the $1,000 increase in benefits?
Please drag and drop the four individuals into the appropriate boxes on the left. The upper box, marked 1 should
contain the individual you think is most deserving. The box labeled "2" should contain the second most
deserving individual, etc.. Please note that you can put two individuals in the same box if you think that they are
equally deserving.
Individual A gets $15,000 per year in Disability Benefits because she cannot work due to a disability and has no other
resources.
Individual B gets $15,000 per year in Unemployment Benefits and has no other resources. She lost her job and has not
been able to find a new job even though she has been actively looking for one.
Individual C gets $15,000 pear year in Unemployment Benefits and has no other resources. She lost her job but has not
been looking actively for a new job, because she prefers getting less but not having to work.
Individual D gets $15,000 per year in Welfare Benefits and Food Stamps and has no other resources. She is not looking
for a job actively because she can get by living off those government provided benefits.
Source: survey in Saez and Stantcheva (2013)

Items
Individual A
Individual B
Individual C
Individual D

1 = Individual most deserving of a $1,000 benefit increase

Table	
  2:	
  Revealed	
  Social	
  Preferences
(1)
(2)
(3)
A.	
  	
  Consumption	
  lover	
  vs.	
  Frugal
Consumption	
  
Consumption	
   Consumption	
  
lover	
  >	
  Frugal
lover	
  =	
  Frugal lover	
  <	
  Frugal
#	
  obs.	
  =	
  1,125
4.1%
74.4%
21.5%
B.	
  Hardworking	
  vs.	
  leisure	
  lover
Hardworking	
  >	
  
Leisure	
  lover
#	
  obs.	
  =	
  1,121
42.7%

(4)

Hardworking	
  =	
   Hardworking	
  <	
  
Leisure	
  lover Leisure	
  lover
54.4%
2.9%

C.	
  Transfer	
  Recipients	
  and	
  free	
  loaders
Unemployed	
  
Disabled	
  person	
   looking	
  for	
  
unable	
  to	
  work work
#	
  obs.	
  =	
  1,098
Average	
  rank	
  (1-‐4)	
  assigned
1.4
1.6
%	
  assigned	
  first	
  rank
57.5%
37.3%
%	
  assigned	
  last	
  rank
2.3%
2.9%

Unemployed	
   Welfare	
  
not	
  looking	
  for	
   recipient	
  not	
  
work
looking	
  for	
  work
3.0
3.5
2.7%
2.5%
25.0%
70.8%

Notes: This table reports preferences for giving a tax break and or a benefit increase across individuals in various
scenarios. Panel A considers two individuals with the same earnings, same taxes, and same disposable income but
high marginal utility of income (consumption lover) vs. low marginal utility of income (frugal). In contrast to
utilitarianism, 74% of people report that consumption loving is irrelevant and 21.5% think the frugal person is most
deserving. Panel B considers two individuals with the same earnings, same taxes, and same disposable income but
different wage rates and hence different work hours. 54.4% think hours of work is irrelevant and 42.7% think the
hardworking low wage person is more deserving. Panel C considers transfer recipients receiving the same benefit
levels. Subjects find the disabled person unable to work and the unemployed person looking for work much more
deserving	
  than	
  the	
  abled	
  bodied	
  unemployed	
  or	
  welfare	
  recipient	
  not	
  looking	
  for	
  work.

ACTUAL SOCIAL PREFERENCES
General conclusion: People favor redistribution if they feel
inequalities are unfair but unfair means dierent things to
dierent people

⇒ Redistribution supported when people don't have control
[education for children, health insurance for the sick, retirement/disability benets for the elderly/disabled unable to work]

⇒ Less support when people have some or full control [unemployment, being low income]
Conservatives tend to frame things: individuals have control
Liberals tend to frame things: individuals do not have control
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Conclusion: Two General Rules for Govt Intervention
1) Market Failures:

Government intervention can help if

there are market failures

2) Redistribution: Free market generates inequality. Govt
taxes and spending can reduce inequality
First part of course will analyze 2), second part of course will
analyze 1)
[we are inverting the ordering relative to Gruber's texbook so
as to cover topics related to Professor Yagan's research rst,
with richer normative frameworks].
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DEFINITIONS
Empirical public nance: The use of data and statistical
methods to measure the impact of government policy on individuals and markets (example: how an increase of taxes aects
work behavior)

Correlation: Two economic variables are correlated if they
move together (example: height and weight across individuals)

Causality: Two economic variables are causally related if the
movement of one causes movement of the other (example:
good nutrition as an infant increases adult height)
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THE IMPORTANT DISTINCTION BETWEEN
CORRELATION AND CAUSALITY
There are many examples where causation and correlation can
get confused.
In statistics, this is called the

identication problem:

given

that two series are correlated, how do you identify whether
one series is causing another?
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HAVE LEMON IMPORTS SAVED LIVES?

Source: Johnson (2008) American Chemical Society
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DOES CHOCOLATE CAUSE NOBEL PRIZES?

Source: Messerli (2012) New England Journal of Medicine
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THE IDENTIFICATION PROBLEM
The attempt to interpret a correlation as a causal relationship
without sucient thought to the underlying process generating
the data is a common problem.
For any correlation between two variables A and B, there are
three possible explanations, one or more of which could result
in the correlation:
1) A is causing B
2) B is causing A
3) Some third factor is causing both
The general problem that empirical economists face in trying
to use existing data to assess the causal inuence of one factor
on another is that one cannot immediately go from correlation
to causation.
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RANDOMIZED TRIALS AS A SOLUTION
Randomized trial: The ideal type of experiment designed
to test causality, whereby a group of individuals is randomly
divided into a treatment group, which receives the treatment
of interest, and a control group, which does not.

Treatment group: The set of individuals who are subject to
an intervention being studied.

Control group:

The set of individuals comparable to the

treatment group who are not subject to the intervention being
studied.
Randomized trials have been used in medicine for many decades
and have become very popular in economics, especially development economics in the last 15 years
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THE PROBLEMS OF BIAS
Bias: Any source of dierence between treatment and control
groups that is correlated with the treatment but is not due to
the treatment.
Having large sample sizes allows researchers to eliminate any
consistent dierences between groups by relying on the statistical principle called

the law of large numbers :

the odds of

getting the wrong answer approaches zero as the sample size
grows.
Statisticians develop methoda to evaluate the precision of estimates and create condence intervals around estimates
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EXAMPLES OF RANDOMIZED TRIALS
Randomized Trials of ERT (estrogen replacement therapy)
The randomized trial of ERT tracked over 16,000 women ages
5079 who were recruited to participate in the trial by 40
clinical centers in the United States. The study was supposed
to last 8.5 years but was stopped after 5.2 years because its
conclusion was already clear: ERT did in fact raise the risk of
heart disease.

Randomized Trials in the Welfare Reform (TANF) Context
Randomized trials are equally useful in the context of public
policy. A number of states implemented randomized trials to
test various aspects of proposed welfare reform.
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WHY WE NEED TO GO BEYOND
RANDOMIZED TRIALS
Even the gold standard of randomized trials has some potential
problems.

1) External validity: The results are only valid for the sample
of individuals who volunteer to be either treatments or controls, and this sample may be dierent from the population
at large (e.g., randomized experiment in Sweden or US would
not necessarily generate the same results)

2) Attrition: Individuals may leave the experiment before it is
complete. Reduction in the size of samples over time, which,
if not random, can lead to bias estimates.
Outside randomized experiments, bias is a pervasive problem
that is not easily remedied. There are, however, methods
available that can allow us to approach the gold standard of
randomized trials.
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OBSERVATIONAL DATA
Observational data: Data generated by individual behavior
observed in the real world, not in the context of deliberately
designed experiments.

Time series analysis: Analysis of the co-movement of two
series over time.

Cross-sectional regression analysis: Statistical analysis of
the relationship between two or more variables exhibited by
many individuals at one point in time.
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3.3

CHAPTER 3 ■ EMPIRICAL TO OLS OF PUBLIC FINANCE

Time Series Analysis: Cash Welfare Guarantee and
Hours Worked Among Single Mothers

Time series analysis: Analysis of two series over time.

Public Finance and Public Policy Jonathan Gruber Fourth Edition Copyright © 2012 Worth Publishers
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PROBLEMS WITH TIME SERIES ANALYSIS
1) Although this time series correlation is striking, it does not
necessarily demonstrate a causal eect of TANF benets on
labor supply
When there is a slow-moving trend in one variable through
time, as is true for the general decline in income guarantees
over this period, it is very dicult to infer its causal eects
on another variable.
2) Other factors get in the way of a causal interpretation of
this correlation over time; factors such as economic growth
and a more generous Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) can
cause bias in this time series analysis because they are also
correlated with the outcome of interest.
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3.3

CHAPTER 3 ■ EMPIRICAL TO OLS OF PUBLIC FINANCE

When Is Time Series Analysis Useful? Cigarette
Prices and Youth Smoking

• Sharp, simultaneous changes in prices and smoking
rates in 1993 and 1998–onward
• Known causes: price war, tobacco settlements
Public Finance and Public Policy Jonathan Gruber Fourth Edition Copyright © 2012 Worth Publishers
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3.3

CHAPTER 3 ■ EMPIRICAL TO OLS OF PUBLIC FINANCE

Cross-Sectional Regression Analysis: Labor Supply
and TANF Benefit

Public Finance and Public Policy Jonathan Gruber Fourth Edition Copyright © 2012 Worth Publishers
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REGRESSION
Regression line: The line that measures the best linear approximation to the relationship between any two variables.

Y = Xβ + ε
X is the independent variable data (TANF benet guarantee)
Y is the dependent variable data (labor supply)
β is the coecient that measures the eect of X on Y
ε is the error term (captures variations in Y not related to X ).
Ordinary least square regression (OLS) estimates
bias if

β without

ε is not correlated with X
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REGRESSION ESTIMATES
The estimated coecient

β̂ is reported with standard errors

in parentheses

β̂ = .5(.1) should be understood as β is in condence
interval (.5 − 2 · .1, .5 + 2 · .1) = (.3, .7) with probability 95%.

Example:

We have standard errors because we do not know the exact
value of

β

When estimated coecient is more than twice the standard
error, we can conclude that it is signicantly positive (i.e., is
above zero with probability 95%).
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3.3

CHAPTER 3 ■ EMPIRICAL TO OLS OF PUBLIC FINANCE

Example with Real-World Data: Labor Supply and
TANF Benefits

Public Finance and Public Policy Jonathan Gruber Fourth Edition Copyright © 2012 Worth Publishers
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PROBLEMS WITH CROSS-SECTIONAL
REGRESSION ANALYSIS
The result summarized in Figure 3-4 seems to indicate strongly
that mothers who receive the largest TANF benets work the
fewest hours. Once again, however, there are several possible
interpretations of this correlation.
One interpretation is that higher TANF benets are causing
an increase in leisure.
Another possible interpretation is that in places with high
TANF benets, mothers have a high taste for leisure and
wouldn't work much even if TANF benets weren't available
(this means exactly that

ε is correlated with X )
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CONTROL VARIABLES
It is essential in all empirical work to ensure that there are
no factors that cause consistent dierences in behavior across
two groups (ε) and are also correlated with the independent
variable

X

Control variables: Additional variables Z that are included
in cross-sectional regression models to account for dierences
between treatment and control groups that can lead to bias

Y = Xβ + Zγ + ε
In TANF case,

Z would include race, education, number of

children to control for demographic dierences across states
Empirically, add

Z variables and assess whether they change
the estimate β . If estimate β varies a lot, we cannot be condent that identication assumption holds
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QUASI-EXPERIMENTS: DEFINITION
Quasi-experiments (also called natural experiments)
Changes in the economic environment that create nearly identical treatment and control groups for studying the eect of
that environmental change, allowing public nance economists
to take advantage of quasi-randomization created by external
forces
Example: one state (Arkansas) decreases generosity of welfare benets while another comparable state (Louisiana) does
not. Single mothers in Arkansas are the Treatment (T) group,
Single mothers in Louisiana are the control (C) group.
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QUASI-EXPERIMENTS: ESTIMATION
We consider a Treatment group (T) and a Control group (C)
and outcome

Y

Simple dierence estimator: D = Y T,Af ter − Y C,Af ter is the
dierence in average outcomes between treatment and control
after the change
In randomized experiment, simple dierence D = Y T,Af ter −
Y C,Af ter is sucient because T and C are identical before the
treatment
In quasi-experiment,

T and C might not be comparable before
treatment. You can compute D bef ore = Y T,Bef ore − Y C,Bef ore
If

Dbef ore = 0, you can be fairly condent that D = Y T,Af ter −

Y C,Af ter estimates the causal eect
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Dierence-in-Dierence estimator
If simple dierence

Dbef ore = Y T,Bef ore − Y C,Bef ore is not zero,

you can form the Dierence-in-Dierence estimator

DD = [Y T,Af ter − Y C,Af ter ] − [Y T,Bef ore − Y C,Bef ore]
This measures whether the dierence between treatment and
control changes after the policy change
Equivalent alternative: simple dierence estimator for treatment, minus simple dierence estimator for control:

DD = [Y T,Af ter − Y T,Bef ore] − [Y C,Af ter − Y C,Bef ore]
DD identies the causal eect of the treatment if, absent
the policy change, the dierence between T and C would have
stayed the same (this is called the parallel trends or common
trends assumption)
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3.3

CHAPTER 3 ■ EMPIRICAL TO OLS OF PUBLIC FINANCE

Benefits and Labor Supply in Arkansas and
Louisiana
Arkansas
Benefit guarantee ($)
Hours worked
Louisiana
Benefit guarantee ($)
Hours worked

1996
5,000
1,000

1998
4,000
1,200

Difference
−1,000
200

1996
5,000
1,050

1998
5,000
1,100

Difference
0
50

Public Finance and Public Policy Jonathan Gruber Fourth Edition Copyright © 2012 Worth Publishers
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PROBLEMS WITH QUASI-EXPERIMENTS
With quasi-experimental studies, we can never be completely
certain that we have purged all bias from the treatment
control comparison.
Quasi-experimental studies present various robustness checks
to try to make the argument that they have obtained a causal
estimate.
Examples: nd alternative control groups, do a placebo comparing treatment and control DD when no policy change took
place, etc.
Best way to check validity of DD estimator is to plot times
series and assess whether a clear break between the two groups
happens at the time of the reform
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TWO GRAPHICAL EXAMPLES
1) Eects of lottery winnings on labor supply from Imbens,
Rubin, Sacerdote AER'01
Ideal quasi-experiment to measure income eects as lottery
generates random assignment conditional on playing

⇒ Very

compelling graph, DD is convincing
2) Eects of the 1987 EITC expansion (tax credit for low
income workers with kids) on labor supply from Eissa and
Liebman QJE'96
Compares single mothers (Treatment) to single females with
no kids (Control)

⇒ No compelling break in graph around

1987, DD is not convincing
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FIGURE 2. PROPORTION WITH POSITIVE EARNINGS FOR NONWINNERS, WINNERS, AND BIG WINNERS

Note: Solid line = nonwinners;dashed line = winners; dotted line = big winners.
Source: Imbens et al (2001), p. 784

type accounts, including IRA's, 401(k) plans,
and other retirement-relatedsavings. The sec-

This likely reflects the differences betwee
son ticket holders and single ticket buyers

Source: Eissa and Liebman (1996), p. 624

VALIDATING A DD ANALYSIS
DD common trends identifying assumption: In the absence
of the treatment, outcomes for the treatment group and control group would have trended similarly.
Typical check: Do outcomes for the treatment group and the
control group trend similarly

before

the treatment?

Additional check called a placebo test:

Are there similar

unaected groups that trend similarly before and after the
treatment?
Example: Tennessee in 2005 abruptly removed 170,000 adults
from Medicaid (free medical care for the poor), especially affecting poor childless adults. Did those childless adults enter
the workforce in order to get health insurance from an employer instead?
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PARALLEL TRENDS AND PLACEBO TEST

Source: Garthwaite-Gross-Notowidigdo (QJE 2014)
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STRUCTURAL MODELING
Structural estimates: Builds a theoretical model of individual
behavior and then estimates the parameters of the model.
Estimates of the features that drive individual decisions, such
as income and substitution eects or parameters of the utility
function.

Reduced form estimates: Measures of the total impact of
an independent variable on a dependent variable, without decomposing the source of that behavior response in terms of
underlying parameters of the utility functions
Reduced form estimates are more transparent and convincing but structural estimates are more directly useful to make
predictions for alternative policies
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CONCLUSION
The central issue for any policy question is establishing a
causal relationship between the policy in question and the outcome of interest.
We discussed several approaches to distinguish causality from
correlation. The gold standard for doing so is the randomized
trial, which removes bias through randomly assigning treatment and control groups.
Unfortunately, however, such trials are not available for every question we wish to address in empirical public nance.
As a result, we turn to alternative methods such as time
series analysis, cross-sectional regression analysis, and quasiexperimental analysis.
Each of these alternatives has weaknesses, but careful consideration of the problem at hand can often lead to a sensible
solution to the bias problem that plagues empirical analysis.
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GOVERNMENT BUDGETING
Debt: The amount borrowed by government through bonds
to individuals, rms, or foreign governments. Debt is a stock
Decit: government's spending + interest payments on debt
minus government revenues in a given year. A negative decit
is called a surplus. Decit is a ow
Evolution of debt from year to year:

Debtt+1 = Debtt+Def icitt = Debtt·(1+rt)+Spending t−Revenuet
with

rt interest paid on government debt

Primary Decit = Spending - Revenue
In 2014: US Federal debt is around 75% of GDP, US decit
is 2.8% of GDP
US government owns assets worth about 100% of GDP
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4.1

CHAPTER 4 ■ BUDGET ANALYSIS AND DEFICIT FINANCING

The Budget Deficit in Recent Years

Public Finance and Public Policy Jonathan Gruber Fourth Edition Copyright © 2012 Worth Publishers
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Source: Congressional Budget Office

THE US FEDERAL PROCESS
Taxes, spending, and debt ceiling are decided by Congress and
the President
New law requires majority vote both in House and in Senate
along with President's signature (veto power)
In recent years, Senate vote requires 60/100 super-majority
(due to libuster)
Two forms of spending:

Entitlement spending: Mandatory funds for programs for
which funding levels are automatically set by the number of
eligible recipients, not the discretion of Congress (ex: medicare, social security)

Discretionary spending: Optional spending set by appropriation levels each year, at Congress's discretion (ex: defense)
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Budget Policies and Decits at the State Level
Balanced budget requirement (BBR): Law forcing a government to balance its budget each year (spending = revenue).

ex-post BBR: government needs to balance its budget by the
end of each scal year

ex-ante BBR: government needs to submit/pass a balanced
budget at the start of each scal year, or both (easier to evade
with rosy predictions)
California has ex-ante BBR: recession lowered tax revenue and
forced cuts in government spending (plans to have rainy fund)
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STATIC VS. DYNAMIC SCORING
Govts have agencies evaluating eects of proposed reforms on
govt decit (Congressional Budget Oce in the US)

Static scoring: A method used by budget modelers that assumes that government policy changes only the distribution of
total resources, not the amount of total resources.

Dynamic scoring: A method used by budget modelers that
attempts to model the eect of government policy on both
the distribution of total resources and the amount of total
resources.
Example: tax increases on the rich, static scoring assumes no
eect on GDP, dynamic scoring incorporates eects on growth
Static scoring is safest in the absence of good empirical estimates of growth eects (dynamic scoring can be manipulated
by ideologues).
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Intertemporal Government Budget Constraint
Policy debates have traditionally focused on the extent to
which this year's governmental spending exceeds this year's
governmental revenues.
The existence of implicit obligations in the future, however,
suggests that this does not capture the full picture

Intertemporal budget constraint: An equation relating the
present discounted value of the government's obligations to
the present discounted value of its revenues.

P DV of Tax Payments =
P DV of All Future Govt Consumption + Current Govt Debt
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BACKGROUND: PRESENT DISCOUNTED VALUE
For govt, spending

F now has the same cost as spending
F · (1 + r) next year with r interest rate on government debt
Present discounted value (PDV): The value of each period's dollar amount in today's terms.
Govt spends

F1, F2, F3, ... in each future year, then the P DV

is computed as:

F1
F2
F3
+
+
+ ...
2
3
(1 + r)
(1 + r)
(1 + r)
If F1 = F2 = .. = F then
P DV =

F
1
1
F
1
F
P DV =
· 1+
+
+ ... =
·
=
1
2
1+r
(1 + r)
(1 + r)
1 + r 1 − 1+r
r
"

Paying

#

F in perpetuity is equivalent to paying F/r upfront
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LOGIC OF GOVERNMENT ALWAYS HAVING SOME
DEBT
Student debt lets you borrow from your future self: If you're
going to earn more as an adult than as a college student, it
makes sense to borrow as a student and pay o your debt as
an adult.
Government debt lets one generation borrow from future generations: future generations will be much richer than us, and
government debt lets us borrow from them.
Is this sensible or is it stealing from our children? Matter of
perspective.
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ALTERNATIVE MEASURES OF LONG-RUN
GOVERNMENT BUDGETS
Long-run Fiscal Imbalance
If the government continues with today's policies, how much
more will the government spend than it will collect in taxes
over the entire future?
Example: In 2003 alone, the government added roughly $20
trillion to the scal imbalance (due to tax cuts and medicare
prescription drug benet of Bush administration)
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PROBLEMS WITH LONG-RUN FISCAL MEASURES
The scal imbalance calculations are fairly tenuous:
1) They depend critically on many assumptions about future
growth rates in costs and incomes, and the interest rate used
for discounting

⇒ Those assumptions become heroic for long-distance future
(example: how will health care costs evolve?)
2) The calculations also assume that government policy remains unchanged (but if big imbalance arises, then government will typically be forced to act and x it)

⇒ Makes most sense to consider a time window that is longer
than 1 year but less than innity
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PROBLEMS WITH LONG-RUN FISCAL MEASURES
Some programs are easier to project than others.
Example: social security retirement benets are easier to project
than medicare benets
Social security benets depend on demography and longevity
(slow moving variables)

⇒ Social security does fairly reliable

75 year projections
Medicare depends on growth of health care costs that have
been growing very fast (before the Great recession)

⇒ such a

rate of growth is not sustainable for ever so making a long-run
projection based on those rates is not meaningful
CBO makes budget projections over the next 10 years in its
ocial budget projection
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Short-Run Eects of the Govt on the Macroeconomy
Keynesian theory (IS-LM macro model): More government spending or tax cuts stimulates the economy in the
short-run [and conversely]

Short-run stabilization: Govt can use taxes and spending
policies to smooth the peaks and troughs of the business cycle

Automatic stabilization:

Policies that automatically alter taxes or spending in response to economic uctuations to oset changes in household
consumption levels (ex: unemployment insurance, progressive taxation,
corporate prots tax)

Discretionary stabilization:

Policy actions taken by the government in
response to business cycle (ex: Fiscal stimulus with Spring 2008 rebate
checks, 2009-12 Obama stimulus, unemployment insurance extensions)

⇒ Ability to run decits in recessions is a great tool for shortrun business cycle stabilization (but need to reduce debt during
good times to keep ability to run decits when needed)
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% changes in annual real govt spending and changes in real GDP, 33
EU countries, 2010-11, 2011-2, 2012-3 (=99 dots). Source: Krugman
NYtimes blog, January 6, 2015
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LOGIC OF GOVERNMENT DEBT RISING AFTER
RECESSIONS
Mechanical: Less economic activity causes less tax revenue
which causes higher decits (unless gov

cuts

spending).

Keynesian: Government steps in when markets fail and spends
extra, in order to keep output at capacity. Especially important if recessions causes long-term damage.
Classical: Some of the stu government buys is more valuable
or can be cheaper in recessions. Example #1: Unemployment
insurance. Example #2: Building new bridges, airports, and
schools when construction unemployment is high and government debt is cheap (interest rates fall during recessions).
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IS THE GREAT RECESSION REALLY OVER?

Source: Yagan (2016)
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LOCAL VARIATION IN GREAT RECESSION
INTENSITY

Source: Yagan (2016)
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ENDURING IMPACT

Source: Yagan (2016)
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LONG-RUN EFFECTS OF GOVERNMENT DEBT
In the long-run, government debt aects the capital market
where savers meet investors
savings = investment + new govt debt
With more government debt, if savings do not change, less
funds available for investment: investment decreases
Two mitigating factors:
1) In an open economy, investment or govt debt can be funded
with foreign savings
2) If individuals are forward looking, they understand that
higher debt implies high taxes later on and hence they save
more to be able to pay higher taxes later on [Ricardian equivalence]
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Background: Savings and Economic Growth
The earliest economic growth models emphasized a central
role for savings as an engine of growth, and this insight remains
important for growth economics today.

More Capital, More Growth: As there is more capital in
an economy, each worker is more productive, and total social
product rises. A larger capital stock means more total output
for any level of labor supply.

Thus, the size of the capital

stock might be a primary driver of growth.

Neo-classical aggregate production function:

K capital stock, L labor, A technology
Y = F (K, L) = A · K αL1−α

with

α ' 30
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HIGH CAPITAL AND HIGH WAGES
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Savings and Investment market
Interest rate: The rate of return in year t + 1 on investments
made in year t.
Save

S in period t, you get (1 + r) · S in period t + 1

Supply and Demand for capital:
Supply of savings (from households) depends positively on
(higher

r

r means bigger returns to savings)

Demand for investment (from rms) depends negatively on

r

(rms invest only if return on investment is at least equal to

r)
In a competitive market, the equilibrium amount of investment
is determined by the intersection of these demand and supply
curves:

S(r) = D(r)
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CHAPTER 4 ■ BUDGET ANALYSIS AND DEFICIT FINANCING

4.4

Capital Market Equilibrium
Price of
capital
(Interest
rate), r

S2

r2

Supply of
savings,
S1

B

r1

A

Demand for
capital, D1
K2

K1

Quantity of capital, K
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Eects of Government Debt on Capital Market
If there is a decit

d, the government must borrow to nance

the dierence between its revenues and its expenditures: individual savings need to cover both

d and rms' demand for

capital

Equilibrium: S(r) = d+D(r) or S(r)−d = D(r) ⇒ r increases
and

K decreases

The government's borrowing may

crowd out

the borrowing of

the private sector and lead to a lower level of capital accumulation
In reality, there are a number of complications of how government nancing aects interest rates and growth
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INTERNATIONAL CAPITAL MARKETS
With international capital markets, there is a worldwide interest rate

r (i.e., supply of savings is perfectly elastic for a small

open economy and hence horizontal)

⇒ Government debt has no impact on r and K
There is a large body of economics literature that has investigated the integration of international capital markets
It has generally concluded that while integration is present
(and perhaps growing), it is far from perfect.
As a result, the supply of capital to the United States may not
be perfectly elastic, and government decits could crowd out
private savings
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RICARDIAN EQUIVALENCE
Standard supply and demand savings model assumed that supply of savings

S(r) was not aected by government decit d

In reality, if individuals are rational, they recognize that more
debt now means higher taxes (or less spending) in the future
If individuals are fully rational in their savings decisions, individuals understand that $1 tax reduction today (and $1 of
debt increase)

⇒ $1 of increases in PDV of taxes so the inter-temporal budget of the
individual is unchanged

⇒ Individuals save the extra $1 of tax reduction and will use it to pay
future taxes

⇒ Govt debt increases the supply of individual savings one-for-one so govt
debt does not aect r and capital
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RICARDIAN EQUIVALENCE
What if increased taxes are on future generations? Will the
elderly respond to the tax cut?
Barro (1974) showed that if generations are linked through
altruism: parents care about kids and can leave them bequests,
then the dynasty behaves as a single individual
$1 tax cut on elderly leads them to save it and increase their
bequests by $1 so that their kids (or grand kids) can pay
the corresponding tax increase down the road (consumption
is unaected)
This model has received only modest empirical support in the
economics literature
Example:

Individuals are not that rational and strongly re-

spond to tax rebates
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THE FEDERAL BUDGET, INTEREST RATES, AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH: EVIDENCE
Theory therefore tells us that higher decits likely lead to
higher interest rates and less capital investment, but it does
not tell us how much higher and how much less.
Eects of decits on interest rates depend on circumstances
In normal times, you would expect a positive eect of decits
on interest rates
In recessions (like in the US since 2008), interest rate on govt
debt is very low in spite of very large decits (due to the Fed
setting r at zero to stimulate the economy)
The existing empirical literature on this question is somewhat
inconclusive, although recent evidence suggests that projected
long-term decits do appear to be reected to some extent in
long-term interest rates
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CONCLUSION
The decit has been a constant source of policy interest and
political debate over the last decade
Short-run: should the govt spend more and increase decit to
accelerate recovery from the great recession?
Long-run: should the govt address long-term decits by reforming retirement and health care benets?
International evidence suggests that austerity during the Great
Recession worsened the recession
Health care cost growth has slowed down sharply since 2008,
substantially improving the long-term Federal budget outlook
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Recall: Two General Rules for Government Intervention
1) Market Failures:

Government intervention can help if

there are market failures

2) Redistribution: Free market generates inequality. Public
cares about economic disparity. Govt taxes and spending can
reduce inequality
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Role 2: Redistribution
Even with no market failures, free market outcome might generate substantial inequality
Inequality matters because (a) marginal utility of consumption
decreases with wealth, and (b) people evaluate their economic
well-being relative to others, not in absolute terms

⇒ Public

cares about inequality
Govt uses taxes and transfers to redistribute

⇒ Generates an eciency and equity trade-o (size of economic pie vs. distribution of the economic pie)
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Income Inequality: Labor vs. Capital Income
Individuals derive market income (before tax) from labor and

capital: z = wl + rk where w is wage, l is labor supply, k is
capital,

r is rate of return on capital

1) Labor income inequality is due to dierences in working
abilities (education, talent, physical ability, etc.), work eort
(hours of work, eort on the job, etc.), and luck (labor eort
might succeed or not)
2) Capital income inequality is due to dierences in wealth

k (due to past saving behavior and inheritances received), and
in rates of return r
Capital Income (or wealth) is much more concentrated than
Labor Income
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Macro-aggregates: Labor vs. Capital Income
Labor income

wl ' 75% of market income z

Capital income
Capital stock

rk ' 25% of market income z

k ' 400 − 500% of market income z

Rate of return on capital

r ' 5 − 6%

In GDP, gross capital share is higher (35%) because it includes
depreciation of capital
National Income = GDP - depreciation of capital + net foreign
income
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40%

Figure 12: Capital shares in factor-price national income
1975-2010
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Figure 5.1. Private and public capital: Europe and America, 1870-2010
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The fluctuations of national capital in the long run correspond mostly to the fluctuations of private capital (both in
Europe and in the U.S.). Sources and series: see piketty.pse.ens.fr/capital21c.

Source: Piketty (2014)
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Income Inequality Measurement
Inequality can be measured by indexes such as Gini coecient,
quantile income shares which are functions of the income distribution

F (z)

Most famous inequality index: Gini coecient
Gini = 2 * area between 45 degree line and Lorenz curve
Lorenz curve

L(p) at percentile p is fraction of total income
earned by individuals below percentile p
0 ≤ L(p) ≤ p
Gini=0 means perfect equality
Gini=1 means complete inequality (top person has all the income)
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Gini Coefficient California pre-tax income, 2000,
Gini=62.1%
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Key Empirical Facts on Income Inequality
1) In the US, labor income inequality has increased substantially since 1970: debate between skilled biased technological progress view vs. institution view (min wage and Unions)
[Autor-Katz'99]
2) In the US, top income shares dropped dramatically from
1929 to 1950 and increased dramatically since 1980 [Piketty
and Saez, 2003]
3) Top incomes used to be primarily capital income. Now, top
incomes are divided 50/50 between labor and capital income
(due to explosion of top labor incomes with stock-options,
bonuses, etc.)
4) Fall in top income shares from 1900-1950 happened in most
OECD countries. Surge in top income shares has happened
primarily in English speaking countries, not as much in Continental Europe and Japan [Atkinson, Piketty, Saez JEL'11]
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Figure 1: Gini coefficient
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POVERTY RATE DEFINITIONS
1) Absolute: Fraction of population with disposable income
(normalized by family size) below poverty threshold z ∗ xed
in real terms (e.g., World Bank $1/day in 1990 dollars)
2) Relative: Fraction of population with disposable income
(normalized by family size) below poverty threshold z ∗ xed
relative to median (European Union denes poverty threshold
as 60% of median)
Absolute poverty falls in the long run with economic growth [nobody in
the US is World Bank poor] but relative poverty does not
Absolute poverty captures both growth and inequality eects while relative
poverty captures only inequality eects
A recent study by Luttmer (2005) nds that individuals' self-reported wellbeing rises as their own income rises, but falls as their neighbors' incomes
rise, suggesting that it is relative income, and not absolute income, that
determines well-being.
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Poverty Rate Disposable Income Denition
Most intuitive notion of poverty is based on consumption
[not pre-tax income

c

z]

c = z − T (z) + B(z) + E − s
T (z) is tax, B(z) govt transfers, E net private transfers
(charity, family, friends), s is net savings (change in assets)
where

Consumption c is dicult to measure
Disposable Income z − T (z) + B(z) [post-tax income] measured in traditional Current Population Survey (CPS)
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FAMILY SCALE
Ideally, poverty should be dened at the individual level based
on individual consumption [e.g., kids better o when mother
or grandmother controls income instead of father, Duo '03]
However, many consumption goods are shared within the family [e.g., housing, joint meals, etc.] and it is dicult to measure consumption at individual level
Measured poverty is therefore based on consumption or disposable income at the family level [or unit sharing resources]
and everybody within the family has same poverty status
Bigger families need more resources but economies of scale in
consumption: scale disposable income by family size
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US POVERTY RATE DEFINITION
Based on money income = market income before taxes +
cash govt transfers excluding tax credits + cash private transfers
In-kind market income and transfers (employer health insurance, Medicaid, nutrition, public housing) do NOT count
Income and employee payroll taxes are NOT deducted. Income
tax credits (EITC, Child Tax Credit) are NOT added.
Threshold: 3x the cost of a minimum food diet in 1963 in
today's prices (using the ocial CPI)
Threshold depends on household size/structure: e.g., $20K/year
for single parent with 2 kids
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Poverty Lines by Family Size (2012)

Size of Family Unit
1
2
3
4
5
For each additional person, add

Poverty Line
$11,170
15,130
19,090
23,050
27,010
3,960
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provides a more detailed description of how the
Census Bureau calculates poverty.

population.

was not statistically different from the povert
rate for Asians.

Figure 4.

Number in Poverty and Poverty Rate: 1959 to 2013
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Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Survey, 1960 to 2014 Annual Social and Economic Supplements.
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Figure 1
Trends in Individual Poverty Rates and Real GDP per Capita, 1959 –2003
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declined steadily during this period, falling from 24.6 percent in 1970 to
10.2 percent in 2003.

Factors Explaining Evolution of Poverty
Based on Hoynes-Page-Stevens JEP'06
1) Stagnant bottom wages (in spite of economic growth per
capita [main explanation]
2) Changes in family structure: single parent families
7% in 1967 to 14.4% in 2003

↑ from

⇒ Increases poverty rate by 4

pts [large eect]
3) Increase in female labor force participation

⇒ Reduces

poverty rate [signicant eect only since 1980]
4) Immigration: accounts for about 0.7 points in the poverty
rate increase from 1969 to 1999 [small eect]
5) Means-tested transfers [medium eect because they are
concentrated below poverty line]
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ISSUES WITH US POVERTY RATE DEFINITION
Denition was close to disposable income when measuring
poverty started but no longer:
1) In-kind transfers have grown substantially [Medicaid]
2) Payroll tax and Income tax credits (EITC, Child Tax Credit)
have grown substantially for low income families
3) Ocial CPI overstates ination [and understates real economic growth] because it is not chained [i.e., does not take
into account that relative price changes lead to changes in
consumption]
Politically dicult to change denition
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Recomputing Poverty Rate: Meyer-Sullivan NBER'09
1) Change the scaling for family size (no strong eect)
2) Change the price index: shift to CPI-U-RS instead of ocial
CPI-U (large legitimate eect, CPI-U-RS better index)
3) Shift to households [people living in same unit] instead of
family [people in same unit related by blood/adoption]: not
clear which is best, depends on sharing [some eect]
4) Shift to after-tax income [deduct income/payroll taxes, add
tax credits]: large legitimate eect
5) Add non-cash benets [nutrition, housing, health insurance]: tiny net eect [medicaid

↑, other programs ↓]

6) Shift to consumption [modest eect on poverty rate, huge
eect on deep poverty]
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Figure 1: Official and Alternative Income Poverty Rates, 1972-2005
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Measuring Intergenerational Income Mobility
Most believe that children's success should not depend too
much on parental income
Studies linking adult children to their parents can measure link
between children and parents income
Simple measure: average income rank of children by income
rank of parents (Chetty et al. '14)
1) US has less mobility than European countries (especially
Scandinavian countries such as Denmark)
2) Substantial heterogeneity in mobility across cities in the US
3) Places with low segregation, low income inequality, good
K-12 schools, high social capital, high family stability tend to
have high mobility [this is a correlation and not necessarily
causal]
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The American Dream?
§ Probability that a child born to parents in the bottom fifth
of the income distribution reaches the top fifth:
USA

UK

Denmark

Canada

Chetty, Hendren, Kline, Saez 2014

Blanden and Machin 2008

Boserup, Kopczuk, and Kreiner 2013

Corak and Heisz 1999

7.5%

9.0%

11.7%

13.5%

à Chances of achieving the “American Dream” are almost
two times higher in Canada than in the U.S.

The Geography of Upward Mobility in the United States
Probability of Reaching the Top Fifth Starting from the Bottom Fifth

US average 7.5% [kids born 1980-2]

Note: Lighter Color = More Upward Mobility
Download Statistics for Your Area at www.equality-of-opportunity.org

The Geography of Upward Mobility in the United States
Odds of Reaching the Top Fifth Starting from the Bottom Fifth

US average 7.5% [kids born 1980-2]
Indianapolis 4.9%

Santa Rosa 10.0%
Sacramento 9.7%
SF 12.2%
Modesto 9.4%
SJ 12.9%
Fresno 7.5%
Bakersfield 12.2%
SB 11.3%
LA 9.6%
San Diego 10.4%

Note: Lighter Color = More Upward Mobility
Download Statistics for Your Area at www.equality-of-opportunity.org

Washington DC 11.0%

Charlotte 4.4%
Atlanta 4.5%
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economic mobility

Table 1.

Upward Mobility in the 50 Largest Metro Areas: The Top 10 and Bottom 10

Rank

Commuting Zone

Odds of Reaching
Top Fifth from
Bottom Fifth

Rank

Commuting Zone

Odds of Reaching
Top Fifth from
Bottom Fifth

1

San Jose, CA

12.9%

41

Cleveland, OH

5.1%

2

San Francisco, CA

12.2%

42

St. Louis, MO

5.1%

3

Washington, D.C.

11.0%

43

Raleigh, NC

5.0%

4

Seattle, WA

10.9%

44

Jacksonville, FL

4.9%

5

Salt Lake City, UT

10.8%

45

Columbus, OH

4.9%

6

New York, NY

10.5%

46

Indianapolis, IN

4.9%

7

Boston, MA

10.5%

47

Dayton, OH

4.9%

8

San Diego, CA

10.4%

48

Atlanta, GA

4.5%

9

Newark, NJ

10.2%

49

Milwaukee, WI

4.5%

10

Manchester, NH

10.0%

50

Charlotte, NC

4.4%

Note: This table reports selected statistics from a sample of the 50 largest commuting zones (CZs) according to their populations in the 2000 Census. The columns report
the percentage of children whose family income is in the top quintile of the national distribution of child family income conditional on having parent family income in the
bottom quintile of the parental national income distribution—these probabilities are taken from Online Data Table VI of Chetty et al., 2014a.
Source: Chetty et al., 2014a.

that much of the variation in upward mobility across areas
may be driven by a causal effect of the local environment
rather than differences in the characteristics of the people

white and black low-income individuals ad
we find a strong negative correlation between
sures of racial and income segregation and u

Govt Redistribution with Taxes and Transfers
Govt taxes individuals based on income and consumption and
provides transfers: z is pre-tax income, y = z − T (z) + B(z) is
post-tax income
1) If inequality in y is less than inequality in z
transfer system is redistributive (or progressive)
2) If inequality in y is more than inequality in
transfer system is regressive
a) If y
neutral

⇔ tax and

z ⇔ tax and

= z · (1 − t) with constant t, tax/transfer system is

b) If y = z · (1 − t) + G where G is a universal transfer, then
tax/transfer system is progressive
Actual tax/transfer systems in rich countries roughly like b)
with G welfare state transfers [education, health, retirement]
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Federal US Tax System: Overview
1) Individual income tax (on both labor+capital income) [progressive](40% of fed tax revenue)
2) Payroll taxes (on labor income) nancing social security
programs [about neutral] (40% of revenue)
3) Corporate income tax (on capital income) [progressive if
incidence on capital income] (15% of revenue)
4) Estate taxes (on capital income) [very progressive] (2% of
revenue)
5) Minor excise taxes (mostly labor income) [regressive] (3%
of revenue)
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State+Local Tax System: Overview
1) Individual+Corporate income taxes [progressive] (30% of
state+local tax revenue)
2) Sales + Excise taxes (tax on consumption = income savings) [slightly regressive] (30% of revenue)
3) Real estate property taxes (on capital income) [slightly progressive] (30% of revenue)
http://www.census.gov/govs/www/qtax.html
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Tax Revenue by Type of Tax in the United States
(2010, % of Total Tax Revenue)

Individual income taxes
Social insurance contributions
(payroll tax)
Corporate taxes
Consumption tax
Property tax
Other

State and
Federal
Total
Local
42%
20%
34%
35
13
3
0
7

0
4
34
33
9

24
10
14
11
7
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Taxation Around the World

Individual income taxes
Social insurance contributions
(payroll tax)
Corporate taxes
Consumption tax
Property tax
Other

OECD
Norway Denmark
Average
24%
55%
25%
23
22
26
3
2

2
5
30
4
4

27
8
31
5
4
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US Tax System: Progressivity and Evolution
1) Medium Term Changes: Federal Tax Progressivity has
declined since 1970 but govt redistribution remains substantial
especially when including transfers (Medicaid, Social Security,
UI, DI, various income support programs)

2) Long Term Changes: Before 1913, US taxes were primarily taris, excises, and real estate property taxes [slightly
regressive], no transfer programs (and hence small govt)
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2. Federal Average Tax Rates by Income Groups
(individual+corporate+payroll+estate taxes)
80%
70%

1970

60%

2000

50%
40%

2005

30%
20%
10%

Source: Piketty and Saez JEP'07

P99.99-100

P99.9-99.99

P99.5-99.9

P99-99.5

P95-99

P90-95

P80-90

P60-80

P40-60

P20-40

P0-20

0%

POLICY ANALYSIS PREVIEW: PROGRESSIVITY
SHOULD RISE WHEN INEQUALITY RISES

Source: Mankiw, Weinzierl, Yagan (2009)
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Plan for Lectures on Taxation/Redistribution
1) Tax incidence (who bears the burden of taxation), eciency
costs of taxation, optimal commodity taxation
2) Taxation of labor income:
Optimal design of labor income taxation and means-tested
transfers
Empirical analysis of tax and transfer programs on labor supply
and earnings
3) Taxation of capital income (savings, wealth, and corporate
prots)
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Tax Incidence and Eciency Costs of
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19.1

Tax Incidence

Sources of federal government revenue, 1960 and 2008:
Category:
Income taxes
Corporate taxes
Payroll tax
Excise taxes
Other

1960
44.5%
22.8
17.0
12.8
2.9

2008
43.7%
11.3
37.8
2.6
4.5

• Tax incidence: Assessing which party (consumers or
producers) bears the true burden of a tax.
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TAX INCIDENCE
Tax incidence is the study of the eects of tax policies on
prices and the welfare of individuals
What happens to market prices when a tax is introduced or
changed?
Example:

what happens when impose $1 per pack tax on

cigarettes?
Eect on price

⇒ distributional eects on smokers, prots of

producers, shareholders, farmers, etc.
This is positive analysis: typically the rst step in policy evaluation; it is an input to later thinking about what policy maximizes social welfare.
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TAX INCIDENCE
Tax incidence is not an accounting exercise but an analytical
characterization of changes in economic equilibria when taxes
are changed.
Key point:

Taxes can be shifted:

taxes aect directly the

prices of goods, which aect quantities because of behavioral
responses, which aect indirectly the price of other goods.
If prices are constant economic incidence would be the same
as legislative incidence.
Example: Liberals favor capital income taxation because capital income is
concentrated at the high end of the income distribution. Taxing capital
means taxing disproportionately the rich.
Argument neglects implicitly general equilibrium price eects: if people
save less because of capital taxes, capital stock may go down driving also
the wages down and hurting workers. The capital tax might be shifted
partly on workers.
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Partial Equilibrium Tax Incidence
Partial Equilibrium Model:
Simple model goes a long way to showing main results.
Government levies an excise tax on good

x

Excise means it is levied on a quantity (gallon, pack, ton, ...).
Typically xed in nominal terms (e.g, $1 per pack)
[ad-valorem tax is a fraction of prices (e.g. 5% sales tax)]
Let

p denote the pretax price of x (producer price)

Let

q = p + t denote the tax inclusive price of x (consumer

price)
Draw graph on blackboard
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19.1

The Statutory Burden of a Tax Does Not Describe
Who Really Bears the Tax, and Is Irrelevant to the
Tax Burden
Price per
gallon (P)

Consumer
burden =
$0.30
Producer
burden =
$0.20

P1 = $1.50
$1.30

Tax =
$0.50

B

P2 = $2.00
P3 = $1.80

S2

(a) Tax on producers

Price per
gallon (P)

S1

D

(b) Tax on consumers
S

E

$1.80

C

Consumer
burden =
$0.30
Producer
burden =
$0.20

A
E

P1 = $1.50
P3 = $1.30
P2 = $1.00

A

C
D

B

Tax =
$0.50

D
0

Q2 = 80 Q3 = 90 Q1 = 100

Quantity in
billions of
gallons (Q)

D2
0

Q1 = 100
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Computing Burden Shares
For either side of the market: [burden share] = [dollars lost
per unit] / [increase in tax per unit]

Consumers: [consumers' dollars lost per unit] = [increase in
tax per unit paid by consumers] + [increase in price paid per
unit by consumers to producers]

Producers: [producers' dollars lost per unit] = [increase in
tax per unit paid by producers]

− [increase in price paid per

unit by consumers to producers]
Ex. from part (b) in previous slide:
Consumer burden share =
Producer burden share =

[$0.50 + ($1.30 − $1.50)]/[$0.50] = 60%

[$0.00 − ($1.30 − $1.50)]/[$0.50] = 40%
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TAX INCIDENCE
Demand for good
Supply for good

x is D(q) decreases with q = p + t

x is S(p) increases with p

Equilibrium condition:
Start from

Q = S(p) = D(p + t)

t = 0 and S(p) = D(p). We want to characterize

dp/dt: eect of a small tax increase on price, which determines
who bears eective burden of tax:
Change

dt generates change dp so that equilibrium holds:
S(p + dp) = D(p + dp + dt) ⇒
S(p) + S 0 (p)dp = D(p) + D0 (p)(dp + dt) ⇒
S 0 (p)dp = D0 (p)(dp + dt) ⇒

dp
D0(p)
= 0
dt
S (p) − D0(p)
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TAX INCIDENCE
Useful to use elasticities in economics because elasticities are
unit free

Elasticity: percentage change in quantity when price changes
by one percent

qD0 (q)
q dD
εD = D dq = D(q) < 0 denotes the price elasticity of demand
pS 0 (p)
p dS
εS = S dp = S(p) > 0 denotes the price elasticity of supply

dp
D0(p)
εD
= 0
=
dt
S (p) − D0(p)
εS − εD
dp
−1 ≤
≤0
dt

and

dq
dp
0≤
=1+
≤1
dt
dt
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TAX INCIDENCE

dp
εD
=
dt
εS − εD
When do consumers bear the entire burden of the tax? (dp/dt

=

0 and dq/dt = 1)
1)

εD = 0 [inelastic demand]

example: short-run demand for gasoline inelastic (need to drive to work)
2)

εS = ∞ [perfectly elastic supply]

example: perfectly competitive industry

When do producers bear the entire burden of the tax? (dp/dt

=

−1 and dq/dt = 0)
1)

εS = 0 [inelastic supply]

example: xed quantity supplied
2)

εD = −∞ [perfectly elastic demand]

example: there is a close substitute, and demand shifts to this substitute
if price changes.
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19.1

Perfectly Inelastic Demand
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Perfectly Elastic Demand
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Supply Elasticities
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TAX INCIDENCE: KEY RESULTS
1) statutory incidence not equal to economic incidence
2) equilibrium is independent of who nominally pays the tax
3) more inelastic factor bears more of the tax
These are robust conclusions that hold with more complicated
models
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Eciency Costs of Taxation
Deadweight burden (also called excess burden) of taxation is
dened as the welfare loss (measured in dollars) created by a
tax over and above the tax revenue generated by the tax
In the simple supply and demand diagram, welfare is measured
by the sum of the consumer surplus and producer surplus
The welfare loss of taxation is measured as change in consumer+producer surplus minus tax collected: it is the triangle
on the gure
The ineciency of any tax is determined by the extent to which consumers and producers change their behavior to avoid the tax; deadweight
loss is caused by individuals and rms making inecient consumption and
production choices in order to avoid taxation.
If there is no change in quantities consumed, the tax has no eciency
costs
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20.1

Taxation and Economic Efficiency: Graphical
Approach
S2

Price per
gallon (P)

S1
Tax =
$0.50

P2 = $1.80
P1 = $1.50
P3 = $1.30

B
E
F

G

Deadweight loss, DWL
A

D
C

D1

0

Q2 = 90

Q1 = 100

Quantity in
billions of
gallons (Q)
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Eciency Costs of Taxation
Deadweight burden (or deadweight loss) of small tax

dt (start-

ing from zero tax) is measured by the Harberger Triangle:

1 pS 0(p) Q
1
1 0
· · dp · dt
DW B = (−dQ) · dt = − S (p) · dp · dt = −
2
2
2 S(p) p
[recall that

Q = S(p) and hence dQ = S 0(p)dp]

Recall that

dp/dt = εD /(εS − εD ), hence:
1 εS · εD Q
DW B = − ·
· (dt)2
2 εS − εD p
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20.1

Elasticities Determine Tax Inefficiency

(b) Elastic demand

(a) Inelastic demand
S2

Price per
gallon (P)

S1

S2

Price per
gallon (P)

S1
Tax

Tax

B
P2
P1

DWL

C

A

B
P2
P1

A

D1

C
DWL
D1
0

Q2 Q1

Quantity in
billions of
gallons (Q)

0

Q2

Q1

Quantity in
billions of
gallons (Q)
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20.1

Marginal DWL Rises with Tax Rate
Price
of gas

P3

S3

Tax =
$0.10

S2

D

S1
B

P2
P1

A

Tax =
$0.10
DWL

C
E
D1
0

Q3

Q2

Q1

Quantity of gas
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Eciency Costs of Taxation

1 ε ·ε
Q
DW B = − · S D · (dt)2
2 εS − εD p
1) DW B increases with the absolute size of elasticities
and −εD > 0

εS > 0

⇒ More ecient to tax relatively inelastic goods
2) DW B increases with the square of the tax rate t: small
taxes have relatively small eciency costs, large taxes have
relatively large eciency costs

⇒ More ecient to spread taxes across all goods to keep each tax rate
low

⇒ Better to fund large one time govt expense (such as a war) with debt
and repay slowly afterwards than have very high taxes only during war

3) Pre-existing distortions (such as an existing tax or externality) makes the cost of taxation higher: move from the triangle
to trapezoid
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20.1

A Tax System’s Efficiency Is Affected by a Market’s
Preexisting Distortions
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Application: Optimal Commodity Taxation
Ramsey (1927) asked by Pigou to solve the following problem:
Consider one consumer who consumes

K dierent goods

What are the tax rates t1 , .., tK of each good that raise a given
amount of revenue while minimizing the welfare loss to the
individual? (Assume perfectly elastic supply of each good.)
Uniform tax rates t = t1 = .. = tK is not optimal if the individual has more elastic demand for some goods than for others
Optimum is called the Ramsey tax rule: optimal tax rates
are such that the marginal DWB for last dollar of tax collected
is the same across all goods

⇒ Tax more the goods that have inelastic demands [and tax
less the goods that have elastic demands]
Note: this abstracts from redistribution and focuses solely on eciency
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Tax Incidence: Empirical Application
Doyle and Sampatharank (2008) study the Gas Tax Holidays
in Indiana (IN) and Illinois (IL).
These gas taxes are taxes on producers (statutory incidence
is on producers since gas stations pay the government).
Are gas tax cuts passed through to consumers? Or do producers pocket the tax cut and leave consumer price unchanged?
Study this question using state-level gas tax reforms:
Gas prices spike above $2.00 in 2000
IN suspends 5% gas tax on July 1. Reinstated on Oct 30.
IL suspends 5% gas tax on July 1. Reinstated on Dec 31.
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Tax Incidence: Empirical Application
Empirical approach in paper:

dierence-in-dierence (DD),

compare treated states with neighboring states (MI, OH, MO,
IA, WI) before and after tax change
Graphical evidence is most transparent. Findings:
1) 10 cent decrease in gas tax

⇒ 7 cent decrease in price paid

by consumers
2) So consumers bear 70% of the burden of the gas tax:

([$0.00] + [−$0.07])/[−$0.10] = 70% (applying formula from
Computing Burden Share slide)
(Note: Consumers bearing 70% of gas tax burden means that
consumers get 70% of the benet of a gas tax cut.)
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Figure 2A: Summer 2000 Difference in Log Gas Prices
IL/IN vs. Neighboring States: MI, OH, MO, IA, WI
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Figure 2B: Fall 2000 Difference in Log Gas Prices
IN vs. Neighboring States: MI, OH, IL
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Source: Doyle and Samphantharak 2008.

Figure 2C: Winter 2000/2001 Difference in Log Gas Prices
IL vs. Neighboring States: MO, IA, WI, IN
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19.4

EVIDENCE: The Incidence of Excise Taxation

• Excises tax on cigarettes varies widely across the
United States.

o Low of $0.025/pack per pack in VA.
o High of $1.51/pack in CT and MA.
o Since 1990, NJ increased its tax rate nearly sixfold.
o Arizona has increased its tax nearly eightfold.
• Many studies examine how taxes affect prices.

• These studies uniformly conclude that the price of
cigarettes rises by the full amount of the excise tax.
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General Equilibrium Tax Incidence
Examples so far have focused on partial equilibrium incidence
which considers impact of a tax on one market in isolation

General equilibrium models consider the eects on related
markets of a tax imposed on one market
E.g. imposition of a tax on cars may reduce demand for steel

⇒ additional eects on prices in equilibrium beyond car market.
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General Equilibrium Tax Incidence:
Example: Soda Tax in Berkeley
Consider the market for Soda in Berkeley
Berkeley imposes a Soda tax (voted in 2014)
Who bears the incidence?
If soda demand is inelastic, then consumers bear burden
Demand for Soda in Berkeley is likely to be elastic: if price of
Soda in Berkeley goes up, you consume less Soda [intention
of the tax] or buy Soda in Oakland
Consider extreme case of perfectly elastic demand
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19.3

Effects of a Restaurant Tax: A General Equilibrium
Example
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General Equilibrium Tax Incidence:
Example: Soda Tax
If Soda demand perfectly elastic then:
1) Soda sellers (supermarkets, restaurants) bear the full burden of the tax.
2) But Soda sellers are not self-contained entities
Companies are just a technology for combining capital and labor to produce
an output.
Capital: land, physical inputs like building, kitchen equipment, etc.
Labor: cashier sta, cooks, waitsta, etc.

3) Ultimately, these two factors (capital or labor) must bear
the loss in prots due to the tax [if consumer demand is perfectly elastic]
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General Equilibrium Tax Incidence:
Example: Soda Tax
Incidence is shifted backward to capital and labor.
Assume that labor supply is perfectly elastic because cashiers
can always go and work in Oakland if they get paid less in
Berkeley
Capital, in contrast, is perfectly inelastic in short-run:

you

cannot pick up the shop and move it in the short run.
In short run, capital bears tax because it is completely inelastic

⇒ Soda tax owners lose (not consumers or workers)
In the longer-run, the supply of capital is also likely to be highly
elastic: Investors can close or sell the shop, take their money,
and invest it elsewhere.
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General Equilibrium Tax Incidence:
Long-run eects
If both labor and capital are highly elastic in the long run, who
bears the tax?
The one additional inelastic factor is land.
The supply is clearly xed.
When both labor and capital can avoid the tax, the only way Soda sellers
will remain in Berleley is if they pay a lower rent on their land.

⇒ Soda tax ends up hurting Berkeley landowners in general
equilibrium [if Soda demand, labor and capital are fully elastic]
This if of course an idealized example, in practice, demand,
labor, and capital are not fully elastic
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CBO INCIDENCE ASSUMPTIONS
The Congressional Budget Oce (CBO) analysis considers
the incidence of the full set of taxes levied by the federal
government. Their key assumptions follow:
1. Individual Income taxes are borne fully by the households
that pay them.
2. Payroll taxes are borne fully by workers, regardless of
whether these taxes are paid by the workers or by the rm.
3. Excise taxes are fully shifted to prices and so are borne
by individuals in proportion to their consumption of the taxed
item.
4. Corporate taxes are allocated 75% to owners of capital
(not only shareholders but owners of capital in general) in
proportion to capital income and 25% to labor in proportion
to labor income [controversial]
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Source: Congressional Budget Office (CBO) 2013
2

THE DISTRIBUTION OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME AND FEDERAL TAXES, 2010

DECEMBER 2013

Figure 1.

Average Federal Tax Rates, by Income Group, 2010
(Percent)
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Source: Congressional Budget Office.
Notes: Average federal tax rates are calculated by dividing federal tax liabilities by before-tax income.
Before-tax income is the sum of market income and government transfers. Market income is composed of labor income, business
income, capital gains, capital income (excluding capital gains), income received in retirement for past services, and other sources
of income. Government transfers are cash payments and in-kind benefits from social insurance and other government assistance
programs.
Federal taxes include individual and corporate income taxes, social insurance (or payroll) taxes, and excise taxes.
Income groups are created by ranking households by before-tax income. Quintiles (fifths) contain equal numbers of people;
percentiles (hundredths) contain equal numbers of people as well.

Source: Congressional Budget Office (CBO) 2013
DECEMBER 2013

THE DISTRIBUTION OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME AND FEDERAL TAXES, 2010

Table 2.

Average Federal Tax Rates, by Income Group, 2009 and 2010
(Percentage of before-tax income)
Income Group

All Federal Taxes

Individual
Income Taxes

Social Insurance
Taxes

Corporate
Income Taxes

Excise Taxes

2010

Lowest Quintile
Second Quintile
Middle Quintile
Fourth Quintile
Highest Quintile

1.5
7.2
11.5
15.6
24.0

-9.2
-2.3
1.6
5.0
13.8

8.4
7.8
8.3
9.0
6.7

0.7
0.7
0.8
1.0
3.1

1.6
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4

All Quintiles

18.1

7.7

7.7

2.1

0.6

81st to 90th Percentiles
91st to 95th Percentiles
96th to 99th Percentiles
Top 1 Percent

19.3
21.6
24.9
29.4

8.1
10.7
15.1
20.1

9.4
8.9
7.1
2.2

1.2
1.5
2.3
6.9

0.5
0.4
0.4
0.2

2009

Lowest Quintile
Second Quintile
Middle Quintile
Fourth Quintile
Highest Quintile

1.0
6.7
11.1
15.0
23.2

-9.3
-2.6
1.3
4.6
13.4

8.3
7.9
8.4
9.1
7.1

0.5
0.5
0.6
0.7
2.2

1.5
0.9
0.8
0.6
0.4

All Quintiles

17.3

7.2

8.0

1.5

0.6
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INCIDENCE OF FEDERAL TAXES
1. Individual Income taxes is progressive due to tax credits
for low earners and progressive tax brackets
2. Payroll taxes are a constant tax rate of 15% but only up
to $120K of earnings

⇒ Regressive at the top

3. Excise taxes are regressive because share of income devoted to consumption of goods with excise tax (alcohol, tobacco, gas) falls with income
4. Corporate taxes are progressive because capital income is
highly concentrated
State+local taxes are less progressive than Federal taxes
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Mandated Benets
Now consider incidence of a mandated benet instead of a tax
Examples: (a) requirement that employers pay for healthcare (employers
with 50+ employees will be required to do that with new Obamacare law
or pay a ne), (b) workers compensation benets [for injuries on the job]

Aects rms like a tax
But eect of mandated benets on equilibrium wages and employment dier from a tax (Summers 1989) because workers
value the mandated benet
Suppose workers value $1 of mandated benet at $

α≥0

Could have

α < 1 if benet not as valuable as cash

Could have

α > 1 if benet more valuable than cash (e.g., can't buy health

insurance on individual market)

If

α = 1 then no change in employment
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Figure 1: Mandated Benefit
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Tax Salience: A New Theory
Traditional model assumes that all individuals are fully aware
of taxes that they pay
Is this true in practice? May not be because (unlike gas tax)
many taxes are not fully salient.
Do you know your exact marginal income tax rate? Do you think about it
when choosing a job?
Do you know the sales tax you have to pay in addition to posted prices at
cash register?

Chetty, Looney, Kroft AER '09: test this assumption in the
context of commodity taxes and develop a theory of taxation
with inattentive consumers
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Tax Salience: A New Theory
Chetty, Looney, Kroft AER'09 develop two empirical strategies
to test whether salience matters for sales tax incidence
Sales tax is paid at the cash register and not displayed on price
tags in stores

1) Randomized eld experiment with supermarket stores
In one treatment store: they display new price tags showing the level of
sales tax and total price was displayed on a subset of products
Compare shopping behavior in for treated products vs control products in
treated store, before and after new tags are implemented (this is called
dierence-in-dierence [DD] strategy)
Repeat the analysis in control stores as a placebo DD strategy

2) Policy experiment using variation in beer excise and sales
taxes across states
Excise tax is salient because built into posted price while sales tax is not
salient because it is not included in posted price
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Orig.
Tag

Exp.
Tag

Source: Chetty, Looney, Kroft (2009)

Effect of Posting Tax-Inclusive Prices: Mean Quantity Sold
Period

TREATMENT STORE
Control Categories
Treated Categories

Difference

Baseline

26.48
(0.22)

25.17
(0.37)

-1.31
(0.43)

Experiment

27.32
(0.87)

23.87
(1.02)

-3.45
(0.64)

Difference
over time

0.84
(0.75)

-1.30
(0.92)

DDTS = -2.14
(0.64)

Period

CONTROL STORES
Control Categories
Treated Categories

Difference

Baseline

30.57
(0.24)

27.94
(0.30)

-2.63
(0.32)

Experiment

30.76
(0.72)

28.19
(1.06)

-2.57
(1.09)

Difference
over time

0.19
(0.64)

0.25
(0.92)

DDCS = 0.06
(0.90)

DDD Estimate
Source: Chetty, Looney, Kroft (2009)

-2.20
(0.58)
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Figure 2a
Per Capita Beer Consumption and State Beer Excise Taxes
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Source: Chetty, Looney, Kroft (2009)
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Figure 2b
Per Capita Beer Consumption and State Sales Taxes
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.01

.015

.02

Effect of Excise and Sales Taxes on Beer Consumption
Dependent Variable: Change in Log(per capita beer consumption)

Baseline
(1)
ΔLog(1+Excise Tax Rate)
ΔLog(1+Sales Tax Rate)

-0.87
(0.17)***

Bus Cyc,
Alc Regs.
(2)
-0.89
(0.17)***

3-Year Diffs

Food Exempt

(3)

(4)

-1.11
(0.46)**

-0.91
(0.22)***

-0.20

-0.02

-0.00

-0.14

(0.30)

(0.30)

(0.32)

(0.30)

Business Cycle Controls

x

x

x

Alcohol Regulation Controls

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

F-Test for Equality of Coeffs.

0.05

0.01

0.05

0.04

Sample Size

1,607

1,487

1,389

937

Year Fixed Effects

Source: Chetty, Looney, Kroft (2009)

Note: Estimates imply qt  0.06

Key Empirical Result: Salience matters
1) Posting sales taxes reduces demand for those goods

⇒ Breaks tax incidence result #2: equilibrium depends on
who nominally pays the tax
2) Beer consumption is elastic to excise tax rate (built in
posted price) but not to the sales tax rate (not built in the
posted price)

⇒ If tax is not salient to consumers, they are less elastic, and
hence more likely to bear the tax burden
A number of recent empirical studies show that individuals
are not fully informed and fully rational and this has large
consequences for policy
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TAXATION AND REDISTRIBUTION
Key question: Should government reduce inequality using
taxes and transfers?
1) Governments use taxes to raise revenue
2) This revenue funds transfer programs:
a) Universal Transfers: Public Education, Health Care Benets (only 65+ in the US), Retirement and Disability Benets,
Unemployment benets
b) Means-tested Transfers:

In-kind (e.g., public housing or

Medicaid in the US) and cash benets
Modern governments raise large fraction of GDP in taxes (3045%) and spend signicant fraction of GDP on transfers
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FACTS ON US TAXES AND TRANSFERS
References: Comprehensive description in:
http://www.taxpolicycenter.org/taxfacts/

A) Taxes: (1) individual income tax (fed+state), (2) payroll
taxes on earnings (fed, funds Social Security+Medicare), (3)
corporate income tax (fed+state), (4) sales taxes (state)+excise
taxes (state+fed), (5) property taxes (state)

B) Means-tested Transfers: (1) refundable tax credits (fed),
(2) in-kind transfers (fed+state): Medicaid, public housing,
nutrition (SNAP), education, (3) cash welfare: TANF for single parents (fed+state), SSI for old/disabled (fed)
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FEDERAL US INCOME TAX
US income tax assessed on annual family income (not individual) [most other OECD countries have shifted to individual
assessment]
Sum all cash income sources from family members (both from
labor and capital income sources) = called Adjusted Gross

Income (AGI)
Main exclusions:

fringe benets (health insurance, pension

contributions), imputed rent of homeowners, unrealized capital gains
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FEDERAL US INCOME TAX
Taxable income = AGI - personal exemptions - deduction
personal exemption = $4K

× # family members (in 2014)

deduction is max of standard deduction or itemized deductions
Standard deduction is a xed amount depending on family
structure ($12.4K for couple, $6.2K for single in 2014)
Itemized deductions: mortgage interest payments, charitable
giving, state and local taxes paid, various other small items
[about 10% of AGI lost through itemized deductions, called
tax expenditures]
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FEDERAL US INCOME TAX: TAX BRACKETS

T (z) is piecewise linear and continuous function of taxable income z with constant marginal tax rates (MTR) T 0 (z)
Tax

by brackets [draw graph]
In 2016, 7 brackets with MTR 10%,15%,25%,28%,33%,35%,
39.6% (top bracket for

z above $458K), indexed on price in-

ation
Lower preferential rates (up to a max of 20%) apply to dividends (since 2003) and realized capital gains [in part to oset
double taxation of corporate prots]
Tax rates change frequently over time. Top MTRs have declined drastically since 1960s (as in most OECD countries)
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Source: IRS, Statistics of Income Division, Historical Table 23

FEDERAL US INCOME TAX: TAX CREDITS
Tax credits: Additional reduction in taxes
(1) Non refundable (cannot reduce taxes below zero): foreign tax credit, child care expenses, education credits, energy
credits, and many others
(2) Refundable (can reduce taxes below zero, i.e., be net
transfers):

EITC (earned income tax credit, up to $3.3K,

$5.5K, $6.1K for working families with 1, 2, 3+ kids), Child
Tax Credit ($1000 per kid, partly refundable)
Refundable tax credits are now the largest means-tested cash
transfer for low income families
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5000

EITC Amount as a Function of Earnings
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FEDERAL US INCOME TAX: TAX FILING
Taxes on year

t earnings are withheld on paychecks during year

t (pay-as-you-earn)
Income tax return led in Feb-April 15, year

t + 1 [lers use

either software or tax preparers, huge private industry, most
OECD countries provide pre-populated returns]
Most tax lers get a tax refund as withholdings larger than
taxes owed in general
Payers (employers, banks, etc.) send income information to
govt (3rd party reporting)
3rd party reporting + withholding at source is key for successful enforcement
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MAIN MEANS-TESTED TRANSFER PROGRAMS
1) Traditional transfers: managed by welfare agencies, paid
on monthly basis, high stigma and take-up costs

⇒ low take-

up rates (often only around 50%)
Main programs: Medicaid (health insurance for low incomes),
SNAP (former food stamps), public housing, TANF (welfare),
SSI (aged+disabled)
2) Refundable income tax credits: managed by tax administration, paid as an annual lumpsum in year
and take-up cost

t + 1, low stigma

⇒ high take-up rates

Main programs: EITC and Child Tax Credit [large expansion
since the 1990s] for low income working families with children
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KEY CONCEPTS FOR TAXES/TRANSFERS
Draw budget

(z, z − T (z)) which integrates taxes and transfers

1) Transfer benet with zero earnings

−T (0) [sometimes called

demogrant or lumpsum grant]
2) Marginal tax rate (or phasing-out rate) T 0 (z): individual
keeps 1 − T 0 (z) for an additional $1 of earnings (intensive labor
supply response)
3) Participation tax rate

τp = [T (z) − T (0)]/z : individual keeps

1 − τp of earnings when moving from zero earnings to
earnings z (extensive labor supply response):

fraction

z − T (z) = −T (0) + z · (1 − τp)
4) Break-even earnings point

z ∗: point at which T (z ∗) = 0
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US Tax/Transfer System, single parent with 2 children, 2009
$50,000

$50,000

$40,000

Welfare:
TANF+SNAP

$30,000

$30,000

Tax credits:
EITC+CTC

$20,000

$20,000

Earnings after
Fed+SSA taxes

$10,000

$10,000

45 Degree Line

Disposable arnings

$40,000

$50,000

$40,000

$30,000

$20,000

$10,000

$0

$0

$0

Gross Earnings (with employer payroll taxes)
Source:
Source: Federal
Govt Computations made by Emmanuel Saez using tax and transfer system parameters

Source: Piketty, Thomas, and Emmanuel Saez (2012)

Prole of Current Means-tested Transfers
Traditional means-tested programs reduce incentives to work
for low income workers
Refundable tax credits have signicantly increased incentive
to work for low income workers
However, refundable tax credits cannot benet those with zero
earnings
Trade-o: US chooses to reward work more than most European countries (such as France) but therefore provides smaller
benets to those with no earnings
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Optimal Taxation: Case with No Behavioral Responses
Utility

u(c) strictly increasing and concave

Same for everybody where

c is after tax income.

z is xed for each individual, c = z − T (z) where T (z)
is tax/transfer on z .

Income

N individuals with xed incomes z1 < ... < zN
Government maximizes Utilitarian objective:

SW F =

N
X

u(zi − T (zi))

i=1

PN
subject to budget constraint
i=1 T (zi ) = 0 (taxes need to
fund transfers)
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Simple Model With No Behavioral Responses
Replace

PN
i=2 T (zi ) from budget constraint:


N
N
X
X
SW F = u z1 +
T (zi) +
u(zi − T (zi))
i=2
i=2

T (z1) = −

First order condition (FOC) in T (zi ) for a given i = 2, .., N :


N
X
∂SW F
0
0=
= u z 1 +
T (zj ) − u0(zi − T (zi)) = 0 ⇒
∂T (zi)
j=2
u0(zi − T (zi)) = u0(z1 − T (z1)) ⇒ zi − T (zi) = constant across

i = 1, .., N
Perfect equalization of after-tax income = 100% tax rate and
redistribution [draw graph]
Utilitarianism with decreasing marginal utility leads to perfect
egalitarianism [Edgeworth, 1897]
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ISSUES WITH SIMPLE MODEL
1) No behavioral responses: Obvious missing piece: 100%
redistribution would destroy incentives to work and thus the
assumption that

z is exogenous is unrealistic

⇒ Optimal income tax theory incorporates behavioral responses
2) Issue with Utilitarianism:

Even absent behavioral re-

sponses, many people would object to 100% redistribution
[perceived as conscatory]

⇒ Citizens' views on fairness impose bounds on redistribution
govt can do [political economy / public choice theory]
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EQUITY-EFFICIENCY TRADE-OFF
Taxes can be used to raise revenue for transfer programs which
can reduce inequality in disposable income

⇒ Desirable if so-

ciety feels that inequality is too large
Taxes (and transfers) reduce incentives to work

⇒ High tax

rates create economic ineciency if individual respond to taxes
Size of behavioral response limits the ability of govt to redistribute with taxes/transfers

⇒ Generates an equity-eciency trade-o
Empirical tax literature estimates the size of behavioral responses to taxation
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Labor Supply Theory
Individual has utility over labor supply

l and consumption c:
u(c, l) increasing in c and decreasing in l [i.e., increasing in
leisure]

max u(c, l)

subjectto

c=w·l+R

w = w̄ · (1 − τ ) the net-of-tax wage (w̄ is before tax wage
rate and τ is tax rate), and R non-labor income
with

FOC

∂u = 0 denes Marshallian labor supply l = l(w, R)
+
w ∂u
∂c
∂l

U ncompensatedlaborsupplyelasticity :
Incomeef f ects :

w ∂l
u
ε = ·
l

∂w

∂l
η=l
≤0
∂R
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Labor Supply Theory
Substitution eects: Hicksian labor supply:
cost needed to reach

u given slope w ⇒

Compensated elasticity
Slutsky equation

Tax rate

lc(w, u) minimizes

c
∂l
w
>0
εc = ·
l ∂w

∂l
∂lc
∂l
=
+l
⇒ εu = εc + η
∂w
∂w
∂R

τ discourages work through substitution eects (work

pays less at the margin)
Tax rate

τ encourages work through income eects (taxes

make you poorer and hence in more need of income)
Net eect ambiguous (captured by sign of

εu )
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21.1

Substitution versus Income Effect

(b) Income effect is larger

(a) Substitution effect is larger
Consumption

Consumption
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A

12,250

IC1
7,000

A
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C
IC3

B

IC2
BC2 BC1
0

900 1,200

Leisure hours

IC1

BC2
0

600 900

BC1

Leisure hours

Public Finance and Public Policy Jonathan Gruber Fourth Edition Copyright © 2012 Worth Publishers
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General nonlinear income tax [draw graph]
With no taxes:
With taxes

c = z (consumption = earnings)

c = z − T (z) (consumption = earnings - net taxes)

T (z) ≥ 0 if individual pays taxes on net, T (z) ≤ 0 if individual
receives transfers on net

T 0(z) > 0 reduces net wage rate and reduces labor supply
through substitution eects

T (z) > 0 reduces disposable income and increases labor supply
through income eects

T (z) < 0 increases disposable income and decreases labor supply through income eects
Transfer program such that
discourages labor supply

T (z) < 0 and T 0(z) ≥ 0 always
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OPTIMAL LINEAR TAX RATE: LAFFER CURVE

c = (1 − τ ) · z + R with τ linear tax rate and R xed universal
transfer funded by taxes R = τ Z with Z average earnings
Individual

i choose li to maximize ui((1 − τ ) · wili + R, li)

Labor supply choices li determine individual earnings zi = wi li .
P
Assume small income eects ⇒ average earnings Z = i zi /N
depend positively on net-of-tax rate

1 − τ.

R(τ ) = τ · Z(1 − τ ) is inversely Ushaped with τ : R(τ = 0) = 0 (no taxes) and R(τ = 1) = 0
Tax Revenue per person

(nobody works): called the Laer Curve
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OPTIMAL LINEAR TAX RATE: LAFFER CURVE
Top of the Laer Curve is at

0 = R0(τ ∗) = Z − τ ∗

τ ∗ maximizing tax revenue:

dZ
τ∗
dZ
1 − τ∗
⇒
=1
·
∗
d(1 − τ )
1−τ
Z d(1 − τ )

Revenuemaximizingtaxrate :τ ∗ =

1
1−τ
dZ
withe =
1+e
Z d(1 − τ )

e is the elasticity of average income Z with respect to the
net-of-tax rate 1 − τ [empirically estimable]
Inecient to have

τ > τ ∗ because decreasing τ would make

taxpayers better o (they pay less taxes) and would increase
tax revenue for the government
If government is Rawlsian (maximizes welfare of the worsto person with no earnings) then τ ∗ = 1/(1 + e) is optimal to
make transfer

R(τ ) as large as possible
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OPTIMAL LINEAR TAX RATE: FORMULA
Government chooses

SW F =

X

τ to maximize utilitarian social welfare
ui((1 − τ )wili + τ · Z(1 − τ ), li)

i
taking into account that labor supply li responds to taxation
and hence that this aects the tax revenue per person τ ·Z(1−

τ ) that is redistributed back as transfer to everybody
Government rst order condition: (using the envelope theorem
as li maximizes ui ):
"
#
i
X ∂u
dSW F
dZ
0=
=
· −zi + Z − τ
,
dτ
∂c
d(1
−
τ
)
i
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OPTIMAL LINEAR TAX RATE: FORMULA
Hence, we have the following optimal linear income tax formula

τ =

1 − ḡ
1 − ḡ + e

with

P
i zi ·
ḡ =
P
Z· i

∂ui
∂c
∂ui
∂c

i

0 ≤ ḡ < 1 as ∂u
∂c is decreasing with zi (marginal utility falls with

consumption)

τ decreases with elasticity e [eciency] and with parameter ḡ
[equity]
Formula captures the equity-eciency trade-o

ḡ is low and τ close to Laer rate τ ∗ = 1/(1 + e) when
(a) inequality is high
(b) marginal utility decreases fast with income
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OPTIMAL TOP INCOME TAX RATE
(Diamond and Saez JEP'11)
In practice, individual income tax is progressive with brackets
with increasing marginal tax rates. What is the optimal top
tax rate?
Consider constant MTR
optimal

τ above xed z ∗. Goal is to derive

τ

In the US in 2014,

τ = 39.6% and z ∗ = $458, 000 (' top 1%).

Denote by

z average income of top bracket earners [depends on
net-of-tax rate 1 − τ ], with elasticity e = [(1 − τ )/z] · dz/d(1 − τ )

Suppose the government wants to maximize tax revenue collected from top bracket taxpayers (marginal utility of consumption of top 1% earners is small)
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Optimal Top Income Tax Rate (Mirrlees ’71 model)
Disposable
Income

c=z-T(z)

Top bracket:
Slope 1-τ

z*-T(z*)

Reform:
Slope 1-τ−dτ

0
Source: Diamond and Saez JEP'11

z*

Market
income z

Optimal Top Income Tax Rate (Mirrlees ’71 model)
Disposable
Income

Mechanical tax increase:

c=z-T(z)

dτ[z-z*]

z*-T(z*)
Behavioral Response tax loss:

τ dz = - dτ e z τ/(1-τ)

0
Source: Diamond and Saez JEP'11

z*

z

Market
income z

OPTIMAL TOP INCOME TAX RATE
Consider small dτ > 0 reform above z ∗ . Denote mean income
above z ∗ as zm . Assume constant elasticity e above z ∗ .
1) Mechanical increase in tax revenue:

dM = [zm − z ∗]dτ
2) Behavioral response reduces tax revenue:

dB = τ dzm = −τ

dzm
τ
dτ = −
· e · zm · dτ
d(1 − τ )
1−τ

τ
∗
dM + dB = dτ [zm − z ] − e
zm
1−τ
Optimal τ such that dM + dB = 0


⇒

τ
1 zm − z ∗
1
= ·
⇒τ =
1−τ
e
zm
1+a·e

with



a=

zm
zm − z ∗
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OPTIMAL TOP INCOME TAX RATE

Optimaltoptaxrate :τ =

1
1+a·e

with

a=

Optimal

τ decreases with e [eciency]

Optimal

τ decrease with a [thinness of top tail]

zm
zm − z ∗

Empirically

a ' 1.5, easy to estimate using distributional data

Empirically

e is harder to estimate [controversial]

e = .25 then τ = 1/(1+1.5·0.25) = 1/1.75 = 73%
Example: If e = 1 then τ = 1/(1 + 1.5 · 1) = 1/2.5 = 40%
Example: If
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REAL VS. TAX AVOIDANCE RESPONSES
Behavioral response to income tax comes not only from reduced labor supply but from tax avoidance or tax evasion
Tax avoidance: legal means to reduce tax liability (exploiting
tax loopholes)
Tax evasion: illegal under-reporting of income
Labor supply vs.
because:

tax avoidance/evasion distinction matters

1) If people work less when tax rates increase, there is not
much the government can do about it
2) If people avoid/evade more when tax rates increase, then
the govt can reduce tax avoidance/evasion opportunities [closing tax loopholes, broadening the tax base, increasing tax enforcement, etc.]
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REAL VS. AVOIDANCE RESPONSES
Key policy question: Is it possible to eliminate avoidance responses using base broadening, etc.? or would new avoidance
schemes keep popping up?
a) Some forms of tax avoidance are due to poorly designed

tax codes (preferential treatment for some income forms or
some deductions)
b) Some forms of tax avoidance/evasion can only be addressed
with international cooperation (o-shore tax evasion in tax
heavens)
c) Some forms of tax avoidance/evasion are due to technological limitations of tax collection (impossible to tax informal
cash businesses)
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OPTIMAL PROFILE OF TRANSFERS
If individuals respond to taxes only through intensive margin
(how much they work at the margin and not whether they
work), optimal transfer at bottom takes the form of a Negative Income Tax:
1) Lumpsum grant
2) High MTRs

−T (0) > 0 for those with no earnings

T 0(z) at the bottom to phase-out the lumpsum

grant quickly
Intuition: high MTRs at bottom are ecient because:
(a) they target transfers to the most needy
(b) earnings at the bottom are low to start with

⇒ intensive

labor supply response does not generate large output losses
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Optimal Transfers: Participation Responses
Empirical literature shows that participation labor supply responses [whether to work or not] are large at the bottom
[much larger and clearer than intensive responses]
Participation depends on participation tax rate:

τp = [T (z) − T (0)]/z
1 − τp of earnings when moving from
zero earnings to earnings z : z − T (z) = −T (0) + z · (1 − τp )
Individual keeps fraction

Key result: in-work subsidies with T 0(z) < 0 are optimal when
labor supply responses are concentrated along extensive margin and govt cares about low income workers.
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FAMILY TAXATION: MARRIAGE AND CHILDREN
Two important issues in policy debate:
1) Marriage: What is the optimal taxation of couples vs. singles?
2) Children: What should be the net transfer (transfer or tax
reduction) for family with children (as a function of family
income and structure)?
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TAXATION OF COUPLES
Three potentially desirable properties:
(1) income tax should be based on resources (i.e., family income if families fully share their income)
(2) income tax should be marriage neutral: no higher/lower
tax when two single individuals marry
(3) income tax should be progressive (i.e., higher incomes pay
a larger fraction of their income in taxes)
It is impossible to have a tax system that satises all 3 conditions simultaneously:
Income tax that is based on family income and marriage neutral has to satisfy: T (z h + z w ) = T (z h ) + T (z w ) and hence be
linear i.e.

T (z) = τ · z
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TAXATION OF COUPLES
(1) If couples share their incomes, then family taxation is better. If couples don't share their incomes, then individualized
tax is better
(2) If marriage responds to tax/transfer dierential ⇒ better
to reduce marriage penalty, i.e., move toward individualized
system
Particularly important when cohabitation is close substitute
for marriage (as in Scandinavian countries)
(3) If labor supply of secondary earners more elastic than labor
supply of primary earner ⇒ Secondary earnings should be taxed
less (Boskin-Sheshinski JpubE'83)
Labor supply elasticity dierential between primary and secondary earners is decreasing over time as earnings gender gap
decreases
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TRANSFERS OR TAX CREDITS FOR CHILDREN
1) Children reduce normalized family income
crease marginal utility of consumption

⇒ Children in-

⇒ Transfer for children

Tkid should be positive
In practice, transfers for children are always positive
2) Should

Tkid(z) increase with income z ?

Pro: rich spend more on their kids than lower income families
Cons: Lower income families need child transfers most
In practice,

Tkid(z) is fairly constant with z

Europe has much more generous pre-kindergarten child care
benets, US has more generous cash tax credits for families
with children
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Best Additional Reading
For both this lecture and the next lecture:
Diamond, P. and E. Saez From Basic Research to Policy
Recommendations: The Case for a Progressive Tax, Journal
of Economic Perspectives, 25.4, (2011): 165-190. (web)
Mankiw, N.G., Weinzierl, M. and Yagan, D., 2009. Optimal
taxation in theory and practice.

The Journal of Economic

Perspectives, 23(4), pp.147-174. (web)
Saez, Emmanuel, Joel Slemrod, and Seth H. Giertz.

"The

Elasticity of Taxable Income with Respect to Marginal Tax
Rates:

A Critical Review." Journal of Economic Literature

50(1) (2012): 3-50. (web)
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This Lecture
Last lecture: Theoretical groundwork to understand eect of
taxes and identify two elasticities needed for optimal policy at
top and bottom incomes
1) EITC: Is the extensive (participation) margin elasticity large?
2) Top marginal rate: How large is the top income elasticity?
Will also discuss additional outside-the-model considerations
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Responses to Low-Income Transfer Programs
1) Particular interest in treatment of low incomes in a progressive tax/transfer system: are they responsive to incentives?
2) Complicated set of transfer programs in US
a) In-kind: food stamps, Medicaid, public housing, job training, education subsidies
b) Cash: TANF, EITC, SSI
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Overall Costs of Anti Poverty Programs
1) US government (fed+state and local) spent $800bn in 2012
on income-tested programs
a) About 5% of GDP but 15% of $5 Trillion govt budget
(fed+state+local).
b) About 50% is health care (Medicaid)
2) Only $200 billion in cash (1.3% of GDP, or 25% of transfer
spending)
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EITC Expansions and Welfare Reform
Nationwide expansions in the EITC 1987-1994, largest in 1994.
Also state-wide expansions (understudied b/c CPS data too
thin)
1996 Welfare Reform: Turned AFDC (Aid to Families with
Dependent Children) into TANF (Temporary Assistance to
Needy Families) which required recipients to work or get training, limited benet duration, and reduced phase-out rate
General shift from welfare to workfare
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Source: Eissa Hoynes (2006)
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Source: Eissa Hoynes (2006)
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Source: Eissa Hoynes (2006)
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Source: Eissa Hoynes (2006)
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Source: Eissa Hoynes (2006)
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EITC Extensive Margin Elasticity
Large extensive margin elasticity, ranging between 0.69 and
1.16 (Hotz Scholz 2003)
EITC responsible for most of relative increase in single mothers' employment 1984-1996 (Meyer Rosenbaum 2001), welfare
reform (AFDC→TANF) responsible for less
Implies that an EITC is likely optimal (Saez 2002)
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EITC Follow-up #1: Net Poverty Reduction?
EITC increases participation [reduces poverty]
EITC phase-out should reduce work [can increase poverty]
Need estimates of eects across full EITC distribution
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Chetty, Friedman, Saez AER'13 EITC information
Use US population wide tax return data since 1996
1) Substantial heterogeneity fraction of EITC recipients bunching (using self-employment) across geographical areas

⇒ In-

formation about EITC varies across areas
2) Places with high self-employment EITC bunching display

wage earnings distribution more concentrated around plateau

⇒ Evidence of wage earnings response to EITC along intensive
margin
3) Key strategy:

use birth of rst child to estimate causal

eect of EITC on wage earnings
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Panel A. Indifference curves and bunching
Individual L indifference curve

After-tax income c = z − T(z)

Individual H indifference curves

Slope 1− t − dt

Individual L chooses z* before and after reform
Individual H chooses z*+ dz* before and z* after reform
dz*/z* = e dt/(1− t ) with e compensated elasticity

Slope 1− t

Source: Saez (2010), p. 184

z*

z*+ dz*

Before tax income z

Panel B. Density distributions and bunching

Slope 1− t

z*

z*+ dz*

Before tax income z

Density distribution

Panel B. Density distributions and bunching

Pre-reform incomes between z* and
z*+ dz* bunch at z* after reform

After reform density

Before reform density

Source: Saez (2010), p. 184

z*

z*+ dz*

Before tax income z

Figure 1. Bunching Theory
Notes: Panel A displays the effect on earnings choices of introducing a (small) kink in the budget set by increasing
the tax rate t by dt above income level z*. Individual L who chooses z* before the reform stays at z* after the reform.
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Figure 4. Earnings Density and the EITC: Wage Earners versus Self-Employed
Notes: The figure displays the kernel density of earnings for wage earners (those with no self-employment earnings)
and for the self-employed (those with nonzero self employment earnings). Panel A reports the density for tax filers with one dependent child and panel B for tax filers with two or more dependent children. The charts include all
years 1995–2004. The bandwidth is $400 in all kernel density estimations. The fraction self-employed in 16.1 percent and 20.5 percent in the population depicted on panels A and B (in the data sample, the unweighted fraction
self-employed is 32 percent and 40 percent). We display in dotted vertical lines around the first kink point the three
bands used for the elasticity estimation with δ = $1,500.
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Income Distribution For Single Wage Earners with One Child
Is the EITC having
an effect on this
$4K
distribution?
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Chetty-Friedman-Saez: Results
1) Phase-in elasticity (increases earnings of very poor): 0.31.
Phase-out elasticity (decreases earnings of moderately poor):
0.14
2) Reduces poverty on net
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Welfare reform and consumption:
Meyer and Sullivan 2004
U.S. poverty rate dened by money income, not consumption
1) Examine the consumption patterns of single mothers and
their families from 19842000 using CEX data
2) Question:

Did combination of EITC and welfare reform

raise, lower, or have no eect on consumption of single mothers?
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Total Consumption: Single Mothers 1984-2000

Source: Meyer and Sullivan (2004), p. 1407

Meyer and Sullivan: Results
1) Material conditions of single mothers did not decline in
1990s, either in absolute terms or relative to single childless
women
2) In most cases, evidence suggests that the material conditions of single mothers have improved slightly
Q: Is this because economy was booming in 1990s?
Q: If no change in consumption, do we really want single
mothers spending less time raising their kids and more time
working?
Q: Is workfare approach still suitable?

[SNAP households

surged from 12M in '07 to 20M in '10 while TANF households increased slightly from 1.7M in '07 to 1.85M in '10]
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EITC Follow-up #2: Cash vs. In-Kind Redistribution
Most means-tested transfers are in-kind and often rationed
(health care, child care, education, public housing, nutrition
subsidies) [care not cash San Francisco reform]
1) Rational Individual perspective:
(a) If in-kind transfer is tradeable at market price

⇒ in-kind

equivalent to cash
(b) If in-kind transfer non-tradeable

⇒ in-kind inferior to cash

Cash transfer preferable to in-kind transfer from individual perspective
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EITC Follow-up #2: Cash vs. In-Kind Redistribution
2) Social perspective: 4 justications:
a) Commodity Egalitarianism: some goods (education, health,
shelter, food) seen as rights and ought to be provided to all
b) Paternalism: society imposes its preferences on recipients
[recipients prefer cash]
c) Behavioral: Recipients do not make choices in their best
interests (self-control, myopia) [recipients understand that inkind is better for them]
d) Eciency: It could be ecient to give in-kind benets if
it can prevent those who don't really need them from getting
them (i.e., force people to queue to get free soup kitchen)
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EITC Follow-up #3: Who Enjoys the Incidence?
General Equilibrium:

Inux of low-wage workers

down all low-wage workers' wages

⇒ Drives

⇒ Firms capture part of

the EITC
Argument: For ever $1 of EITC, single mothers keep $0.70
and EITC-ineligible workers

lose $0.42 ⇒ Firms capture $0.72

(Rothstein 2008, 2010)!
Evidence questionable but principle still relevant: Future EITC
expansions that bring (or keep) more workers into the labor
force may generate less benets to poor
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EITC Follow-up #4: Intergenerational Welfare Culture
Conservative concern that welfare promotes a culture of dependency: kids growing up in welfare supported families are
more likely to use welfare
Correlation in welfare use across generations is obviously not
necessarily causal
Dahl, Kostol, Mogstad (2013) analyze causal eect of parental
use of Disability Insurance (DI) on children use (as adults) of
DI in Norway
Identication uses random assignment of judges to denied DI
applicants who appeal [some judges severe, others lenient]
Find evidence of causality: parents on DI increases odds of
kids on DI over next 5 years by 6 percentage points
Mechanism seems to be learning about DI availability rather than reduced
stigma from using DI [because no eect on other welfare programs use]
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judge has handled a total of 380 cases. The mean of the leniency variable is .15 with a standard deviation
of .06. The histogram reveals a wide spread in judge leniency, with approximately 22% of cases allowed by
a judge at the 90th percentile compared to approximately 9% at the 10th percentile.

Figure 3: Eect of Judge Leniency on Parents (First Stage) and Children (Reduced Form).
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Notes: Baseline sample, consisting of parents who appeal an initially denied DI claim during the period 1989-2005 (see Section 3 for

further details). There are 14,893 individual observations and 79 dierent judges. Panel (A): Solid line is a local linear regression of
parental DI allowance on judge leniency. Panel (B): Solid line is a local linear regression of child DI receipt on their parent's judge
leniency measure. All regressions include fully interacted year and department dummies. The histogram of judge leniency is shown in
the background of both gures (top and bottom 0.5% excluded from the graph).
Source: Dahl, Kostol, Mogstad (2013)
Panel A shows the eect of judge leniency on a parent's allowance rate. The graph is a exible analog
to the rst stage equation (4), where we plot a local linear regression of actual parental allowance against
judge leniency.

The parental allowance rate is monotonically increasing in our leniency measure, and is

Top Taxable Income Elasticity
Modern public nance literature focuses on taxable income
elasticities instead of hours/participation elasticities, most relevant at top
Two main reasons:
1) What matters for policy is the total behavioral response of
taxable income to tax rates (not only hours of work but also
occupational choices, avoidance, etc.)
2) Data availability: taxable income is precisely measured in
tax return data
Recent overview of this literature: Saez-Slemrod-Giertz JEL'12
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Tax Reforms
Tax rates change frequently over time
Biggest tax rate changes have happened at the top
Key recent reforms:
Reagan I: ERTA'81: top rate

↓ 70% to 50% (1981-1982)

Reagan II: TRA'86: top rate

↓ 50% to 28% (1986-1988)

Clinton: OBRA'93: top rate

↑ 31% to 39.6% (1992-1993)

Bush: EGTRRA '01: top rate
Obama: top rate

↓ 39.6% to 35% (2001-2003)

↑ 35% to 39.6% (2012-2013)

Taxable Income = Ordinary Income + Realized Capital Gains
- Deductions ⇒ Each component can respond to M T Rs
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Basic DD Doesn't Deliver What You Want
Goolsbee JPE'00 analyzes CEO pay around the 1993 Clinton
top tax rate increase [from 31% in 1992 to 39.6% in 1993
announced in late 1992]
Find a strong taxable income eect via re-timing: exercising
stock options (executives can choose the timing of their stockoption exercises)

⇒ Large short-term response due to re-timing, much smaller
long-term response
Economists will study whether 2013 Obama top tax rate has
generated income shifting from 2013 to 2012
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Source: Goolsbee (2000), p. 365

Inter-Temporal Substitution: Stock Options
Major form of compensation of US top executives. Theoretical
goal is to motivate executives to increase the value of the
company (stock price

P (t))

Stock-option is granted at date

t0 allow executives to buy
N company shares at price P (t0) on or after t1 (in general
t1 − t0 ' 3 − 5 years = vesting period)
Executive exercise option at (chosen) time

t2 ≥ t1: pays N ·
P (t0) to get shares valued N · P (t2). Exercise prot N [P (t2) −
P (t0)] (considered and taxed as wage income in the US)
After

t2, executive owns N shares, eventually sold at time
t3 ≥ t2: realized capital gain N [P (t3) − P (t2)] (taxed as capital
gains)
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Inter-Temporal Substitution: Realized Capital Gains
Realized capital gains occur when individual sells an asset [e.g.,
stock] at a higher price than buying price
Individuals have exibility in the timing of asset sales and capital gains realizations (any asset, not just stock options)
Tax Reform Act of 1986 lowered the top tax rate on ordinary
income from 50% to 28% but increased the top tax rate on
realized capital gains from 20% to 28%

⇒ Surge in capital gains realizations in 1986 [and depressed
capital gains in 1987] to take advantage of low 20% rate before
28% tax rate applies

⇒ Short-term elasticity is very large but long-term elasticity
is certainly much smaller
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Long-Run Evidence
Goal: evaluate whether top pre-tax incomes respond to changes
in one minus the marginal tax rate (=net-of-tax rate)
Focus is on pre-tax income before deductions and excluding
realized capital gains (taxed at lower separate rate, timing
exibility)
Strategy #1: U.S top rate changes
Strategy #2: International top rate changes
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Income Share Based Elasticity Estimation
1) Tax Reform Episode: Compare top pre-tax income shares
at t0 (before reform) and t1 (after reform)

log sht1 − log sht0
e=
log(1 − τt1 ) − log(1 − τt0 )
where

sht is top income share and τt is the average MTR for
top group in year t
Identication assumption: absent tax change,

sht0 = sht1

2) Full Time Series: Run regression:

log sht = α + e · log(1 − τt) + εt
and adding time controls to capture non-tax related top income share trends
Identication assumption: non-tax related changes in

sht ⊥ τt
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Top 1% (excluding Capital Gains)

Top MTR
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Top 1% Income Share and Top MTR

Long-Run U.S. Evidence
Top-1% income share elasticity of 1.8, but 0.5 when controlling for time trends
Red ags in the time trends: (a) top share keeps rising after 1986, and (b) top share doesn't move in lock-step (little
change after 1981, wrong sign after 1993)
Key issue: Skill-biased technical change (e.g. computers) may
have been increasing top-incomes at the same time

⇒ Coun-

terfactual (what would have happened in absence of tax cut)
is unknown
Separate issue: Shifting from corporate tax base to personal
tax base (talk about later)
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Long-Run International Evidence
1) Use pre-tax top 1% income share data from 18 OECD countries since 1960 using the World Top Incomes Database
2) Compute top (statutory) individual income tax rates using
OECD data [including both central and local income taxes].
Plot change in top 1% pre-tax income share (between 1960-4
and 2005-9) against change in top MTR (between 1960-4 and
2005-9)
Key advantage: Controls exibly for time trends (every country got computers but only U.S. and U.K. had huge reductions
in the top MTR)
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Top Taxable Income Elasticity
Best current estimates: around 0.5
Still considerable uncertainty due to lack of counterfactual
Implies optimal top tax rate of

1/(1 + 1.5 ∗ .5) = 57% if gov

does not value their consumption
Current top tax rate: 40% Federal
8% state/local

+ 4% Medicare + about

= 52%
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Top Tax Rate Follow-Up #1: Externalities?
1) If top-1% give a lot in charity or are job creators
income/consumption have positive externalities

⇒ Their

⇒ Lower op-

timal rate
Top 1% do give some to charity, noisy job creation evidence
but even small eect would be very important
2) If top-1% extract pay at expense of the 99% when tax rates
are low

⇒ Their income has a negative externality ⇒ Higher

optimal rate
Evidence consistent with CEOs exploiting poor governance to
extract more when tax rates are low (Piketty-Saez-Stantcheva2014)
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Top Tax Rate Follow-Up #2: International Migration
Public debate concern that top skilled individuals move to low
tax countries (e.g., within the EU) or low tax States (within
US)
Migration concern bigger in public debate than concern about
supply-side within a country
Little work on tax induced international migration of top skilled
workers (see Young et al. 14 within US states)
Hard to get data but interesting variation due to proliferation
of special low tax schemes for highly paid foreigners in Europe
Kleven-Landais-Saez AER'13 look at football players in Europe (highly mobile group, many tax reforms)

⇒ Find signif-

icant migration responses to taxes after football market was
de-regulated in '95
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KLEVEN-LANDAIS-SAEZ-SCHULTZ QJE'14
Exploit the 1991 tax scheme in Denmark: high earnings immigrants (≥ 103, 000 Euros/year) taxed at at 25% rate (instead
of regular tax with top 59% rate) for 3 years
Use population wide Danish tax data and DD strategy: compare immigrants above eligibility earnings threshold (treatment) to immigrants slightly below threshold (control)

Key Finding:

Scheme doubles the number of highly paid
foreigners in Denmark relative to controls

⇒ Elasticity of migration with respect to the net-of-tax rate
above one (much larger than the within country elasticity of
earnings)

⇒ Tax coordination will be key to preserve progressive taxation
in the European Union (like the U.S. states coordinating to
redistribute federally)
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Source: Kleven, Henrik Jacobsen, et al (2013)
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Lecture 9
Taxes on Capital and Savings
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MOTIVATION
1) Capital income is about 25-30% of national income (labor
income is 70-75%) but distribution of capital income is much
more unequal than labor income
Capital income inequality is due to dierences in savings behavior but also inheritances received

⇒ Equity suggests it should be taxed more than labor
2) Capital Accumulation correlated strongly with growth [although causality link is not obvious] and capital accumulation
might be sensitive to the net-of-tax return.

⇒ Eciency cost of capital taxation might be high.
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MOTIVATION
3) Capital more mobile internationally than labor
Key distinction is residence vs. source base capital taxation:

Residence:

Capital income tax based on residence of owner

of capital.
Most individual income tax systems are residence based (with
credits for taxes paid abroad)
Incidence falls on the owner

⇒ can only escape tax through

tax evasion (tax heavens) or changing residence (mobility)
Tax evasion through tax heavens is a very serious concern
(Zucman QJE'13)
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Source: Capital income tax based on location of capital (corporate income tax except US which taxes worldwide income
of US corporations)
Incidence is then partly shifted to labor if capital is mobile
Mechanism:

tax on capital, capital ees the country, hurts

the wage of workers (as workers are less productive with less
capital)

⇒ Workers bear part of the burden

4) Capital taxation is extremely complex and provides many
tax avoidance opportunities (Gravelle, 94)

FACTS ABOUT WEALTH AND CAPITAL INCOME
Denition: Capital Income = Returns from Wealth Holdings
Aggregate US Private Wealth

' 4*Annual National Income

Housing: residential real estate (land+buildings) [income =
rents] net of mortgage debt

Unincorporated business assets: value of sole proprietorships and partnerships [income = individual business prots]

Corporate equities: Value of corporate stock [income = dividends + retained earnings]

Fixed claim assets: Currency, deposits, bonds [income =
interest income] minus debts [credit card, student loans]

Pension funds:

Substantial amount of equities and xed
claim assets held indirectly through pension funds
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The composition of household wealth in the U.S., 1913-2013
500%

Source: Saez and Zucman '14
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This figure depicts the evolution of the ratio of total household wealth to national income. This ratio has followed a Ushaped evolution and the composition of wealth has changed markedly since 1913. Source: Appendix Table A1.

The composition of capital income in the U.S., 1913-2013
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The changing nature of national wealth, France 1700-2010
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FACTS ABOUT WEALTH AND CAPITAL INCOME
Wealth =

W , Return = r, Capital Income = rW
Wt = Wt−1 + rtWt−1 + Et + It − Ct

where

Wt is wealth at age t, Ct is consumption, Et labor income earnings (net of taxes), rt is the average (net) rate of
return on investments and It net inheritances (gifts received
and bequests - gifts given).
Dierences in Wealth and Capital income due to:
1) Age
2) past earnings, and past saving behavior
3) Net Inheritances received
4) Rates of return

Et − Ct [life cycle wealth]

It [transfer wealth]

rt
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Wealth Inequality (Saez and Zucman '14)
Wealth inequality is very large (always much higher than income inequality)
In the US 2012: Top 1% wealthiest families get 40% of total
wealth, Next 9% get about 35%, next 40% get 20%, bottom
50% get about 0%
Wealth inequality decreases from 1929 to 1980: wealth democratization due to rise in homeownership and pensions
Wealth inequality increases sharply since 1980 fueled by increases in top incomes and a sharp drop in savings rate for
bottom 90%
US public underestimates extent of wealth inequality and thinks
the ideal wealth distribution should be a lot less unequal [NortonAriely '11]
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FACTS OF US CAPITAL INCOME TAXATION
1) Corporate Income Tax (fed+state): 35% Federal tax rate
on prots of corporations [complex rules with many industry
specic provisions]: eective tax rate much lower
2) Individual Income Tax (fed+state): taxes many forms of
capital income
Realized capital gains and dividends receive preferential treatment (to lower
double taxation of corporate prots)
Imputed rent of home owners, returns on pension funds, state+local bonds
interest are exempt

3) Estate tax: tax on very large estates (above $5m) bequeathed to heirs
4) Property taxes (local) on real estate (old tax):
Tax varies across jurisdictions. About 0.5% of market value on average
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LIFE CYCLE VS. INHERITED WEALTH
Economists divide existing wealth into 2 categories:

1) Life-cycle wealth is wealth from savings earlier in your life
2) Inherited wealth is wealth from inheritances received
Distinction matters for taxation because individuals are responsible for life-cycle wealth but not inherited wealth
Inherited wealth used to be very large in Europe (before WorldWar I), became small in post-World War II period, but is growing in recent decades (especially in Europe)
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Figure 11.7. The share of inherited wealth in total wealth, France 1850-2100
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Inherited wealth represents 80-90% of total wealth in France in the 19th century; this share fell to 40%-50% during the 20th
century, and might return to 80%-90% during the 21st century. Sources and series: see piketty.pse.ens.fr/capital21c

Source: Piketty (2014)

Piketty (2014) book: Capital in the 21st Century
Analyzes income, wealth, inheritance data over the long-run:
1) Growth rate

g = population growth + growth per capita.

Population growth will converge to zero, growth per capita for
frontier economies is modest (1-1.5%)

⇒ long-run g ' 1−1.5%

2) Long-run Wealth to income ratio (β ) = savings rate (s) /
annual growth (g ):
Proof:

Wt+1 = (1 + g) · Wt = Wt + s · Yt ⇒ Wt/Yt = s/g

s = 8% and g = 2%, β = 400% but with s = 8% and
g = 1%, β = 800% ⇒ Wealth will become important

With
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Piketty (2014) book: Capital in the 21st Century
3) Rate of return on wealth

r ' 5% signicantly larger than g

[except exceptional period of 1940s-1960s]
With

r >> g , role of inheritance in wealth grows and wealth

inequality increases [past swallows the future]
Explanation: Rentier who saves all his return on wealth accumulates wealth
at rate

r bigger than g and hence his wealth grows relative to the size of

the economy. The bigger

r − g , the easier it is for wealth to snowball:

fortunes are created faster and last longer

⇒ Capital income taxation reduces r to r · (1 − τK ) ⇒ This reduces wealth concentration and the relative weight of inherited
wealth
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6%

Figure 10.10. After tax rate of return vs. growth rate at the world level,
from Antiquity until 2100
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and may again surpass it in the 21st century. Sources and series : see piketty.pse.ens.fr/capital21c

Source: Piketty (2014)

2050-2100

LIFE-CYCLE MODEL
Individual lives for 2 periods, works l, earns
in period 1, consumes c2 in period 2:

wl, consumes c1

U = u(c1, l) + δv(c2)
Start with case with no taxes
Savings

s = wl − c1, c2 = (1 + r)s. Capital income rs
c2
Intertemporalbudget : c1 +
≤ wl
1+r
c2
max u wl −
, l + δv(c2)
l,c2
1+r




F irstorderconditionlaborSupply :
F irstorderconditionsavings :

w

∂u
∂u
+
=0
∂c1
∂l

∂u
∂v
= δ · (1 + r)
∂c1
∂c2
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TAXES IN LIFE-CYCLE MODEL
1) Budget with consumption tax tc :

(1 + tc)[c1 + c2/(1 + r)] ≤ wl
Budget with labor income tax

τL :

c1 + c2/(1 + r) ≤ (1 − τL)wl
2) Consumption and labor income tax are equivalent if

1 + tc = 1/(1 − τL)
Both taxes distort only labor supply and not savings
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TAXES IN LIFE-CYCLE MODEL
3) Budget with capital income tax

τK :

c1 + c2/(1 + r(1 − τK )) ≤ wl
τK distorts only savings choice (and not labor supply)
4) Budget with comprehensive income tax

τ on both labor and

capital income:

c1 + c2/(1 + r(1 − τ )) ≤ (1 − τ )wl
τ distorts both labor supply and savings
τ imposes double tax: (1) tax on earnings, (2) tax on savings
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EFFECT OF CAPITAL TAX ON SAVINGS
Consider simpler model (xed earnings

max u(c1) + δu(c2)
c1 ,c2

Recall that
Suppose

subjectto

w in period 1)
c2
c1 +
≤w
1 + r(1 − τK )

c1 = w − s and c2 = [1 + r(1 − τK )] · s [draw graph]

τK increases and hence 1/[1 + r(1 − τK )] ↑

1) Substitution eect: price of

c2 ↑ ⇒ c2 ↓, c1 ↑ ⇒ savings

s = w − c1 decrease
2) Income eect: Price of c2 ↑ ⇒ consumer is poorer and both
c1 and c2 ↓ ⇒ savings s increase
Total net eect is theoretically ambiguous
ous eects on

s

⇒ τK has ambigu-
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Fundamental tax reform: Shift to consumption taxation
Current US tax system is an income tax taxing both earnings
and capital income
Some conservatives advocate shifting to consumption tax
Consumption tax is equivalent to taxing only earnings
Shift from labor tax to consumption tax generates double taxation of transitional generation (who have paid labor tax when
working and need to pay consumption tax when old)
Actual consumption taxes (such as value-added taxes) tend to
be at while actual income taxes are generally progressive
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OPTIMAL CAPITAL INCOME TAXATION
Two broad types of models:
1) Life-cycle models: wealth is due solely to life-cycle savings
2) Models with bequests: wealth is due solely to inheritances
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Optimal Tax in Life-Cycle model
Government can use both a progressive labor income tax
and a linear capital income tax

T (wl)

τK

Individuals live 2 periods, earn in period 1, retired in period 2

max u(c1)−h(l)+δu(c2)

c1 ,c2 ,l

s.t.

c1 +

c2
≤ wl−T (wl)
1 + r(1 − τK )

Individuals dier only according to their earning ability

w

Government maximizes social welfare function based on individual utilities

Atkinson-Stiglitz JpubE'76 theorem: The optimal tax τK
on capital income should be zero. Using a labor tax on earnings

T (wl) is sucient.
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Optimal Tax in Life-Cycle model
Atkinson-Stiglitz' theorem shows that life-time savings should
not be taxed, tax only labor income
Key intuition: in basic life-cycle model, inequality in life-time
resources is due solely to dierences in earnings ability. This
inequality can be addressed with labor income taxation. Capital income taxation just distorts saving behavior.
From justice view:

seems fair to not discriminate against

savers if labor earnings is the only source of inequality.
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LIMITS OF LIFE-CYCLE MODEL
In reality, capital income inequality also due
(1) dierence in rates of returns across individuals
(2) shifting of labor income into capital income
(3) inheritances
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Dierence in Rates of Returns Across Individuals
Rate of return on wealth varies signicantly over time and
across individuals
In general, richer and higher-skilled individuals are able to invest in higher return assets due to ability to take risks and scale
eects in nancial advice [e.g., large University endowments
get a larger return than smaller ones, Piketty 2014, Chapter
12]

⇒ Capital income is correlated with underlying skill so taxing it
improves upon Atkinson-Stiglitz outcome [two dimensions of
inequality (labor, savings technology) require two dimensions
of tax policy (labor tax, capital tax)]
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SHIFTING OF LABOR / CAPITAL INCOME
In practice, dicult to distinguish between capital and labor
income [e.g., small business prots, professional traders]
Dierential tax treatment can induce shifting
(1) Carried interest in the US: hedge fund and private equity
fund managers receive fraction of prots of assets they manage
for clients. Those prots are really labor income but are taxed
as realized capital gains
(2) Finnish Dual income tax system: taxes separately capital
income at preferred rates since 1993: Pirttila and Selin SJE'11
show that it induced shifting from labor to capital income
especially among self-employed
With income shifting, taxing capital income becomes desirable
to curb this tax avoidance opportunity
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Inheritance: Estate Taxation in the United States
Estate federal tax imposes a tax on estates above $5.5M exemption (only about .1% of deceased liable), tax rate is 40%
above exemption (in 2013 and after)
Charitable and spousal giving are fully exempt from the tax
E.g.:

if Bill Gates / Warren Buet give all their wealth to

charity, they won't pay estate tax
Popular support for estate tax is pretty weak (death tax) but
public does not know that estate tax aects only richest
Support for estate tax increase shoots up from 17% to 53%
when survey respondents are informed that only richest pay
it (Kuziemko-Norton-Saez-Stantcheva AER'15 do an online
Mturk survey experiment)
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Treatment example: Information about the Estate Tax

Taxation of Inheritances: Welfare Eects
Inheritances (or gifts from living parents) raise dicult issues
of social justice [see Kaplow 2001]:
(1) Inequality in inheritances contributes to economic inequality and individuals not responsible for inheritances they receive:

⇒ seems fair to redistribute from those who received inheritances to those who did not
(2) However, it seems unfair to tax the parents who worked
hard (and already paid tax on income) to pass on wealth to
children
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Taxation of Inheritances: Behavioral Responses
Potential behavioral response eects of inheritance tax:
(1) reduces wealth accumulation of altruistic parents (and
hence tax base) [not very good estimates, Kopczuk-Slemrod
2001 suggest small eects]
(2) reduces labor supply of altruistic parents (less motivated
to work if cannot pass wealth to kids) [no good estimates]
(3) induces inheritors to work more through income eects
because they receive smaller inheritances (Carnegie eect, decent evidence from Holtz-Eakin,Joulfaian,Rosen QJE'93)
Critical to understand why there are inheritances for optimal
inheritance tax policy. 3 models of bequests: (a) accidental,
(b) altruistic bequests, (c) manipulative bequest motive
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ACCIDENTAL BEQUESTS
People die with a stock of wealth they intended to spend on
themselves (or that they accumulated out of love for wealth,
Carroll '98):
Bequest taxation has no distortionary eect on behavior of
parent and can only increase labor supply of inheritors (through
income eects)

⇒ strong case for taxing bequests heavily

Surveys show that bequest motives are not the main driver of
wealth accumulation (Kopczuk-Lupton '07)
Only 1/3 of people surveyed say that the main reason they
accumulate wealth is for bequests to their children
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Altruistic Bequests (Piketty and Saez ECMA'13)

u(c) − h(l) + δv(blef t) where c is own consumption, l
is labor supply, and blef t is net-of-tax bequests left to next
generation and v(blef t ) is utility of leaving bequests for donor

Utility

breceived, works and earns wl − T (wl), consumes c, saves s = wl − T (wl) + breceived − c, which translates
into blef t = s(1 + r)(1 − τB ) for heir (τB is bequest tax rate)

Individual receives

Bequests provide an additional source of life-income:

blef t
= wl − T (wl) + breceived
c+
(1 − τB )(1 + r)
In this model, Atkinson-Stiglitz breaks down and using bequest
taxation is desirable to supplement labor income taxation

⇒ Two-dimensional inequality (labor,bequests) requires twodimensional tax policy tool (labor tax, bequest tax)
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MANIPULATIVE BEQUESTS
Parents use potential bequest to extract favors from children
Empirical Evidence: Bernheim-Shleifer-Summers JPE '85 show
that number of visits of children to parents is correlated with
bequeathable wealth but not annuitized wealth of parents
[Annuitized wealth is wealth that disappears at death such as
a pension or an annuity]

V isitsi = α + βBequeathableW ealthi + γAnnuitizedwealthi + εi
In regression, they nd

β > 0 and γ = 0 (but causality not

clear)

⇒ Bequest becomes one additional form of labor income for
inheritor and one consumption good for parent

⇒ Inheritances should be taxed as labor income for donees
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SOCIAL-FAMILY PRESSURE BEQUESTS
Parents may not want to leave bequests but feel compelled
to by pressure of heirs or society: bargaining between parents
and children
With estate tax, parents do not feel like they need to give as
much ⇒ parents are made better-o by the estate tax ⇒ Case
for estate taxation stronger
Empirical evidence:
Aura JpubE'05: reform of private pension annuities in the US
in 1984 requiring both spouses signatures when worker decides
to get a single annuity or couple annuity: reform increases
sharply couple annuities choice
Equal division of estates [Wilhelm AER'96, Light-McGarry
'04]: estates are very often divided equally probably to avoid
conicts [gifts before death are not as equally split]
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WEALTH IN TAX HAVENS
Ocial statistics substantially underestimate the net foreign
asset positions of rich countries bc they do not capture most
of the assets held by households in o-shore tax havens
Example: Wealthy US individual opens a Cayman Islands account and buys mutual fund shares (composed of US corporate
stock): Cayman Islands record a liability but US do not record
an asset (because this is not reported in the US)

⇒ Total world liabilities are larger than world total assets
Zucman QJE'13 compiles international nancial stats and estimates that around 8% of the global nancial wealth of households is held in tax havens (3/4 of which is unrecorded = 6%)
If top 1% hold about 50% of total nancial wealth, then about
12% of nancial wealth of the rich is hidden in tax heavens
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CURBING OFF-SHORE TAX EVASION
O-shore tax evasion possible because of bank secrecy: US
cannot get a list of US individuals owning Swiss bank accounts
from Switzerland

⇒ No 3rd party reporting makes tax enforcement very dicult
In principle, problem could be solved with exchange of information across countries BUT need all countries to cooperate
Johannesen-Zucman AEJ-EP'14 analyze tax haven crackdown:
G20 countries forced number of tax havens to sign bilateral
treaties on bank information sharing
Key result: Instead of repatriating funds, tax evaders shifted
deposits to havens not covered by treaty with home country.
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CURBING OFF-SHORE TAX EVASION
FATCA'13 US regulations try to impose info exchange for
all entities dealing with US:
If foreign bank B does not provide list of all its US account
holders, any nancial transaction between B and US will carry
30% tax withholding

⇒ Interesting to see what it will do

Long-term solution will require:
a) Systematic registration of assets to ultimate owners [already exists within countries for domestic tax enforcement]
b) Systematic information exchange between tax countries
with no exceptions for tax heavens

⇒ Could be enforced with taris threats on tax heavens [Zucman JEP'14 and book '15]
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Lecture 10
Business Taxation
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LAST LECTURE VS. THIS LECTURE
Last lecture was from the perspective of the saver: How do
taxes distort savings decisions and should we tax savings?
This lecture is from the perspective of the investor: How do
taxes aect investment / should we tax investment?
Motivations:
1) Might care only about total investment/capital, not savers
(e.g. if savers are all rich and government doesn't value their
consumption, then Atkinson-Stiglitz result isn't main focus)
2) Savings doesn't have to equal investment in open economy
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THIS LECTURE'S BIG QUESTIONS
1) If the gov. doesn't care about savers, should we tax capital?
2) What are the theoretical investment eects of a business
income tax?
3) What are the theoretical and empirical investment eects
of a dividend income tax?
4) Is capital accumulation actually good for workers?
5) Are governments ghting a losing business tax battle?
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Basic Denitions
Business (rm) is a for-prot legal entity owned by shareholders typically with limited liability (if business goes bankrupt,
share price drops to zero but shareholders not liable for unpaid
bills/debt)

Shareholders: Individuals who have purchased ownership stakes
in a business.

Ownership vs. control: owners are shareholders. Managers
(CEO and top executives) in general do not own the company
but run the corporation on behalf of shareholders
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Firm Financing
Firms can nance themselves through debt or through equity

Equity nance: The raising of funds by sale of ownership
shares in a rm. Shareholders receive dividends from corporation and capital gain if the share price increases

Debt nance: The raising of funds by borrowing from lenders
such as banks, or by selling corporate bonds. Corporate bonds
are promises by a business to make periodic interest payments,
as well as ultimate repayment of principal, to the bondholders
(the lenders)
Bond holders have priority on shareholders for repayment in
case of bankruptcy
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Firm Taxation
Businesses use capital (land, buildings, machines, equipment)
and labor (workers) to transform inputs (raw materials) into
outputs (goods produced and sold).
Prots = revenues from goods sold - expenses (labor costs,
inputs, capital depreciation, interest payments on debt)
Prots are double taxed:

Business income tax (τ IN C ): Tax on annual prots (e.g.
the corporate income tax of 35%)

Payout tax: Tax on after-business-income-tax prots once
they are distributed (paid out) to shareholders
Dividend: Standard payout form. A specic amount is paid per share
owned, often in regular amounts. Owners pay
τ DIV

dividend tax (

)

Capital gain: If business keeps after-business-income-tax prots, share
value rises. Owners realize cap. gain when selling those shares, pay cap.
gains tax
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Why Not Tax Payouts Only?
Businesses are not people but are ultimately owned by people.
In principle, we want to tax people based on their economic
resources but:

1) Taxing Pure Prots:

Some rms have market power (e.g., Microsoft)
and hence earn pure prots. Taxing pure prots does not distort behavior
because rms maximize prots anyway

2) Back-up for individual taxes:

If corporations were not taxed on their
earnings, then individuals who owned shares in corporations could postpone
taxes indenitely by having the corporations never pay out their earnings

3) Taxing foreign owners:

Corporations often have foreign owners.
Countries want to tax economic activity on their territory. E.g., consider
developing country with foreign owned mineral/oil extraction companies

4) Tax collection convenience:

Historically, corporations are more convenient to tax than individuals because they are large, visible, and have
detailed accounts (for transparency for their shareholders). So taxing corporate income (prots) was attractive
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(1) Should We Tax Capital if Don't Care about Savers?
Mankiw (2000) and Judd (1985): Suppose you only want to
maximize the welfare of spenders (workers who consume all
their income every year and save nothing) and don't care about
savers.
In standard model where government has to fund some base
spending level (e.g. an army):
(a) Substitution eect of capital tax on savings dominates
income eect
(b) Savings = Investment
(c) Firms do not earn pure prots
(d) Capital augments labor
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(1) Should We Tax Capital if Don't Care about Savers?

⇒ Spenders (in the long run) would want a zero capital tax
and a positive labor income tax!
Mechanism:

Capital augments labor (makes labor so much

more productive and thus increases workers' wages) that any
reduction in the capital stock via a capital tax is bad for workers
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Key Questions
Do capital taxes really reduce investment?
Does capital really agument labor?
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Business Income Tax Theory
Classic cost-of-capital model (Hall-Jorgenson 1967):

F (K) (equal to revenue
minus input and labor costs), has to pay capital cost r ·K (cost

Firm has concave gross-prot function

of buying or leasing machines/buildings).
Firm maximizes:

max F (K) − r · K
K

F OC : F 0(K) = r
If

F (K ∗) − rK ∗ > 0, we say rm earns pure prot.

If

F (K ∗) − rK ∗ = 0, rm does not earn pure prot (and thus

barely breaks even).
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Business Income Tax Theory
Now rm has to pay a business income tax on its gross prot

F (K).
Firm maximizes:

max (1 − τ IN C ) · F (K) − r · K
K

F OC : F 0(K) =

r
(1 − τ IN C )

⇒ Business income tax reduces investment
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Business Income Tax Theory
But what if the business income tax is assessed on prots after
capital costs?
Firm maximizes:

max (1 − τ IN C ) · [F (K) − r · K]
K

F OC : F 0(K) = r
⇒ Business income tax has no eect on investment! (Robertson 1927)
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What Just Happened Here?
When all costs are deducted from taxable income, the business
income tax is a tax on pure prot
The

K that maximizes pure prot F (K) − r · K also maximizes

65% of pure prot
Firms in perfectly competitive markets do not earn pure prot.
Best they can do is break even (after capital costs).
How competitive are markets?
Introspection test: Would you care if you were banned from buying from
your favorite grocery store, airline, car company, restaurant, etc.?
Empirical test: Many markets are quite competitive, many are not
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Are Business Costs Fully Deductible?
Most costs are fully and immediately deductible.
Deductible means you can deduct the amount from your
taxable income (in this case, from your gross prots)
Capital costs (purchases of machines/buildings) cannot be deducted immediately and instead must be made in pre-dened
sequence of annual depreciation deductions
Deductions add up to original nominal cost, but total eective deductibility is only partial because value of future tax
deductions must be discounted
Longer depreciation schedules

⇒ less eective deductibility

Ex. Cars depreciated over 5 years, railroads over 20 years
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Evidence on Business Income Taxes and Investment
Large literature trying to estimate elasticity of business investment with respect to (1 − τ IN C ) and other changes in cost

of capital: the pre-tax rate of return required on marginal
investments
Hassett-Hubbard (2002) consensus range of cost-of-capital
elasticity of investment:

[−0.5, −1.0] (very elastic)

Some of that evidence is based on (questionable) analysis of
changes in τ IN C
Would imply that business income tax is very far from pure
prots tax
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Business Income Tax Theory vs. Practice

narrow the business income tax base (allow for more capital cost deductions) and increase the business

Theory recommends:
income tax rate

Emerging policy consensus: broaden the base and lower the
rate
President's Framework for Business Tax Reform (Obama
2012): Lengthen depreciation schedules and reduce corporate
income tax rate from 35% to 28%
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Why the Disconnect?
Possibility 1: Interest deductibility means we actually subsidize
investment, so narrowing the base makes the tax code neutral
(but then why lower the rate?)
Possibility 2: International competition (discussed later)
Possibility 3: Ideal solution cannot be enforced.
Ex.:

Acme Inc.

has $10m in pure prot, suddenly buys a

$10m airplane in order to reduce taxable income to zero and
save $3.5m in taxes.

Acme shuts down the next day, plane

becomes owners' personal property, and owner sells the plane
for $10m.

Owner should have to declare $10m in ordinary

income (and thus pay $3.96m in taxes if in top bracket), but
hard to enforce.

⇒ Full deductibility bankrupts government.

Possibility 4: Policymakers are wrong (many think so)
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(3) Dividend Tax Theory
Dividend taxes:
prot.

second layer of double-taxation of business

Applies to after-annual-business-income-tax prots,

once paid to shareholders (owners).
Two views of dividend taxation: traditional view and new
view
Traditional view: Dividend tax is just like the annual business
income tax
New view: Dividend tax is dierent
Key: Source of investment funds
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Traditional View of Dividend Taxes
Leading treatment: Poterba-Summers (1985). Same as HallJorgenson, but will write in slightly dierent way.
Think of an entrepreneur (owner of new rm) maximizing her
after-tax wealth
Entrepreneur starts with wealth

W and decides how much of

that wealth to use for her rm's investment: i.e. how much
equity to contribute so the rm can buy capital

K

Firm shuts down after one year and prots paid as dividends
Whatever she doesn't use for investment is kept in a bank and
earns

r
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Traditional View of Dividend Taxes
Entrepreneur chooses

K to maximize her after-tax return on

wealth:

max [(1 − τ DIV ) · (1 − τ IN C ) · F (K) + r · (W − K)]
K

F OC : F 0(K) =

r
(1 − τ DIV ) · (1 − τ IN C )

⇒ Dividend tax reduces investment, in exactly the same way
as the annual business income tax
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New View of Dividend Taxes
Developers: King (1977), Auerbach (1979), Bradford (1981)
Think of owner of an already protable rm (e.g. Microsoft)
Firm starts with prots from preexisting operations

P P O that

are enough to pay for any protable amount of investment
Owner decides how much of prots from preexisting operations to use for her rm's investment
Firm shuts down after one year and prots paid as dividends
Whatever she doesn't use for investment is paid out as a dividend and earns

r in the bank
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New View of Dividend Taxes
Owner chooses

K to maximize her after-tax return on wealth:

max [(1 − τ DIV ) · (1 − τ IN C ) · F (K) + r · (1 − τ DIV ) · (P P O − K)]
K

F OC : F 0(K) =

r
(1 − τ IN C )

⇒ Dividend tax does not aect investment!
To see what's going on:

F OC : (1 − τ DIV ) · (1 − τ IN C ) · F 0(K) = r · (1 − τ DIV )
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Traditional View vs. New View
Key: What is the opportunity cost of investment (i.e. what
is the cost of capital)?
Traditional view: Owner forgoes
New view: Owner forgoes only

$r for every $1 of investment

$r · (1 − τ DIV ) for every $1 of

investment
Why? Because there are available funds (prots from preexisting operations) that will be subject to dividend taxes regardless
of whether they're used for investment
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Traditional View vs. New View
Thus in traditional view:

dividend tax does not aect the

opportunity cost of investment (r) but reduces the post-tax
return on investment by (1 − τ DIV )
But in new view: dividend tax reduces the opportunity cost of
investment by the exact same factor (1−τ DIV ) that it reduces
the post-tax return on investment
In new view, dividend tax is eectively a tax on past investment, not new investment
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Testing between the Two Views
Facebook in 2005: Clearly a traditional-view rm (no preexisting operations)
Microsoft now:

Clearly a new-view rm (huge prots from

preexisting operations)
What about the average rm? Hard to say from just looking
at investment data.
Need variation in dividend tax rates
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The 2003 Dividend Tax Cut
Reduced top federal dividend tax rate from 38.6% to 15%
Traditional-view argument from President: provide near-term
support to investment and capital to build factories, to buy
equipment, hire more people
Want to test whether business investment rose after 2003
Problem: Must control for business cycle
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U.S. Corporate Investment
NIPA Private Fixed Non-residential Investment

Billions of real 2010 dollars
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DD Design around 2003 Dividend Tax Cut
Yagan (2015): Use unaected corporations to control for the
business cycle

C-corporations: Traditional corporation type, subject to double taxation (annual business income tax and dividend tax)

S-corporations: Pass-through business type subject only to
annual business income tax (assessed at owner level), never
subject to dividend tax
DD between C-corporations (directly aected by 2003 dividend tax cut) and S-corporations (not directly aected)
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Strategy: C-corporations vs. S-corporations

• After incorporating, a corporation elects either C or S tax
status

• S-corporations: < 100 non-institutional investors, one stock
class

• Operate in same narrow industries and at the same scale
throughout United States → common trends
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Example: Retail hardware chains

Note: Only public sources were used to populate this slide
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Example: Retail Hardware Chains in Suburban Chicago

Home Depot (C-corporation)
Menard Inc. (S-corporation)

Note: Only public sources were used to populate this slide.
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Yagan (2015) Results
Elasticity of investment wrt

(1 − τDIV ) = 0.00

95% condence upper bound: 0.08
Traditional view prediction: [0.21,0.41], depending on costof-capital elasticity of investment (Hassett-Hubbard consensus
range [-0.5,-1.0])
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Yagan (2015) Results
Natural interpretation: New view is mostly right
Caveat #1:

Traditional view could be right, but Hassett-

Hubbard are wrong and investment barely responds to costof-capital changes (i.e.
Caveat #2:

F (K) very concave)

Traditional view could be right if tax/political

system didn't get in the way (e.g.

gov cannot commit to

permanently low dividend rate)
Regardless: Future dividend tax changes unlikely to aect investment
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(4) Is Capital Accumulation Good for Workers?
Central assumption in all these models: Capital complements
labor

⇒ investment is good for workers

Strong reason to think this has been true in long arc of history
Now/future: Capital may complement high-skilled (e.g. computers) but not low-skilled
Intuition: You don't need more than one car.
Formally: Products produced by low-skilled workers may have
hit inelastic demand

⇒ More ecient production no longer
increases quantity sold ⇒ Need fewer and fewer low-skilled
workers making cars
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Big Mac Index

Source: Ashenfelter-Jurajda (2001)
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Case study of complementarity: Rollout of broadband

Source: Akerman-Gaarder-Mogstad (2013)
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Case study of complementarity: Rollout of broadband

Source: Akerman-Gaarder-Mogstad (2013)
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Case study of complementarity: Rollout of broadband

Source: Akerman-Gaarder-Mogstad (2013)
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(5) Are Govt's Fighting a Losing Business Tax Battle?
Firms are very good at minimizing taxes
Multinational rms avoid taxes through complex international
relationships
Domestic rms avoid taxes by strategic use of entity classication
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Taxation of Multinational Firms
Multinational rms: Firms that operate in multiple countries.
Subsidiaries: The production arms of a corporation that are
located in other nations.

Territorial tax system: Corporations earning income abroad
pay tax only to the government of the country in which the
income is earned (most countries use this system)

Global tax system: Corporations are taxed by their home
countries on their income regardless of where it is earned (US
system, but foreign prots taxed only when repatriated)

Foreign tax credit:

U.S.-based multinational corporations

may claim a credit against their U.S. taxes for any tax payments made to foreign governments when funds are repatriated to the US parent.
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Tax Avoidance of Multinationals (Zucman '14)
Share of prots made abroad by US corporations is about 1/3
today (was less than 5% in the 1930s)
50% of foreign prots of multinationals are reported in tax
havens (such as Ireland)
Multinational companies are particularly savvy to avoid corporate income tax by reporting most of their prots in low tax
countries using transfer pricing: one subsidiary buys/sells to
another at manipulated prices to transfer prots

⇒ 20% of prots of US corporations is retained in tax havens
⇒ Eective corporate tax rate is lower than nominal US Federal tax rate
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Ex: Microsoft's Irish sub Round Island Inc.

• In 2005: 1.5% of employees, 23% of assets
• Microsoft 2004 average tax rate: 33%
• Microsoft 2005 average tax rate: 26% due to foreign
earnings taxed at lower rates
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Rising importance of earnings booked abroad

Source: Zucman (2014)
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Rising importance of earnings booked abroad

Source: Zucman (2014)
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Repatriation Holidays
Owners eventually want the income repatriated from abroad
and paid out to them as dividends
Corporations typically pay 35% tax on foreign prots once
repatriated
Massive amount of prots kept abroad

⇒ Temptation for

politicians to oer repatriation tax holiday
American Jobs Creation Act of 2004: Reduced tax rate on
repatriated prots from 35% to 5.25% for 2005 only
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Sensitivity of repatriations to tax rate on repatriations

Source: Zucman (2014)
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Inversions
Other way for U.S. corporations to dodge U.S. corporate tax:
change country of incorportion to a tax haven
Cannot just say I'm an Irish corporation now. Must merge
with an Irish corporation rst, called corporate inversion
Ex. Medtronic (maker of heart pacemakers) merged with Irish
Covidien in 2014

→ Declared legal headquarters in Ireland →

Avoided U.S. tax on $14bn held overseas
Potential rationale for low U.S. corporate tax rate: Corporations will move headquarters/jobs overseas
No evidence though that many actual jobs move (e.g. Medtronic
kept operational HQ in Minnesota)
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Domestic Firms
Businesses taxed as either C-corporations or pass-throughs

C-corporate taxation: Annual corporate income tax (35%)
+ dividend tax (now 20%)

Pass-through business taxation: Tax annual income at owner
level (max 39.6%) + no dividend tax
Major pass-through types: S-corporations and Partnerships
Issues: Does not tax foreign owners. And allows rms to label
prots as capital gains (e.g. hedge fund carried interest) to
enjoy especially low rates (20%)
Evidence: Cooper-McClelland-Pearce-Prisinzano-Sullivan-YaganZidar-Zwick (2016)
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Pass-Throughs and Top-1% Income Shares

Source: Cooper-McClelland-Pearce-Prisinzano-Sullivan-Yagan-Zidar-Zwick (2016)
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Tax Rate by Entity Type

Source: Cooper-McClelland-Pearce-Prisinzano-Sullivan-Yagan-Zidar-Zwick (2016)
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Proposals to Tax Business More Eectively
Multinationals: Apportion global prots based on sales location
Ex. Microsoft 2005 prot = $12bn and 67% of sales were to
U.S. customers

⇒ $8bn would be subject to U.S. tax

Makes Irish subsidiary/inversion irrelevant
Customers will not all move to Ireland
This is exactly what U.S. states do
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Proposals to Tax Business More Eectively
Domestic businesses: Put size limit on pass-throughs
Dierence between labor and capital income is fuzzy for small
businesses

⇒ Good reason to tax both identically at owner

level, even if small businesses taxed less than big businesses
Little good reason to allow big businesses to be taxed at different rates (e.g. Home Depot vs. Menards)
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Lecture 11
Externalities
400

OUTLINE
Second part of course is going to cover market failures and
show how government interventions can help
1) Externalities and public goods
2) Asymmetric information (social insurance)
3) Individual failures (savings for retirement)
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EXTERNALITIES
Market failure: A problem that violates one of the assumptions of the 1st welfare theorem and causes the market economy to deliver an outcome that does not maximize eciency

Externality: Externalities arise whenever the actions of one
economic agent directly aect another economic agent outside the market mechanism
Externality example: a steel plant that pollutes a river used
for recreation
Not an externality example: a steel plant uses more electricity
and bids up the price of electricity for other electricity customers
Externalities are one important case of market failure
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EXTERNALITY THEORY: ECONOMICS OF
NEGATIVE PRODUCTION EXTERNALITIES
Negative production externality: When a rm's production
reduces the well-being of others who are not compensated by
the rm.

Private marginal cost (PMC): The direct cost to producers
of producing an additional unit of a good

Marginal Damage (MD): Any additional costs associated
with the production of the good that are imposed on others
but that producers do not pay

Social marginal cost (SMC = PMC + MD): The private
marginal cost to producers plus marginal damage
Example: steel plant pollutes a river but plant does not face
any pollution regulation (and hence ignores pollution when
deciding how much to produce)
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5.1

Economics of Negative Production Externalities:
Steel Production
Price of
steel

Social marginal cost,
SMC = PMC + MD

Deadweight loss

S = Private marginal
cost, PMC

B

C
P1

A

$100 = Marginal
damage, MD

D = Private marginal
benefit, PMB = Social
marginal benefit, SMB
Q2

Q1

Quantity of steel

Overproduction
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EXTERNALITY THEORY: ECONOMICS OF
NEGATIVE CONSUMPTION EXTERNALITIES
Negative consumption externality:

When an individual's

consumption reduces the well-being of others who are not
compensated by the individual.

Private marginal benet (PMB): The direct benet to consumers of consuming an additional unit of a good by the consumer.

Social marginal benet (SMB): The private marginal benet to consumers plus any costs associated with the consumption of the good that are imposed on others
Example:

Using a car and emitting carbon contributing to

global warming
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5.1
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APPLICATION: The Externality of SUVs

The consumption of large cars such as SUVs produces
three types of negative externalities:
1. Environmental externalities: Compact cars get 25

miles/gallon, but SUVs get only 20.
2. Wear and tear on roads: Larger cars wear down

the roads more.
3. Safety externalities: The odds of having a fatal

accident quadruple if the accident is with a typical
SUV and not with a car of the same size.

Public Finance and Public Policy Jonathan Gruber Fourth Edition Copyright © 2012 Worth Publishers
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Externality Theory: Positive Externalities
Positive production externality: When a rm's production
increases the well-being of others but the rm is not compensated by those others. (SMC<PMC)
Example: Beehives of honey producers have a positive impact
on pollination and agricultural output

Positive consumption externality: When an individual's consumption increases the well-being of others but the individual
is not compensated by those others. (SMB>PMB)
Example: Beautiful private garden that passers-by enjoy seeing
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Externality Theory
Positive Externalities

Public Finance and Public Policy Jonathan Gruber Third Edition Copyright © 2010 Worth Publishers
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Externality Theory: Market Outcome is Inecient
With a free market, quantity and price are such that

P MB =

P MC
Social optimum is such that

SM B = SM C

⇒ Private market leads to an inecient outcome (1st welfare
theorem does not work)
Negative production externalities lead to over production
Positive production externalities lead to under production
Negative consumption externalities lead to over consumption
Positive consumption externalities lead to under consumption
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Private-Sector Solutions to Negative Externalities
Key question raised by Ronald Coase (famous Nobel Prize
winner Chicago libertarian economist):
Are externalities really outside the market mechanism?

Internalizing the externality: When either private negotiations or government action lead the price to the party to fully
reect the external costs or benets of that party's actions.
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PRIVATE-SECTOR SOLUTIONS TO NEGATIVE
EXTERNALITIES: COASE THEOREM
Coase Theorem (Part I): When (a) there are well-dened
property rights, (b) bargaining is costless, and (c) markets are
competitive, then negotiations between the party creating the
externality and the party aected by the externality can bring
about the socially optimal market quantity.

Coase Theorem (Part II): The ecient quantity for a good
producing an externality does not depend on which party is
assigned the property rights, as long as someone is assigned
those rights.
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COASE THEOREM EXAMPLE
Firms pollute a river enjoyed by individuals.

If rms ignore

individuals, there is too much pollution

1) Individuals own river: If river is owned by individuals then
individuals can charge rms for polluting the river. They will
charge rms the marginal damage (MD) per unit of pollution.
Why price pollution at MD? If charge more than MD, individuals would
want to sell an extra unit of pollution, so price must rise under competition.
MD is the equilibrium ecient price in the newly created pollution market.

2) Firms own river: If river is owned by rms then rm can
charge individuals for polluting less.

They will also charge

individuals the MD per unit of pollution reduction.
Final level of pollution will be the same in 1) and 2)
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The Solution: Coasian Payments
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PROBLEMS WITH COASIAN SOLUTION
In practice, the Coase theorem is unlikely to solve many of the
types of externalities that cause market failures.

1) The assignment problem: In cases where externalities
aect many agents (e.g. global warming), assigning property
rights is dicult

⇒ Coasian solutions are likely to be more eective for small, localized externalities than for larger, more global externalities involving large number
of people and rms

2) The holdout problem:

Shared ownership of property

rights gives each owner power over all the others (because
joint owners have to all agree to the Coasian solution)
As with the assignment problem, the holdout problem would
be amplied with an externality involving many parties.
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PROBLEMS WITH COASIAN SOLUTION
3) The Free Rider Problem: When an investment has a
personal cost but a common benet, individuals will underinvest (example: a single country is better o walking out of
Kyoto protocol for carbon emission controls)

4) Transaction Costs and Negotiating Problems:

The

Coasian approach ignores the fundamental problem that it is
hard to negotiate when there are large numbers of individuals
on one or both sides of the negotiation.
This problem is amplied for an externality such as global
warming, where the potentially divergent interests of billions
of parties on one side must be somehow aggregated for a
negotiation.
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PROBLEMS WITH COASIAN SOLUTION:
BOTTOM LINE
Ronald Coase's insight that externalities can sometimes be
internalized was useful.
It provides the competitive market model with a defense against
the onslaught of market failures.
It is also an excellent reason to suspect that the market may
be able to internalize some small-scale, localized externalities.
It won't help with large-scale, global externalities, where only
a government can successfully aggregate the interests of all
individuals suering from externality
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Public Sector Remedies For Externalities
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) was formed in
1970 to provide public-sector solutions to the problems of externalities in the environment.
Public policy makers employ two types of remedies to resolve
the problems associated with negative externalities:

1) price policy: corrective tax or subsidy equal to marginal
damage per unit

2) quantity regulation: government forces rms to produce
the socially ecient quantity
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Corrective Taxation
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5.3
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Corrective Subsidies
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PUBLIC SECTOR REMEDIES FOR
EXTERNALITIES: REGULATION
In an ideal world, Pigouvian taxation and quantity regulation
would generate equal eciency (exact same quantity: the optimal quantity)
Quantity regulation seems more straightforward, hence, it has
been the traditional choice for addressing environmental externalities
In practice, there are complications that may make taxes a
more eective means of addressing externalities.
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Distinctions Between Price and Quantity Approaches
to Addressing Externalities: Basic Model
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MODEL WITH HETEROGENEOUS COSTS
Assume MD of pollution is $1 per unit of pollution
2 rms with low (L) or high (H ) cost of pollution reduction

q:

cH (q) = 1.5q 2 ⇒ M CH (q) = c0H (q) = 3q
cL(q) = .75q 2 ⇒ M CL(q) = c0L(q) = 1.5q
With no taxes, no regulations, rms do

qL = qH = 0

Social welfare maximization:

V = max q H + q L − cH (q H ) − cL(q L) ⇒
qH ,qL

M CH = 1, M CL = 1 ⇒ q H = 1/3, q L = 2/3
Optimum outcome is to have the low cost rm do more pollution reduction than the high cost rm
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TAX VERSUS REGULATION SOLUTION
Socially optimal outcome can be achieved by $1 tax per unit
of pollution (same tax across rms):
Firm

H chooses qH to maximize q H − cH (q H ) ⇒ M CH = 1

Firm

L chooses qL to maximize q L − cL(q L) ⇒ M CL = 1

q H = q L = 1/2 is not ecient
because rm H has higher M C of polluting than rm L:

Uniform quantity regulation

Proof: Firm H would be happy to pay rm L to reduce q L and
increase q H to keep q L + q H = 1, rm L is happier and society
has same level of pollution
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Quantity Regulation with Trading Permits

q0H = q0L = 1/2 and
allow rms to trade pollution reductions as long as q H +q L = 1
Suppose start with quantity regulation

Generates a market for pollution reduction at price

p

Firm

H maximizes pq H − cH (q H ) ⇒ M CH = p and q H = p/3

Firm

L maximizes pq L − cL(q L) ⇒ M CL = p and q L = 2p/3

⇒ q H + q L = p. As 1 = q0L + q0H = q H + q L, in equilibrium p = 1
and hence qH = 1/3 and qL = 2/3
Final outcome
q0H , q0L

qH , qL does not depend on initial regulation

Quantity regulation with tradable permits is ecient as long
L + qH = 1
as total quantity q0
0
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MULTIPLE PLANTS WITH DIFFERENT
REDUCTION COSTS
Policy Option 1: Price Regulation Through a Uniform Corrective Tax (ecient)
Policy Option 2: Uniform Quantity Regulation (not ecient
unless quantity can be based on each rm's reduction costs)
Policy Option 3: Quantity Regulation with Tradable Permits
(ecient)
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CORRECTIVE TAXES VS. TRADABLE PERMITS
Two dierences between corrective taxes and tradable permits
(carbon tax vs. cap-and-trade in the case of CO2 emissions)

1) Initial allocation of permits: If the government sells them
to rms, this is equivalent to the tax
If the government gives them to current rms for free, this is
like the tax + large transfer to initial polluting rms.

2) Uncertainty in marginal costs: With uncertainty in costs
of reducing pollution, tax cannot target a specic quantity
while tradable permits can

⇒ two policies no longer equivalent.

Taxes preferable when MD curve is at. Tradable permits are
preferable when MD curve is steep.
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5.4

Uncertainty About Costs of Reduction:
Case 1: Flat MD Curve (Global Warming)
Cost of
pollution
reduction ($)

MC2
A

C1
D

t = C2

Reduction 0
Pollution Pfull

DWL1

B

MC1

DWL2
E

R3 R2
P3 P2

C

MD = SMB

R1
P1

Rfull
0

Mandated
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Uncertainty About Costs of Reduction:
Case 2: Steep MD Curve (Nuclear leakage)
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Empirical Example: Acid Rain and Health
Acid rain due to contamination by emissions of sulfur dioxide
(SO2 ) and nitrogen oxide (N Ox ).

1970 Clean Air Act: Landmark federal legislation that rst
regulated acid rain-causing emissions by setting maximum standards for atmospheric concentrations of various substances,
including

SO2.

The 1990 Amendments and Emissions Trading:

SO2 allowance system: The feature of the 1990 amendments
to the Clean Air Act that granted plants permits to emit SO2
in limited quantities and allowed them to trade those permits.
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Empirical Example: Eects of Clean Air Act of 1970
How does acid rain (or SO2) aect health?
Observational approach: relate mortality in a geographical
area to the level of particulates (such as SO2) in the air
Problem: Areas with more particulates may dier from areas
with fewer particulates in many other ways, not just in the
amount of particulates in the air
Chay and Greenstone (2003) use clean air act of 1970 to
resolve the causality problem:
Areas with more particulates than threshold required to clean
up air [treatment group]. Areas with less particulates than
threshold are control group.
Compares infant mortality across 2 types of places before and
after (DD approach)
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Figure 2: Trends in TSPs Pollution and Infant Mortality, by 1972 Nonattainment Status
A. Trends in Mean TSPs Concentrations, by 1972 Nonattainment Status
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B. Trends in Internal Infant Mortality Rate, by 1972 Nonattainment Status
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Source: Authors’ tabulations from EPA’s “Quick Look Reports” data file.
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Climate Change and CO2 Emissions
1) Industrialization has dramatically increased CO2 emissions
and atmospheric CO2 generates global warming
2) Atmospheric CO2 has long life (35% remains after 100
years) [absent any carbon capture tech breakthrough]
3) Great uncertainty in costs of global warming [mitigation or
amplifying feedback loops] and thus benet of reducing CO2
4) Great uncertainty in costs of reducing CO2 [easy to innovate?]
5) Costs of global warming are decades/centuries away [how
should this be discounted?]
How fast should we start reducing emissions? [Stern-Weitzman
want a fast reduction, Nordhaus advocates a slower path]
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Empirical Example: Costs of Global Warming
Will we really need to reduce global warming, since we may
innovate adaptations as we go that will reduce its costs?
Example: heat waves and mortality analysis of Barreca-ClayDeschenes-Greenstone-Shapiro
1) The mortality eect of an extremely hot day (90o F+) declined by about 80% between 1900-1959 and 1960-2004.
2) Adoption of residential air conditioning (AC) explains the
entire decline
3) Worldwide adoption of AC will speed up the rate of climate
change (if fossil fuel powered)
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Figure 2: Estimated Temperature-Mortality Relationship (Continued)
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Notes: Figure 2 plots the response function between log monthly mortality rate and average daily temperatures,
– 69°F category set equal to
zero so each estimate corresponds to the estimated impact of an additional day in bin j on the log monthly

obtained by fitting Equation (1). The response function is normalized with the 60°F
Source:Barreca, Alan, et al (2013)

CURBING GLOBAL WARMING: KYOTO TREATY
NAD PARIS ACCORD
Kyoto 1997: 35 industrialized nations (but not US) agreed
to reduce their emissions of greenhouse gases to 5% below
(depends on country) 1990 levels by the year 2012
Industrialized countries are allowed to trade emissions rights
among themselves, as long as the total emissions goals are
met [=quantity regulation with trading permits]. Developing
countries not in treaty.
In the US, Obama has directed EPA to regulate CO2 emission
[carbon tax or cap-and-trade requires congress law, 27 states
now suing]
Paris 2016: US China India and others agreed to set binding
emissions targets to reduce a pre-set share of global emissions.
May not be enforceable without Senate approval.
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Lecture 12
Public Goods
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PUBLIC GOODS: DEFINITIONS
Pure public goods: Goods that are perfectly non-rival in
consumption and are non-excludable
Non-rival in consumption: One individual's consumption of
a good does not aect another's opportunity to consume the
good.

Non-excludable: Individuals cannot deny each other the opportunity to consume a good.

Impure public goods: Goods that satisfy the two public good
conditions (non-rival in consumption and non-excludable) to
some extent, but not fully.
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Defining Pure and Impure Public Goods

Is the good rival in consumption?
Yes
No
Yes Private good
Impure public good
Is the good
(ice cream)
(Cable TV)
excludable?
No Impure public good Public good
(crowded sidewalk) (defense)
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OPTIMAL PROVISION OF PRIVATE GOODS
Two goods:

ic (ice-cream) and c (cookies) with prices Pic, Pc

Pc = 1 is normalized to one (numéraire good):
Two individuals

B and J demand dierent quantities of the

good at the same market price.

M RSic,c = M Uic/M Uc = # cookies the consumer is willing to
give up for 1 ice-cream
The optimality condition for the consumption of private goods
B = M RS J = P /P = P
is written as: M RSic,c
ic c
ic
ic,c
Equilibrium on the supply side requires:
In equilibrium, therefore:

M Cic = Pic

B = M RS J = M C
M RSic,c
ic,c
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7.1

Horizontal Summation in the Private Goods Market
Price
of ice
cream
cone

Ben’s Marginal
Benefit

Price
of ice
cream
cone

Jerry’s Marginal
Benefit

Market
Price
of ice
cream
cone

S = SMC
$2

DJ

$2

DB

E

$2

DB&J = SMB

0

2

Quantity
of cones

0

1

Quantity
of cones

0

3

Quantity
of cones

• To find social demand curve, add quantity at each
price—sum horizontally.
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OPTIMAL PROVISION OF PUBLIC GOODS
Replace private good ice-cream

ic by a public good missiles m

B = # cookies B is willing to give up for 1 missile
M RSm,c
J
= # cookies J is willing to give up for 1 missile
M RSm,c
In net, society is willing to give up

B + M RS J
M RSm,c
m,c cookies

for 1 missile
Social-eciency-maximizing condition for the public good is:

B + M RS J = M C
M RSm,c
m,c
Social eciency is maximized when the marginal cost is set

sum of the M RS s, rather than being set equal to
each individual M RS .
equal to the

This is called the Samuelson rule (Samuelson, 1954)
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7.1

Vertical Summation in the Public Goods Market
Price of
missiles

Ben’s marginal benefit

$2
1
0
Price of
missiles

DB

1

Quantity of missiles

5

Jerry’s marginal benefit

$4
2
DJ

0
Price of
missiles

1

5

Quantity of missiles

Social marginal benefit and cost

$6

S = SMC
3

DB&J = SMB
0

1

5

Quantity of missiles
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PRIVATE-SECTOR UNDERPROVISION
Private sector provision such that M RSmc = M Cm for each
P
individual so that
M RSmc > M Cm ⇒ Outcome is not ecient, could improve the welfare of everybody by having more
missiles (and less cookies)

Free rider problem: When an investment has a personal cost
but a common benet, individuals will underinvest.
Because of the free rider problem, the private market undersupplies public goods
Another way to see it:

private provision of a public good

creates a positive externality (as everybody else benets)

⇒

Goods with positive externalities are under-supplied by the
market
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PRIVATE PROVISION OF PUBLIC GOOD
2 individuals with identical utility functions dened on
vate good (cookies) and F public good (reworks)

X pri-

F = F1 + F2 where Fi is contribution of individual i
Utility of individual i is
budget Xi + Fi = 100

Ui = 2 log(Xi) + log(F1 + F2) with

Individual 1 chooses F1 to maximize
F2) taking F2 as given
First order condition:

(100 − 2F2)/3

2 log(100 − F1) + log(F1 +

−2/(100−F1)+1/(F1 +F2) = 0 ⇒ F1 =

Note that F1 goes down with F2 due to the free rider problem
(called the reaction curve, show graph)
Symmetrically, we have

F2 = (100 − 2F1)/3
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PRIVATE PROVISION OF PUBLIC GOOD
Nash equilibrium denition: Each agent maximizes his objective taking as given the actions of the other agents
At the Nash equilibrium, the two reaction curves intersect:

F1 = (100 − 2F2)/3 and F2 = (100 − 2F1)/3
⇒ F1 + F2 = (200 − 2(F1 + F2))/3 ⇒ F = F1 + F2 = 200/5 =
40 ⇒ F1 = F2 = 20
What is the Social Optimum?

P

M RS = M C = 1

i
i
i
M RSF
X = M UF /M UX = (1/(F1 + F2 ))/(2/Xi ) = Xi /(2F )

⇒

P

M RS i = (X1 + X2)/(2F ) = (200 − F )/(2F )

⇒

P

M RS i = 1 ⇒ 200 − F = 2F ⇒ F = 200/3 = 66.6 > 40

Public good is under-provided by the market
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Can Private Provision Overcome Free Rider Problem?
The free rider problem does not lead to a complete absence
of private provision of public goods. Private provision works
better when:
1) Some Individuals Care More than Others:
Private provision is particularly likely to surmount the free rider problem
when individuals are not identical, and when some individuals have an
especially high demand for the public good.
2) Altruism:
When individuals value the benets and costs to others in making their
consumption choices.
3) Warm Glow:
Model of public goods provision in which individuals care about both the
total amount of the public good and their particular contributions as well.
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Experimental evidence on free riding
Laboratory experiments are a great device to test economic theories
Subjects (often students) are brought to the lab where they sit through a
computer team game and get paid based on the game outcomes
Many public good lab experiments. Example (Marwell and Ames 1981):
- 10 repetitions for each game
- In each game, group of 5 people, each with 10 tokens to allocate between
cash and public good.
- If take token in cash, get $1 in cash for yourself. If contribute to common
good, get $.5 to each of all ve players.
Nash equilibrium: get everything in cash
Socially optimal equilibrium: contribute everything to public good
In the lab, subjects contribute about 50% to public good, but public good
contributions fall as game is repeated (Isaac, McCue, and Plott, 1985)
Explanations: people are willing to cooperate at rst but get upset and
retaliate if others take advantage of them
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Crowding out of private contributions by govt provision
Suppose government forces each individual to provide 5 so that now
F1 + F2 + 10 where Fi is voluntary contribution of individual i
Utility of individual

Xi + Fi = 95

F =

i is Ui = 2 log(Xi ) + log(F1 + F2 + 10) with budget

You will nd that the private optimum is such that F1 = F2 = 15 so that
government forced contribution crowds out one-to-one private contributions

Why?

Fi0 = Fi + 5. Choosing Fi0 is equivalent to choosing Fi :
Ui = 2 log(Xi ) + log(F10 + F20 ) with budget Xi + Fi0 = 100
Rename

⇒ Equivalent to our initial problem with no government provision hence
the solution in Fi0 must be the same
However, government forced contributions will have an eect as soon as
private contributions fall to zero (as individuals cannot contribute negative
amounts and undo government provision)
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EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE ON CROWD-OUT
Two strands of empirical literature
1) Field evidence (observational studies)
2) Lab experiments (Andreoni, AER'93)
Traditionally, lab experiments have been more inuential but
recent eld studies may change this
Lab experiments show imperfect crowd-out in public good
games (where you compare situation with no forced public
goods contributions and with forced public good contributions)
Lab experiment may not capture important motives for giving:
warm glow, prestige, solicitations from fund raisers
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CHARITABLE GIVING
Charitable giving is one form of private provision of public good
(big in the US, 2% of National Income given to charities).
Funds (1) religious activities, (2) education, (3) human services, (4) health, (5) arts, (6) various causes (environment,
animal protection, etc.)
Encouraged by government: giving can be deducted from income for income tax purposes
People give out of (1) warm-glow (religion, name on building), (2) reciprocity (alumni), (3) social pressure (religion),
(4) altruism (poverty relief )
Those eects are not captured in basic economic model
Charities have big fund-raising operations to induce people to
give based on those psychological eects
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Empirical Evidence on Crowd-Out: Hungerman 2005
Studies crowdout of church-provided welfare (soup kitchens,
etc.) by government welfare.
Uses 1996 Clinton welfare reform act as an instrument for
welfare spending cuts.
One aspect of reform:

reduced/eliminated welfare for non-

citizens
Motivates a di-in-di strategy:

compare churches in high

non-citizen areas with churches in low non-citizen areas before/after 1996 reform
Estimates imply that total church expenditures in a state increase by 40 cents when welfare spending is cut by $1
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Source: Hungerman 2005

Empirical Evidence on Crowd-Out: Andreoni-Payne '03
Government spending crowds out private donations through
two channels: willingness to donate + fundraising
Use tax return data on arts and social service organizations
Panel study: follows the same organizations overtime

Results:

$1000 increase in government grant leads to $250 reduction in
private fundraising
Suggests that crowdout could be non-trivial if fundraising is a powerful
source of generating private contributions
Subsequent study by Andreoni and Payne conrms this
Find that $1 more of government grant to a charity leads to 56 cents less
private contributions
70 percent ($0.40) due to the fundraising channel
Suggests that individuals are relatively passive actors
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Randomized eld experiment to test reciprocity
Falk (2007) conducted a eld experiment to investigate the
relevance of reciprocity in charitable giving
In collaboration with a charitable organization, sent 10,000
Christmas solicitation letters for funding schools for street
children in Bengladesh to potential donors (in Switzerland)
randomized into 3 groups
1) 1/3 of letters contained no gift (control group)
2) 1/3 contained a small gift:
envelope (small-gift treatment)

one post-card (children drawings)+one-

3) 1/3 contained a larger gift: 4 post-cards (children drawings)+4-envelopes
(large-gift treatment)

Likelihood of giving: 12% in control, 14% in small-gift treatment, 21% in large-gift treatment
large gift was very eective (even relative to cost)
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Empirical Evidence on Social Pressure
Dellavigna-List-Malmendier '12 design a door-to-door fundraiser
randomized experiment:
Control: no advance warning of fund-raiser visit
Treatment group 1: yer at doorknob informs about the exact time of
solicitation (hence can seek/avoid fund-raiser)
Treatment group 2: same as treatment 1 but yer has a check box Do
not disturb
Results (relative to control):
Treatment group 1: 9-25% less likely to open door for fund-raiser, same
(unconditional giving)
Treatment group 2: a number of people opt out and (unconditional giving)
is 28-42% lower

⇒ Social pressure is an important determinant of door-to-door
giving and door-to-door fund-raising campaigns lower utility of
potential donors
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Social Prices as a Policy Instrument
Traditional focus in economics is on changing prices of economic goods
Dierent set of policy instruments: social prices
Suppose people care about social norms and policy maker can
manipulate social norms
Should make status good one that generates positive externalities.
E.g. large SUVs are frowned upon as gas guzzlers contributing to global
warming while electric cars are admired
Creates another set of policy instruments to explore

Recent examples from psychology and political science suggest
that social price elasticities can be large
Example: Gerber, Green, Larimer '08: randomized experiment
using social pressure via letters to increase voter turnout
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Civic duty mailing

Dear Registered Voter:
DO YOUR CIVIC DUTY AND VOTE!
Why do so many people fail to vote? We’ve been talking about this problem for
years, but it only seems to get worse.

The whole point of democracy is that citizens are active participants in
government; that we have a voice in government. Your voice starts with your
vote. On August 8, remember your rights and responsibilities as a citizen.
Remember to vote.
DO YOUR CIVIC DUTY – VOTE!

Source: Gerber, Green, and Larimer (2008)

Hawthorne mailing

Dear Registered Voter:
YOU ARE BEING STUDIED!
Why do so many people fail to vote? We’ve been talking about this problem for
years, but it only seems to get worse.

This year, we’re trying to figure out why people do or do not vote. We’ll be
studying voter turnout in the August 8 primary election.
Our analysis will be based on public records, so you will not be contacted again
or disturbed in anyway. Anything we learn about your voting or not voting will
remain confidential and will not be disclosed to anyone else.
DO YOUR CIVIC DUTY – VOTE!

Source: Gerber, Green, and Larimer (2008)

Neighbors mailing
Dear Registered Voter:
WHAT IF YOUR NEIGHBORS KNEW WHETHER YOU VOTED?
Why do so many people fail to vote? We’ve been talking about this problem for years, but it only
seems to get worse. This year, we’re taking a new approach. We’re sending this mailing to you
and your neighbors to publicize who does and does not vote.
The chart shows the names of some of your neighbors, showing which have votes in the past.
After the August 8 election, we intend to mail an updated chart. You and your neighbors will all
know who voted and who did not
DO YOUR CIVIC DUTY – VOTE!
----------------------------------------------------

MAPLE DR
9995 JOSEPH JAMES SMITH
9995 JENNIFER KAY SMITH
9997 RICHARD B JACKSON
9999 KATHY MARIE JACKSON
9987 MARIA S. JOHNSON
9987 TOM JACK JOHNSON
Source: Gerber, Green, and Larimer (2008)

Aug 04
VOTED
VOTED
VOTED
VOTED
VOTED

Nov 04
VOTED

VOTED
VOTED
VOTED

Aug 06
______
______
______
______
______
______

Source: Gerber, Green, and Larimer (2008)

Welfare Analysis of Social Pricing
Should social pricing be used on top of standard pricing through
corrective taxes (or tradable permits)?
1) Making people feel bad about driving an SUV is inecient
relative to gas tax: destroys welfare without bringing tax revenue
Could still be desirable if imposing a gas tax is impossible.
Some negative actions (such as littering) are hard to enforce
with nes so social norm on feeling bad about littering is desirable.
2) Making people feel good about driving an energy ecient
car is ecient relative to gas tax: adds to welfare as driving
an energy ecient car becomes more enjoyable
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Political Economy
Political Economy is the positive analysis of government:
why do governments do what they do?
In democracies, citizens vote to elect politicians to run the
government
In principle, government decisions should reect the will of
citizens
Even non-democratic rulers are in part subject to people's
preferences
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MAJORITY VOTING: WHEN IT WORKS
Majority voting:

Mechanism used to aggregate individual

votes into a social decision: individual policy options are put
to a vote and the option that receives the majority of votes is
chosen
Majority voting can produce a consistent aggregation of individual preferences only if preferences are restricted to take a
certain form
Example: funding for local public schools using property taxes
could be chosen as high (H), medium (M), or low (L)
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CHAPTER 9 ■ POLITICAL ECONOMY

9.2

Majority Voting: When It Works

• There are three types of voters in a town: parents,
elders, and young couples without children.
• They have different preferences over the level of
school spending (high, medium, or low).

First choice
Second choice
Third choice

Parents
(33.3%)
H
M
L

Elders
(33.3%)
L
M
H

Young Couples
(33.3%)
M
L
H
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MAJORITY VOTING: WHEN IT WORKS
The town could proceed as follows:
- Vote on funding level H versus funding level L: L wins H
- Vote on funding level H versus funding level M: M wins H
- Vote on funding level L versus funding level M: M wins L
M has beaten both H and L so M is the overall winner.
Majority voting has aggregated individual preferences to produce a preferred social outcome: medium school spending and
taxes.
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CHAPTER 9 ■ POLITICAL ECONOMY

9.2

Majority Voting: When It Doesn’t Work

• Cycling:	
  When	
  majority	
  vo;ng	
  does	
  not	
  deliver	
  a	
  
consistent	
  aggrega;on	
  of	
  individual	
  preferences.	
  
Public	
  
school	
  
parents	
  
(33.3%)	
  

Private	
  
school	
  
parents	
  
(33.3%)	
  

	
  
Young	
  	
  
Couples	
  	
  
(33.3%)	
  

First	
  choice	
  

H	
  

L	
  

M	
  

Second	
  choice	
  

M	
  

H	
  

L	
  

Third	
  choice	
  

L	
  

M	
  

H	
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MAJORITY VOTING: WHEN IT DOES NOT WORK
- Vote on funding level H versus funding level L: L wins H
- Vote on funding level H versus funding level M: H wins M
- Vote on funding level L versus funding level M: M wins L
Cycle with no clear winner.
Majority voting is unable to aggregate preferences in a meaningful way in that case
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9.2

CHAPTER 9 ■ POLITICAL ECONOMY

Single-Peaked versus Non-Single-Peaked
Preferences
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MEDIAN VOTER THEOREM
Consider choice along a single dimension (e.g., level of funding)

Single peaked preferences: The preferences for funding increase and then decrease (always increasing, or always decreasing also ne).

Peak is preferred funding level for the

individual.

Median voter is the voter whose peak is at the median (half
have lower peaks, half have higher peaks)

Voting Equilibrium (or Condorcet winner) is an outcome that
wins in majority voting against any other alternative

Median Voter Theorem: Peak of median voter is a voting
equilibrium
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PROOF OF MEDIAN VOTER THEOREM
Let

a1 < .. < amedian < .. < aI be the peaks of individuals 1, .., I

Suppose vote between

amedian and a with amedian < a∗

amedian wins because i = 1, .., median all prefer amedian to a∗
(because they all have decreasing preferences for a beyond
amedian)
amedian wins against a∗ < amedian because i =
median, .., I prefer amedian to a∗
Symmetrically

Median voter outcome from majority voting is very useful and
a hugely inuential result in the political economy literature
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ABSTRACT SOCIAL CHOICE PROBLEM

n = 1, .., N possible choices society can make
i = 1, .., I individuals have preferences <i over the N choices
Social decision rule:

It aggregates individuals preferences
(<i)i=1,..,I into a social preference <S over N choices that
satises 3 key properties:
1) Pareto Dominance: if
2) Transitivity: if

a <i b for all i then a <S b

a <S b and b <S c then a <S c

3) Independence of irrelevant alternatives: whether a <S b or
a >S b depends only on how individuals rank a vs. b (and not
any other alternative).
Importantly, 3) rules out intensity of preferences eects to
focus
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ABSTRACT SOCIAL CHOICE PROBLEM
ARROW'S IMPOSSIBILITY THEOREM: There is no social decision rule that converts individual preferences into a
consistent aggregate decision without either
(a) restricting preferences or
(b) imposing a dictatorship (i.e.

<S =<i for some i)

Geanakoplos (2005) provides simple proofs
This result was very inuential and shows that the abstract
social choice problem cannot have a general solution
Most common solutions are to:
(1) restrict preferences to single peaked preferences (median voter theorem)
(2) let intensity of preferences play a role (social welfare function and
Samuelson rule for eciency)
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MEDIAN VOTER AND EFFICIENCY
Eciency requires

P

social marginal benets = social marginal costs

⇒ Public good is worth providing if

P

benets

> costs

What matters for eciency is the average marginal benet
across individuals and not the median marginal benet

⇒ Median outcome is not ecient unless Median = Average
(not true in general)
Example: bridge project would serve 10 people. 6 people value bridge at
$50, 4 people value bridge at $100. Total social value of bridge is $700 =

6 · 50 + 4 · 100

Suppose cost is $60 per person so total cost = $600=$60

· 10.

Mean net benet is 70-60=$10 , median net benet is 50-60=-$10
Project is socially desirable but is opposed by 6 people to 4 in majority
voting ⇒ Median voter leads to an inecient outcome
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CHAPTER 9 ■ POLITICAL ECONOMY

9.3

Vote-Maximizing Politicians Represent the Median
Voter
Voters for Mitt

Voters for Barack

Defense
spending

(a)
0%

B1

M1

25%

Voters for Barack

50%

Voters for Mitt

Defense
spending

(b)
0%

B2

M1

25%

Voters for Barack

50%

Voters for Mitt

Defense
spending

(c)
0%

B2

25%

Voters for Barack

M2

50%

Voters for Mitt

Defense
spending

(d)
0%

B3 = M3 = 25%

50%
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ASSUMPTIONS OF THE MEDIAN VOTER MODEL
Although the median voter model is a convenient way to predict outcomes of representative democracy, it does so by making a number of assumptions.

1) Single-dimensional Voting
The median voter model assumes that voters are basing their
votes on a single issue.
In reality, representatives are elected not based on a single
issue but on a bundle of issues.
Individuals may lie at dierent points of the voting spectrum
on dierent issues, so appealing to one end of the spectrum
or another on some issues may be vote-maximizing.
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ASSUMPTIONS OF THE MEDIAN VOTER MODEL
2) Only Two Candidates
The median voter model assumes that there are only two candidates for oce.
If there are more than two candidates, the simple predictions
of the median voter model break down.
Indeed, there is no stable equilibrium in the model with three
or more candidates because there is always an incentive to
move in response to your opponents' positions.
In many nations, the possibility of three or more valid candidates for oce is a real one.
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ASSUMPTIONS OF THE MEDIAN VOTER MODEL
3) No Ideology or Inuence
The median voter theory assumes that politicians care only
about maximizing votes.
Ideological convictions could lead politicians to position themselves away from the center of the spectrum and the median
voter.

4) No Selective Voting
The median voter theory assumes that all people aected by
public goods vote, but in fact, only a fraction of citizens vote
in the United States. Appealing to the base (by moving away
from median voter) is a way to increase turnout.
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ASSUMPTIONS OF THE MEDIAN VOTER MODEL
5) No Money
The median voter theory ignores the role of money as a tool
of inuence in elections.
If taking an extreme position on a given topic maximizes
fundraising, even if it does not directly maximize votes on that
topic, it may serve the long-run interests of overall vote maximization by allowing the candidate to advertise more strongly.

6) Full Information
The median voter model assumes perfect information along
three dimensions: voter knowledge of the issues; politician
knowledge of the issues; and politician knowledge of voter
preferences.
All three of these assumptions are unrealistic.
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LOBBYING
Lobbying: The expending of resources by certain individuals
or groups in an attempt to inuence a politician
In principle, lobbying could correct ineciencies due to median
voter theorem: those who really want the bridge pay politicians
who can provide transfers to those who don't want the bridge
as much and get it built
However, lobbying can also lead to ineciencies if public does
not have perfect information and hence does not care to pay
attention
Example: 5 people value bridge net of cost at $100, 100
people value bridge net of cost at -$6. Median voter does not
produce the bridge (the socially desirable outcome)
However, 5 people have strong incentives to lobby and may
get the project approved (if the 100 do not pay attention)
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TESTING THE MEDIAN VOTER MODEL
Evidence from US congress representatives:

1) Senate: 2 senators for each state in US senate: represent
the same constituency and hence should vote in the same
way in the senate if median voter model is right (Poole and
Rosenthal, '96)
Yet, in the US, when a state has 1 republican senator and 1
democratic senator, those 2 senators vote very dierently in
the senate (contradicts the median voter model)
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TESTING THE MEDIAN VOTER MODEL
2) House of Representatives: Using close elections for US
representatives (Lee, Moretti, Butler QJE'04):
When a candidate crosses 50%, he/she gets elected. However,
the constituency is virtually the same whether a candidate gets
49.9% or 50.1% of the vote.
Therefore, median voter implies that a Democratic representative elected with 50.1% should vote similarly in congress to
a Republican representative elected with 50.1% of the votes.
Yet, in reality, closely elected representatives vote very differently (measured by Americans for Democratic Action ADA
scores) if they are Democratic vs. Republican
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FIGURE I
Total Effect of Initial Win on Future ADA Scores: ␥
This figure plots ADA scores after the election at time t ⫹ 1 against the
Democrat vote share, time t. Each circle is the average ADA score within 0.01
intervals of the Democrat vote share. Solid lines are fitted values from fourthorder polynomial regressions on either side of the discontinuity. Dotted lines are
pointwise 95 percent confidence intervals. The discontinuity gap estimates
␥ ⫽  0共P *t D⫹1 ⫺ P *t R⫹1兲 ⫹  1共P *t D⫹1 ⫺ P *t R⫹1兲.
Source: Lee, Moretti, Butler

“Affect”

“Elect”

PUBLIC CHOICE THEORY: THE FOUNDATIONS
OF GOVERNMENT FAILURE
Public choice theory: Government may not act to maximize
the well-being of its citizens.

Government failure:

The inability or unwillingness of the
government to act primarily in the interest of its citizens.

Bureaucracies:

Organizations of civil servants that are in
charge of carrying out the services of government but follow
their self-interest

Leviathan Theory: Under this theory, voters cannot trust
the government to spend their tax dollars eciently and must
design ways to combat government greed.
This view of government can explain the many rules in place
in the United States and elsewhere that explicitly tie the government's hands in terms of taxes and spending.
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PUBLIC VS. PRIVATE PROVISION
The key question raised by this discussion is whether goods
and services are provided more eciently by the public or the
private sector
For the production of most goods and services [such as steel,
telecommunications, or banking] evidence suggests that private production is more ecient
For goods the public does not understand well (pension funds,
health insurance, education), private competition can lead to
wasteful advertising (private rms compete on attractive mailings rather than underlying product quality)

⇒ higher costs

than public provision
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PROBLEMS WITH PRIVATIZATION
Natural monopoly: A market in which, because of the uniformly decreasing marginal cost of production, there is a cost
advantage to have only one rm provide the good to all consumers in a market [e.g. Microsoft operating system, Google
search, Facebook, high speed optical ber]
With

economies of scale, the average cost of production falls

as the quantity of the output increases.

Private monopoly maximizes prots and under-produces and
over-prices relative to ecient outcome: if the government
runs or regulates the monopoly, it can restore ecient quantity

Contracting out: Government retains responsibility for providing a good or service, but hires private sector rms to actually provide the good or service.
ruption.

Raises potential for cor-
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CORRUPTION
Corruption: The abuse of power by government ocials in
order to maximize their own personal wealth or that of their
associates.

Electoral accountability

is the ability of voters to throw out

corrupt regimes.
Corruption also appears more rampant in political systems that
feature more

red tape, bureaucratic barriers that make it costly

to do business in a country
Bribes can be seen as informal taxes that need to be paid
to access government services [corruption often arises when
public servants are underpaid]
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Do Government Failures Aect Economic Growth?
Studies that suggest that poor government structure can have
long-lasting negative impacts on economic growth
1) Acemoglu-Robinson (2012) Why Nations Fail : countries with inclusive
governments (extending political and property rights broadly) grow faster
than countries with extractive governments (power held by small selfserving elite)
Striking example demonstrating role of political structure: North and South
Korea had similar economies when they split in 1948 and have had dramatically dierent economic development (10 to 1 per capita income ratio
today) ⇒ Government policies/failures can have a huge impact
2) Mauro (1995) uses data rating the quality of government along various dimensions (red tape, corruption, etc.): nds that countries with low
quality government have lower growth
The diculty is that the nations with high-quality governments (the treatment group) may dier from those with low- quality governments (the
control group) for other reasons as well, biasing the estimates of the effect of government quality.
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FISCAL FEDERALISM
optimal scal federalism: The question of which activities
should take place at which level of government
The distribution of government spending has changed dramatically over time in the United States

• Local and state spending have declined considerably.
• Much state and local spending now supported by intergovernmental grants [transfers from the federal government]
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10.1

CHAPTER 10 ■ STATE AND LOCAL GO VERNMENT EXPENDITURES

State and Local Spending in the United States,
1902−2010
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SPENDING AND REVENUE OF STATE AND
LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
Property tax: The tax on land and any buildings on it, such
as commercial businesses or residential homes.
Main source of revenue from local governments due to:
1) History: real estate property is visible and hence taxable
even in archaic economies with informal businesses
2) Immobile tax base: the real estate tax base cannot ee to
another jurisdiction (mobility of the tax base is an issue for
local governments)
Today, property tax is about 1/3 of revenue raised by state+local
government (rest is 1/3 income tax, 1/3 sales taxes)
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CHAPTER 10 ■ STATE AND LOCAL GO VERNMENT EXPENDITURES

Spending and Revenue of State and Local
Governments
Spending
State
Education AK
spending
MA
TN
Health care DC
spending
LA
UT

$/PC
3,010
2,643
1,50
10,349
6,759
5,031

Revenue
State $/PC
Income NY
2,311
taxes
MT
854
Many 0
Sales
DC
1,847
taxes
Iowa 698
Many 0
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THE TIEBOUT MODEL
What is it about the private market that guarantees optimal
provision of private goods that is missing in the case of public
goods?
Tiebout's insight was that the factors missing from the market
for public goods were shopping and competition
The situation is dierent when public goods are provided at
the local level by cities and towns:
Competition will naturally arise because individuals can

with their feet :

vote

if they don't like the level or quality of public

goods provision in one town, they can move to the next town
This threat of exit can induce eciency in local public goods
production
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THE TIEBOUT FORMAL MODEL
We consider a very simple model to illustrate Tiebout's insight
and theorem
Suppose there are
2 towns with

2 · N families with identical income Y and

N homes each

Towns supply level

G1, G2 of local public schools

There are 2 types of families:

N families with kids, with utility U K (C, G), value private
consumption C and schools G

1)

N elderly families, with utility U E (C), value only private
consumption C

2)
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THE TIEBOUT EQUILIBRIUM DEFINITION
Allocation of families across towns is a Tiebout Equilibrium
if and only if:
1) In each town,

G is decided by median voter and nanced
equally by town residents with budget Y = G/N + C
⇒ If majority in town is elderly then G = 0 as this maximizes
U E (Y − G/N )
⇒ If majority in town is families with kids then G = G∗ that
maximizes U K (Y − G/N, G)
2) No 2 families want to exchange locations across towns
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THE TIEBOUT THEOREM
Tiebout Theorem Part I: In equilibrium, families will sort
themselves in towns according to their taste for public good
(1 town with elderly only, 1 town with families with kids only)

Proof: Suppose elderly dominate in town 1 and G1 = 0, then

families with kids dominate in town 2 and G2 = G∗ . If there
is a family with kids in town 1, then there is an elderly family
in town 2 and they are willing to switch ⇒ not an equilibrium.

Tiebout Theorem Part II: In each town, the level of local
public good is ecient

Proof: In elderly town, G = 0 which is ecient as nobody
values

G.

K /N +
In kids town, G∗ maximizes U K (Y − G/N, G) so that −UC
K = 0 ⇒ U K /U K = 1/N ⇒ P U K /U K = P M RS
UG
GC = N/N =
G
C
G
C
1 = M C which is the Samuelson rule
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CAVEAT
Tiebout eciency result holds when there is no cost advantage
to everyone living in one big city
Pure public goods always have a cost advantage (economies
of scale). Ex. need only one missle defense shield for country
Tiebout shows that eciency can be restored when public
good is rival (i.e. an impure public good). Ex. my kid's desk
at school displaces another kid from using the desk
Nevertheless proceed calling the locally publicly provided item
a public good even though it is not a pure public good
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THE TIEBOUT MODEL
People can vote with their feet by choosing the locality that
best ts their tastes and provides the best public goods given
the tax
The main message of the model is that competition across
local jurisdictions puts competitive pressure on the provision
of local public goods:
1) Public goods need to reect tastes of local residents
2) Public goods need to be eciently provided (without waste)
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PROBLEMS WITH THE TIEBOUT MODEL
The Tiebout model is an idealized model that requires a number of assumptions that may not hold perfectly in reality:
1) Individuals can move costlessly across towns (low mobility
costs)
2) Individuals have perfect information on the benets and
taxes paid in each town
3) There must be enough towns so that individuals can sort
themselves into groups with similar preferences for public goods
4) No externalities/spillovers of public goods across towns
[with spillovers across towns, public goods will be under provided in Tiebout model, e.g. parks, police]
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PROBLEMS WITH THE TIEBOUT MODEL
The Tiebout model requires equal nancing of the public good
among all residents.

Lump-sum tax:

A xed taxation amount independent of

a person's income, consumption of goods and services, or
wealth. Sometimes called a poll tax.
Towns typically nance their public goods instead through a
property tax where rich pay more than poor (because they live
in nicer houses). The problem that property taxation causes
is that the

poor chase the rich (rich also want to be with rich)

Two mechanisms prevent poor from chasing the rich:

1) Housing prices: places with rich people have high housing prices
2) Zoning: Restrictions that towns place on the use of real estate (e.g.,
each house must sit on a parcel of at least 6000 sq feet)

Zoning regulations protect the tax base of wealthy towns by pricing lowerincome people out of the housing market.
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1990 Poll Tax Riots: 200,000 People in Central London
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1990 Poll Tax Riots: 200,000 People in Central London
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Zoning Example: Winnetka IL

single-family
homes
multi-family
homes

{
size
minimums
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EVIDENCE ON THE TIEBOUT MODEL
Tiebout Sorting: Resident Similarity Across Areas
A testable implication of the Tiebout model is that when people have more choice of local community, the tastes for public
goods will be more similar among residents than when people
do not have many choices
This fact is indeed pretty well established

More Eciency when there is more Tiebout sorting
This fact is controversial
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Evidence on the Tiebout Model: Hoxby (2000)
Hoxby (2000) considers public school districts in the US. She
compares cities where:
A) There are few large school districts and hence little choice
for residents (such as Miami)
B) There are many small school districts and hence a lot of
choice for residents (such as Boston)
2 key ndings:
I) Cities with few districts have less sorting across neighborhood (in terms of school quality) than cities with many districts (this result is well established)
II) Cities with many districts have higher test scores on average: this result is controversial (see Rothstein, 2007 critique)
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EVIDENCE ON THE TIEBOUT MODEL
Capitalization of Fiscal Dierences into House Prices
House price capitalization: Incorporation into the price of a
house of the costs (including local property taxes) and benets
(including local public goods) of living in the house.

⇒ High property taxes (relative to public goods quality) depresses housing prices

⇒ Low property taxes (relative to public goods quality) increases housing prices
Example: Suppose $1 cut in property tax (in perpetuity) with
no change in value of local public good

∆V = 1 + 1/(1 + r) + 1/(1 + r)2 + ... =
1/[1 − 1/(1 + r)] = (1 + r)/r = $21 if r = 5%

Capitalized value:
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10.2

CHAPTER 10 ■ STATE AND LOCAL GO VERNMENT EXPENDITURES

EVIDENCE: Evidence for Capitalization from
California’s Proposition 13
• California’s Proposition 13 became law in 1978.
o Set the maximum amount of any tax on property
at 1% of the “full cash value.”
o Full cash value: Value as of 1976, with annual
increases of 2% at most.

• Reduced property taxes immensely in some areas,
little change in others.

Public Finance and Public Policy Jonathan Gruber Fourth Edition Copyright © 2012 Worth Publishers
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EVIDENCE: Evidence for Capitalization from
California’s Proposition 13
• Each $1 of property tax reduction increased house
values by about $7, about equal to the PDV of a
permanent $1 tax cut.

• In principle, the fall in property taxes would result in a
future reduction in public goods and services, which
would lower home values.
• The fact that house prices rose by almost the present
discounted value of the taxes suggests that
Californians did not think that they would lose many
valuable public goods and services when taxes fell.

Public Finance and Public Policy Jonathan Gruber Fourth Edition Copyright © 2012 Worth Publishers
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KEY CONSEQUENCE OF TIEBOUT MODEL
It is very hard for a local government to redistribute from rich
to poor:
If local redistribution is high

⇒

1) Poor ock to the city which provides welfare benets
2) Rich ee to other cities to avoid paying for redistribution

⇒ Local redistribution program will break down
Redistribution programs work better if implemented at higher
level: state or federal (harder to leave the state or country). At
local level, need to have tax-benet linkage to avoid migration

tax-benet linkages:

The relationship between the taxes

people pay and the government goods and services they get
in return.
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REDISTRIBUTION ACROSS COMMUNITIES
There is currently enormous inequality in both the ability of
local communities to nance public goods and the extent to
which they do so.
Central government can redistribute across communities di-

rectly using taxes and spending but also indirectly by giving
grants to lower levels of government
Higher levels of government can redistribute across lower levels
of government through

intergovernmental grants.

We assume in graphical analysis that local community chooses
public spending and private spending according the preferences
of Median voter in the community
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10.3

Tools of Redistribution: Grants
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Intergovernmental Grants
Higher level government can provide grants to redistribute
across communities and incentivize communities to spend on
public goods
Three main forms of grants:

1) Matching grant: A grant, the amount of which is tied to
the amount of public good spending by the local community.

2) Block grant: A grant of some xed amount with no mandate on how it is to be spent.

3) Conditional block grant: A grant of some xed amount
with a mandate that the money be spent in a particular way.
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10.3

Matching Grants
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Block Grant
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10.3

Conditional Block Grant
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KEY PREDICTION OF THEORY: CROWD-OUT
In the theory presented, a $1000 increase in private income
has the same eect as a $1000 increase in Fed block grant:
both shift the budget in the same way and lead to the same
outcome
Example: $1000 private income increase leads to $800 more in
private consumption and $200 more in local taxes and public
spending. $1000 extra fed grant leads to $200 extra in public
good spending and $800 cut in local taxes and hence $800
extra in private consumption
Similarly, with multiple public goods (e.g., schools and police),
an extra $1000 Fed grant for school has the same eect on
schools and police than a $1000 Fed grant for police
Money is fungible: only total resources matter for the allocation across private good and public goods at the local level
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THE FLYPAPER EFFECT
Hines and Thaler JEP'95 found that the crowd-out of state
spending by federal spending is low and often close to zero
Economist Arthur Okun described this as the ypaper eect
because the money sticks where it lands instead of replacing
state spending
But evidence is based on correlation [not necessarily causation
as states that get grants maybe the ones that like spending
the most]
Recent studies show that there is a ypaper eect in the shortrun but that there is substantial crowd-out from block grants
in the long-run
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REDISTRIBUTION IN ACTION:
SCHOOL FINANCE EQUALIZATION
School nance equalization: Laws that mandate redistribution of funds across communities in a state to ensure more
equal nancing of schools.
Without school nance equalization, huge disparity in property
tax base and hence school funding (per pupil) across areas
(example from Bay Area: Lafayette is very wealthy, Richmond
is poor)
Many states (including California) impose equalization: pool
local taxes at state level and redistribute them across districts
Equalization often imposed by courts without thinking carefully about economic consequences
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REDISTRIBUTION IN ACTION:
SCHOOL FINANCE EQUALIZATION
Tax price: For school equalization schemes, the amount of
revenue a local district would have to raise in order to gain $1
more of spending. Examples:
1) With no equalization, the tax price is $1 (local govt keeps
all its revenue)
2) With perfect equalization, the tax price is innite (raising
local revenue has zero impact on local spending)
3) Suppose state takes 50% of local revenue and redistributes
it equally across cities: the tax price is $2 (city needs to raise
$2 in local revenue to be able to keep $1 extra)
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CALIFORNIA SCHOOL EQUALIZATION
In 1960s-1970s, California used to have one of the best public
school systems in the nation, now it has one of the worst
California used to have no school nance equalization and
hence big disparities across areas
1976:

Serrano vs.

Priest case:

Supreme court ruled that

disparities above a threshold were unconstitutional

⇒ Wealthy districts forced to give all their tax revenue above
the threshold to the common pool to fund poor districts

⇒ local government has no incentive to raise taxes ⇒ taxes
and school funding fall in rich districts

⇒ Property taxes no longer able to fund schools adequately
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APPLICATION: School Finance Equalization and
Property Tax Limitations in California
If residents perceived that property taxes were “too high”
in California, why did they wait until 1978 to lower them?

• Proposition 13 actually a response to school finance
equalization in California.
• Taxes no longer financed local school spending; just
taxes, rather than prices. Tax price became infinite.
• Voters were happy to limit property taxes once those
taxes no longer brought them any benefit.
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CONCLUSION
Higher levels of government are able to implement redistribution across lower levels of government either directly with
means-tested programs for individuals (such as Food stamps)
or through grants to local governments (such as Medicaid)
In the same way that 100% tax on individuals is counterproductive, 100% conscation of local taxes (as in the most drastic school equalization schemes) is counterproductive (leads
local governments to abandon their taxes)
Higher level government should have primary responsibility for
redistribution
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Education
Education is one of the largest public goods provided by government
Approximately 5.5% of GDP or 1/6 of government expenditure
in the US
About 80% of spending done at the state and local level
Focus of an extensive body of research in the rapidly expanding
eld of economics of education
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Why Should the Government Be Involved in Education?
Ex-ante not obvious because education does not look like a
public good
1) Returns to education are largely private
2) Education is (at least partially) excludable and rival

⇒ we should expect students to invest roughly the optimal
amount in their own education
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Why Should the Government Be Involved in Education?
Four motives for government intervention:
1) Externalities (productivity spillovers, crime, citizenship)
2) Family failures: Divergence between parent and child preferences (some parents may not take good care of their children)
3) Borrowing constraints (poor but talented students may not
be able to borrow against future earnings to get an education)
4) Individual failures: young people might not do what is in
their long-run interest due to self-control problems or lack of
information
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1) Externalities of education on crime and voting
Crimei = α + βEduci + εi
Observational regression comparing the educated vs. not-educated likely
biased because propensity to crime εi is negatively correlated with Educi .
Lochner and Moretti (2004) use as instrument changes in state compulsory
attendance laws: State T increases compulsory attendance from 9 to 10
years at time t, State C does not.
Can look at eect on education (rst-stage) and then look at eect on
crime (second-stage) using Dierence-in-dierence
They show that an extra year of schooling reduces incarceration rates
signicantly
0.1 pct point decline for white males relative to a mean of 1%
0.3 pct point decline for black males relative to mean of 3%

⇒ Gap in schooling between whites and blacks accounts for more than
1/4 dierence in crime rates
Social return to education exceeds private return by 25% based purely on
reduction in crime
Moretti, Mulligan, Oreopoulos (2003) nd positive eects of education on
likelihood of voting using same strategy
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2) Divergences between parent and child preferences
Hard to nd direct evidence
Duo (2003) shows evidence that grandmothers spend more
than grandfathers on female grandchildren
Duo (2003) uses pension reform in 1992 in South-Africa giving all Blacks (65+) a minimum pension when household income is low (before, only whites could get the pension under
Apartheid)
Duo (2003) nds that pension availability improves the weight
for height Z-score of female grandchildren (nutrition improves)
but only when a grandmother gets the pension (and not when
a grandfather does)

⇒ Parents preferences matter for kids outcomes
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Table 3. Effect of the Old-Age Pension Program on Weight for Height: ols
and 2sls Regressions
ols
Variable
Girls
Eligible household

(1)

(2)

(3)

0.14
(0.12)

0.35*
(0.17)

0.34*
(0.17)

Woman eligiblea
Man eligibleb
Observations
Boys
Eligible household

1574

1574

1533

0.0012
(0.13)

0.022
(0.22)

0.030
(0.24)

Woman eligiblea

2sls
(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

0.24*
(0.12)
–0.011
(0.22)
1574

0.61*
(0.19)
0.11
(0.28)
1574

0.61*
(0.19)
0.056
(0.19)
1533

1.19*
(0.41)
–0.097
(0.74)
1533

0.28
(0.28)
–0.25
(0.34)
1670

0.31
(0.28)
–0.25
(0.35)
1627

0.58
(0.53)
–0.69
(0.91)
1627

Yes
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Observations

1670

1670

1627

0.066
(0.14)
–0.059
(0.22)
1670

Control variables
Presence of older membersc
Family background variablesd
Child age dummy variablese

No
No
Yes

Yes
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
Yes

Man eligibleb

*Significant at the 5 percent level.
Note: The instruments in column 7 are woman eligible and man eligible (the first stage is in table A-1).
Standard errors (robust to correlation of residuals within households and heteroscedasticity) are in
parentheses.
aIn column 7 this variable is replaced by a dummy for whether a woman receives the pension.
bIn column 7 this variable is replaced by a dummy for whether a man receives the pension.
cPresence of a woman over age 50, a man over age 50, a woman over age 56, a man over age 56,
and a man over age 61.
dFather’s age and education; mother’s age and education; rural or metropolitan residence (urban is
the omitted category); size of household; and number of members ages 0–5, 6–14, 15–24, and 25–49.
eDummy variables for whether the child was born in 1991, 1990, or 1989.
Source: Duflo (2003)
Source: Author’s calculations.

3) Borrowing Constraints: eects of loans
If there are no borrowing constraints (and individuals are rational), current resources should not matter for educational
decisions: invest in education only if PDV benets > costs
Empirical evidence shows that availability of loans do matter
suggesting that borrowing constraints are an issue
Solis (2013) studies the eects of guaranteed loans on college
attendance in Chile
Guaranteed loan is available if test score of student (equivalent
of SAT for Chile) is above threshold equal to 475.
Regression discontinuity design: does discontinuity in loan
availability translate into discontinuity in college attendance?
YES

⇒ Very compelling evidence that loan availability matters
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4) Behavioral motives (individual failures): high-school
Rational education decision should be based on comparing
returns to education (higher wage later in life) vs. costs of
education (tuition and time) ⇒ Requires that young individuals
know the return to education
Jensen (2010) shows that simply presenting information about
rates of return to education changes behavior
1) He uses survey data for eighth-grade boys in the Dominican
Republic
Finds that the perceived returns to secondary school are extremely low, despite high measured returns
2) Then carries out randomized eld experiment: Students
at randomly selected schools given information on the higher
measured returns completed on average 0.20 more years of
school over the next four years than those who were not.
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EFFECT OF PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT
RETURNS TO COLLEGE IN DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

Source: Jensen 2010

4) Behavioral motives (individual failures): university
Hoxby-Avery '12 shows that high-achieving US students (top
2% of SAT scores) from disadvantaged backgrounds apply to
weaker colleges [than other high-achieving US students]
Even though top schools oer generous nancial aid to talented students from disadvantaged backgrounds
Mechanism: poor talented kids in nowhere schools do not
get good advice from family/local counselors ⇒ End up at local college (often paying more than they would at top college)

⇒ Informational failure prevents poor but talented kids to exploit their potential
Hoxby-Turner '13 does randomized experiment providing personalized mailing info to talented students (relevant suggested
applications, net-cost calculator) ⇒ Signicant eect on number and quality of applications
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Figure 1

Figure 2
Source: Hoxby, C. M., & Avery, C. 2012

Table 1
College Costs and Resources by Selectivity
Selectivity (Barron's)

Out-of-Pocket Cost
for a Student at the
20th Percentile of
Family Income
(includes room and
board)
6,754
13,755
17,437
15,977
23,813
23,552
19,400
26,335
18,981

Comprehensive Cost
(includes room and
board)

Instructional
Expenditure per
Student

most competitive
45,540
27,001
highly competitive plus
38,603
13,732
highly competitive
35,811
12,163
very competitive plus
31,591
9,605
very competitive
29,173
8,300
competitive plus
27,436
6,970
competitive
24,166
6,542
less competitive
21,262
5,359
some or no selection, 416,638
5,119
year
private 2-year
14,852
17,822
6,796
public 2-year
7,573
10,543
4,991
for-profit 2-year
18,486
21,456
3,257
Notes: The sources are colleges' net cost calculators for the out-of-pocket cost column and
IPEDS for the remaining columns. The net cost data were gathered for the 2009-10 school year
by the authors, for the institutions at the very competitive and more selective levels. For the
institutions of lower selectivity, net cost estimates are based on the institution's published net cost
calculator for the year closest to 2009-10--never later than 2011-12. Net costs are then reduced
to approximate 2009-10 levels using the institution's own room and board and tuition net of aid
numbers from IPEDS, for the relevant years.
Source: Hoxby, C. M., & Avery, C. 2012

Table 2
College Assessment Results of High Achievers, by Family Income

Figure 8
High Income Students' Portfolios of College Applications
(1 student = weight of 1)

Source: Hoxby, C. M., & Avery, C. 2012
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Figure 10
Low Income Students' Portfolios of College Applications
(1 student = weight of 1)

Source: Hoxby, C. M., & Avery, C. 2012
Figure

9
Low, Middle, and High Income Students' Portfolios of College Applications
Excluding Applications to Non-Selective Institutions (1 student = weight of 1)
blue = low income, brown = middle income, purple = high income

Two Approaches to Improving Education
A) Individual-based interventions
1) Provide vouchers for K-12 schools
2) Provide subsidies and loans to individuals for college costs

B) Improving the production process
1) Charter schools
2) Direct improvements in education production function, e.g.
teacher quality and personnel policies
3) Letting for-prot schools compete with existing public/nonprot schools
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PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND VOUCHERS
K-12 education is provided for free in public schools in the
US (funded by taxes)
If parents send child to private school, they have to pay private
school tuition and do not get refunded for their taxes paid
toward public school

⇒ Strong incentives to use public schools
Educational vouchers: A xed amount of money given by
the government to families with school-age children, who can
spend it at any type of school, public or private.
A voucher eectively refunds parents for taxes paid if they do
not use public schools
competition

⇒ Puts public and private schools in
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RATIONALES FOR VOUCHERS
(1) Consumer Sovereignty: Vouchers allow families to more
closely match their educational choices with their tastes.

(2) Competition: Vouchers allow the education market to
benet from the competitive pressures that make private markets function eciently.
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PROBLEMS WITH EDUCATIONAL VOUCHERS
1) Vouchers Will Lead to Segregation: Vouchers have the
potential to reintroduce segregation along many dimensions,
such as race, income, or child ability.

2) Vouchers Benet kids from richer background: The
government would pay a portion of the private school costs
that students and their families are currently paying themselves

3) The Education Market May not Be Competitive: A
large fraction of parents do not actively search the best possible school for their kids
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Estimating the Eects of Voucher Programs
Rouse (1998) studied the eect of the Milwaukee voucher program on the
achievement of students who used their vouchers to nance a move to
private schools
1) She noted that one cannot directly compare students who do and do
not use vouchers, since they may dier along many dimensions ⇒ This
selective use of vouchers would bias any comparison between the groups.
2) Oversubscribed schools had to select randomly from all applicants, using
a lottery (generates a quasi-experiment) ⇒ Comparing lottery winners to
losers, nds slight improvement in math scores (no dierence in reading)
In the United States, about 10% of students are enrolled in private schools,
a proportion that doubles or triples in the low-income developing world
Angrist et al. 2002 shows that lottery voucher program had strong positive
eects on education in Colombia
External validity issue: voucher lottery strategy estimates eects of vouchers on families motivated to use them (entered the lottery). Unmotivated
parents might not be aected by vouchers.
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Charter Schools
Some school districts have not oered vouchers for private
schools but have instead allowed students to choose freely
among public schools.

Charter schools: Schools nanced with public funds that are
not usually under the direct supervision of local school boards
or subject to all state regulations for schools.

Have more

exibility to recruit teachers / adjust hours / curriculum
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Estimating the Eects of Charter Schools
Oversubscribed charter schools also use a lottery to assign admissions
Generates randomized experiment allowing to estimate the causal eect
of charter schools by comparing lottery winners and lottery losers
Angrist, Pathak, Walters AEJ'13 carry out a comprehensive analysis of
charter schools eects in Massachusetts
Find that urban charter schools boost achievement well beyond that of
urban public school students, while non-urban charters reduce achievement
from a higher baseline

⇒ Charter schools can have a positive or negative impact depending on
what they do
Most eective approach to education: focus on instruction time, pupil
comportment, selective teacher hiring, and focus on traditional math and
reading skills.
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School Accountability
Making schools accountable for student performance can provide incentives for schools to increase the quality of the education they oer.
Accountability programs can have two unintended eects:
1) they can lead schools and teachers to teach to the test.
2) schools can manipulate the pool of test takers and the
conditions under which they take tests to maximize success.

No Child Left Behind (Key Bush administration program in
education):
Evidence that it had small positive eects on test-scores but
this could be due primarily to teach to the test eects
Unlikely to be re-authorized in its old form
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MEASURING THE RETURNS TO EDUCATION
Returns to education: The benets that accrue to society
when students get more schooling or when they get schooling
from a higher-quality environment.

Eects of education levels on productivity
There is a large literature that shows that more education
leads to higher wages in the labor market:

Earningsi = α + βEducationi + εi
There is substantial controversy, however, over the implications of this correlation

(β > 0).
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Eects of Education on Earnings
1) Education as Human Capital Accumulation
human capital:

A person's stock of skills, which may be

increased by education
In that scenario, education raises earnings because it improves
productivity

2) Education as a Screening Device
screening: A model that suggests that education provides
only a means of separating high-ability from low-ability individuals and does not actually improve skills.
In that scenario, education raises individual earnings but it
does not improve productivity (rat-race)
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MEASURING THE RETURNS TO EDUCATION
Policy Implications
Under the human capital model, government would want to
support education or at least provide loans to individuals so
that they can get more education and raise their productivity.
Under the screening model, however, the government would

not

want to support more education for any given individual.

Dierentiating the theories
Most of the returns to education reect accumulation of human capital rather than screening
Clark-Martorell '14 show that barely getting a high-school degree in Texas has no visible impact on later earnings
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F IG . 1.—Last-chance exam scores and diploma receipt. The graphs are based on the lastchance sample. See table 1 and the text. Dots are test score cell means. The scores on the x axis are the minimum of the section scores ðrecentered to be zero at the passing cutoff Þ
that are taken in the last-chance exam. Lines are fourth-order polynomials fitted separately
on either side of the passing threshold.
Source: Clark and Martorell JPE'14
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F IG . 2.—Earnings by last-chance exam scores. The graphs are based on the last-chance
samples. See table 1 and the text. Dots are test score cell means. The scores on the x-axis are
the minimum of the section scores ðrecentered to be zero at the passing cutoff Þ that are
taken in the last-chance exam. Lines are fourth-order polynomials fitted separately on
either side of the passing threshold.
Source: Clark and Martorell JPE'14

Evidence on the Returns to Education and Screening
Basic observational approach:

Earningsi = α + βEducationi + εi
Amounts to comparing the earnings of people with dierent
education.
Issue: ability to earn
choices

εi might be correlated with education

Two methods try to control for this bias in estimating the true
human capital eects of education
1) Control for underlying ability by adding variables (e.g. SAT score) in
the regression so that any remaining eect of education represents true
productivity eects (omitted variable bias remains a concern)
2) Find exogenous variation in education (e.g., policy change induces more
education for some group but not for another group)
Although all of these approaches have some limitations, the result of the
analysis is surprisingly consistent: each additional year of education raises
wages by 7-10%
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THE IMPACT OF SCHOOL QUALITY
A number of approaches have been taken to estimate the
impact of school quality on student test scores.
Two approaches have been used to address this issue: experimental data, and quasi-experimental using policy changes
Findings suggest that the outcomes of eorts to improve
school quality can be very dependent on the approach taken
to improvements
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Estimating the Eects of Class Size and Teacher
Quality
The state of Tennessee implemented Project STAR in 1985,
randomly assigning 11,000 students (grades K3) to small
classes (1317 students) or regular classes (2225 students)
Krueger and Whitmore 2001 shows positive eects of small
class size on test scores
Chetty-Friedman-Hilger-Saez-Schanzenbach-Yagan 2011 linked
students to college enrollment and adult earnings data: nds
positive eect on college but (noisy) zero eect on adult earnings
Note: kids and teachers also randomly assigned across classes:
strong class eects are visible (due to teachers or peers) and
they have long-term eects on college and earnings
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Figure 2a: Effect of Class Size on College Attendance by Year
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Figure 3c: Effect of Teacher Experience on Earnings by Year
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Current Government Role in Higher Education
1. State Provision:

The primary form of government -

nancing of higher education is direct provision of higher education through locally and state-supported colleges and universities.

2.

Pell Grants: Subsidy to higher education administered

by the federal government that provides grants to low-income
families to pay for their educational expenditures.

3. Loans: (a) direct student loans: Loans taken directly
from the Department of Education. (b) guaranteed student

loans: Loans taken from private banks for which the banks
are guaranteed repayment by the govt.

4. Tax Relief: Tax credits for higher education tuition costs
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What Is the Market Failure in Higher Education?
If individuals are rational, the borrowing constraint market failure can be addressed solely with government supported loans
However, if individuals are not rational (self-control problems,
myopia, lack of information), even government supported loans
might not be enough to motivate individuals to acquire higher
education

⇒ Direct tuition subsidies might be more eective
⇒ Direct help with applications
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Eects of tuition aid on attending college
Dynarski (2003) studies elimination of Social Security Administration (SSA) program to provide tuition aid to students with
parents deceased or disabled SSA beneciaries in 1982
DD analysis:

Compare college attendance of kids with de-

ceased father (Treatment group) to kids with father alive
(control group), before 1982 vs. after 1982
Finds very large 20 percentage point impact of program on
college attendance

⇒ Small changes in tuition costs have dra-

matic impact suggesting that borrowing constraints matter
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EFFECT OF SSA COLLEGE AID ON PROBABILITY
OF ATTENDING COLLEGE

Source: Dynarski 2003

Eects of cash allowance on attending college in France
Fack and Grenet (2014) study the eects of aid to students
based on parental income in France
Level of aid is a discontinuous function of parental income
Regression discontinuity design: does the discontinuity in aid
translate into a discontinuity in college attendance? YES

⇒ Very compelling evidence that nancial aid for higher education matters
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Eects of college application tutoring
Carrell-Sacerdote NBER'13 carry out a eld experiment in
New Hampshire high-schools
College students from Dartmouth help senior high-schoolers
to apply to college (weekly meetings in Winter semester)
Randomization within high schools: select only 50% of seniors
Find large positive impact on women (+15 points likelihood
of enrolling in college) but no eects on men
Also nd a cash bonus for applying to colleges without tutorial
does not have any impact
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Role of Government in supply of Higher Education
Private non-prot universities have inelastic supply (e.g., xed
student bodies at top schools such as Harvard)
Historically, expansion of supply was carried out by public institutions (state universities and community colleges): Example:
1960 Master plan for California with 3-tier system (Community, State, UC)
Government push also central to increase attendance: GI Bill
after WWII/Korea War increased college attendance by 15-20
points for men born 1921-1933 (Stanley QJE'03)
Recently, states have retreated and supply has been provided
by for-prot schools (get about 10% of total enrollment today)
Deming-Goldin-Katz '12 show that for-prot schools provide little benets, charge a lot, and are savvy at exploiting Fed Pell Grants and saddle
students with debt

⇒ Symptom of market failure due to individual failures/lack of information
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Figure 1
College Graduation Rates (by 35 years) for Men and Women: Cohorts Born from
1876 to 1975
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Sources: 1940 to 2000 Census of Population Integrated Public Use Micro-data Samples (IPUMS).
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DEFINITION
Social insurance programs: Government interventions in the
provision of insurance against adverse events:
Examples: (a) health insurance (Medicaid, Medicare), (b) retirement and disability insurance (Social Security), (c) unemployment insurance
Growth in government over the 20th century is mostly due to
the growth of social insurance (health and retirement benets)
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Motivation: Modern Governments do Social Insurance

Source: Chetty; Oce of Management and Budget, historical tables
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Motivation: Modern Governments do Social Insurance

Source: Chetty-Finkelstein (2013) (1996 data)
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What Is Insurance?
Insurance premiums: Money that is paid to an insurer so
that an individual will be insured against adverse events.
A sampling of private insurance products that exist in the
United States includes:

• Health insurance
• Auto insurance
• Life insurance
• Casualty and property insurance
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EXPECTED UTILITY MODEL

U (c) increasing in consumption c and concave
in consumption c: U 0 (c) > 0 and U 00 (c) < 0

Utility function

Expected utility model: Individuals want to maximize expected utility dened as the weighted sum of utilities across
states of the world, where the weights are the probabilities of
each state occurring.
If

q is probability of adverse event, expected utility is written

as:
EU=(1-q)*U(consumption with no adverse evert)+q*U(consumption
with adverse evert)

Actuarially fair premium:

Insurance premium that is set

equal to the insurer's expected payout.
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EXPECTED UTILITY MODEL
Person has income

W (regardless of health)

Person is sick with probability

q

If sick, person incurs medical cost
Insurance contract: pay premium
b only if sick

d to get better

p always, and receive payout

Expected utility:

EU = (1 − q)U (W − p) + qU (W − p − d + b)
Expected prots of insurers:

EP = p − qb

Competition among insurers

EP = 0 ⇒ b = p/q

This is called actuarially fair insurance
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EXPECTED UTILITY MODEL
Individual chooses the level of premiums

p to maximize:

EU = (1 − q)U (W − p) + qU (W − d − p + p/q)
First order condition:

0 = dEU/dp = −(1−q)U 0(W −p)+q[−1+1/q]U 0(W −d−p+p/q)
⇒ U 0(W − p) = U 0(W − d − p + p/q)
⇒ W − p = W − d − p + p/q (because U is concave and hence
U 0 is strictly decreasing and hence invertible)
⇒ 0 = −d + p/q ⇒ p = d · q
This implies that the person is perfectly insured: consumption
is the same in both states and equal to W − d · q
Intuition: with concave utility, marginal utility decreases and it is always
desirable to reduce consumption in high income states to increase consumption in low income states
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Introducing heterogeneity in risk across individuals
Suppose now that there are two types of individuals: sickly and healthy
Sickly have q = qS and Healthy have q = qH with qS > qH

First scenario: Symmetric Information:

Insurance companies and individuals can observe qH vs. qS types (for example, could be age status)
Then insurance companies will charge 2 policies, each actuarially fair:

pS , bS = pS /qS for the sickly
pH , bH = pH /qH for the healthy
Each type will still choose to buy perfect insurance

pS = qS d, pH = qH d

Sickly always consume

bS = bH = d and

W − qS d

Healthy always consume

W − qH d

Private insurance does not equalize incomes across types only within types
Pre-existing conditions will lead to inequality in insurance premia and welfare but no failure in the insurance market
What if W − qS d
starves) if sick

< 0? Sickly person cannot aord insurance and dies (or
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Introducing heterogeneity in risk across individuals

Second scenario: Asymmetric Information:

Insurance companies cannot observe qH vs. qS types but individuals do (for example, diet or family
health history)
If insurance companies charge the same two policies as before

pS = qS d, bS = d for the sickly
pH = qH d, bH = d for the healthy
Then everybody wants to buy the healthy insurance which is cheaper ⇒
Insurance company will make losses ⇒ cannot be an equilibrium [this is
called
]

Adverse Selection

Two equilibrium possibilities:

1) Pooling equilibrium:

Insurance companies oer a contract based on
average risk [good deal for sickly, mediocre deal for healthy but better than
no insurance]

2) Separating equilibrium:

Insurance companies oer two contracts: one
expensive contract with full insurance for the sickly, one cheap contract
with partial insurance for the healthy: each type self-select into its contract
⇒ Outcome not ecient as healthy as under-insured
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Adverse Selection
Adverse selection is when individuals know more about their
risk level than the insurer and hence individuals with higher
risk are more likely to purchase insurance.
Example: people with high risk of getting sick more likely to
buy health insurance than people with low risk of getting sick
(if insurers cannot discriminate)
With adverse selection, market of health insurance can unravel
(death spiral):
Health insurance is oered at average fair price, bad deal for low risk people
and hence only high risk people buy it ⇒ insurers make losses ⇒ insurers
raise the price further ⇒ only very high risk people buy it ⇒ insurers
make losses again ⇒ no insurance contract is oered at all even though
everybody wants full actuarially fair insurance

This ineciency (market failure) arises because of asymmet-

ric information
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Akerlof (1970): Some insured, some not (eciency
loss)

Source: Einav-Finkelstein (2011)
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Akerlof (1970): Everyone insured (no eciency loss)

Source: Einav-Finkelstein (2011)
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Akerlof (1970): No one insured (large eciency loss)

Source: Einav-Finkelstein (2011)
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How Does the Government Address Adverse Selection?
The government can address adverse selection and improve
market eciency but this involves redistribution
Natural solution is to impose a mandate: everybody is required to purchase insurance ⇒ If price is the same for everybody, the low risk end up subsidizing the high risks
From a social perspective, being high risk (e.g. having a sickly
constitution) is rarely consequence of individual choices ⇒ Society might want to compensate individuals for this

⇒ Explains why all OECD countries (except US until Obamacare) have adopted universal health insurance
Obamacare (a) forbids insurers from charging based on preexisting conditions, (b) mandates that everybody needs to
get insurance, (c) subsidizes health insurance for low income
families
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WHY SOCIAL INSURANCE: OTHER REASONS
Redistribution: Private insurers cannot provide insurance against
pre-existing conditions so those with high risk have to pay
more: society may want to compensate high risk people (as
being high risk is often not the fault of the person)

⇒ Universal health insurance funded by taxation eectively
redistributes from low-risk people to high-risk people

Externalities
Your lack of insurance can be a cause of illness for me, thereby
exerting a negative physical externality.
Example: u shots protect the individual who gets it from the
u but indirectly protects others (as the u is very contagious)
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WHY SOCIAL INSURANCE: OTHER REASONS
Individual Failures
Individuals may not appropriately insure themselves against
risks if the government does not force them to do so (myopia,
lack of information, self-control problems)
If individuals understand their own failures, they will support social insurance (e.g., Medicare Health Insurance for elderly is very popular)
If individuals really want to be myopic, they will oppose govt social insurance (paternalism)

Administrative Costs
The administrative costs for Medicare are less than 2% of
claims paid. Administrative costs for private insurance average about 12% of claims paid.
High administrative costs arise because private insurers try to screen away
sickly customers and steal healthy customers from competitors. Individuals
may also not understand well products and hence be sensitive to ashy
advertisements.
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MORAL HAZARD
Moral hazard: Adverse actions taken by insured individuals in
response to insurance against adverse outcomes.
Example: If you receive unemployment benets replacing lost
wages, you may not search as much for a new job

⇒ Insurance

reduces incentives to remedy adverse events
Moral Hazard exists with both private and social insurance as
long as insurer cannot perfectly monitor the person insured

⇒

Insurers do not oer perfect insurance
The existence of moral hazard problems creates the

trade-o of social insurance :

central

insurance is desirable for con-

sumption smoothing but insurance can create moral hazard
[similar to the problem of optimal income taxation equityeciency trade-o ]
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MORAL HAZARD
What Determines Moral Hazard?
-How hard it is to observe whether the adverse event has happened
-How easy it is to change behavior in get into or stay in the
adverse event

Moral Hazard Is Multidimensional: In examining the eects
of insurance, three types of moral hazard play a particularly
important role:
1) Reduced precaution against entering the adverse state (example: auto insurance)
2) Increased odds of staying in the adverse state (example:
unemployment insurance)
3) Increased expenditures when in the adverse state (example:
health insurance)

⇒ Moral hazard increases the cost of providing insurance
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PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER:
OPTIMAL SOCIAL INSURANCE
Optimal social insurance trades-o two considerations:
1) The benet of social insurance is the amount of consumption smoothing provided by social insurance programs
2) The cost of social insurance is the moral hazard caused by
insuring against adverse events

⇒ Optimal social insurance systems should partially, but not
completely, insure individuals against adverse events.
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CONCLUSION
Asymmetric information in insurance markets has two important implications:
1) It can cause adverse selection in private insurance provision
hence the need for social insurance
2) It can cause moral hazard (as insurer cannot perfectly monitor behavior), hence the need to limit generosity of insurance
The ironic feature of asymmetric information is, therefore,
that it simultaneously motivates and undercuts the rationale
for government intervention through social insurance.
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RETIREMENT PROBLEM
Life-Cycle: Individuals ability to work declines with aging but
individuals continue to live after they are unwilling/unable to
work

Standard Life-Cycle Model Prediction: Absent any government program, rational individual would save while working to
consume savings while retired
Optimal saving problem is extremely complex: uncertainty in
returns to saving, in life-span, in future ability/opportunities
to work, in future tastes/health

In practice: When govt was small before 20th century ⇒
Many people worked till unable to (often till close to death)
and then were taken care of by family members [US elderly
poverty rate very high before Social Security]
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GOVT INTERVENTION IN RETIREMENT POLICY
Actual Retirement Programs: All OECD countries implement substantial government funded retirement programs (substantial share of GDP around 6-8%, US smaller around 4%),
started in rst part of 20th century and have been growing.
Common structure:
Individuals pay social security contributions (payroll taxes) while
working and receive retirement benets when they stop working till the end of their life (annuity)
Extension of the earlier family model: it's no longer your own
working kids who take care of you in old age but all workers
in the country
In the United States, the public retirement program is called

Social Security
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SOCIAL SECURITY: PROGRAM DETAILS
How Is Social Security Financed?
Almost all workers in the United States pay the Federal Insurance Contributions Act (FICA) tax on their earnings.
Tax is 12.4% of earnings (6.2% paid by employer, 6.2% paid
by employees) up to a cap of $118,500 (in 2015)

Who Is Eligible to Receive Social Security?
A person must have worked and paid this payroll tax for 40
quarters (10 years) over their lifetime, and must be of age 62
or older.
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SOCIAL SECURITY: PROGRAM DETAILS
How Are Social Security Benets Calculated?
Annuity payment: A payment that lasts until the recipient's
death.
The amount of this annuity payment is a function of the recipient's average (taxable) earnings over the person's 35 highest
earning years where each month's earnings are expressed in
today's dollars (AIME = average indexed monthly earnings)
Once benets start for a given person, they are indexed to
price ination once every year (real annuity)
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13.1

APPLICATION: Why Choose 35 Years?

• Using the 35 highest years reflects multiple concerns.

o No penalty for low-earning years early in career.
o Not too large a benefit for high earning years late
in career.

• Too short a window leads to abuse:
o Bus driver working 25-hour shifts to maximize
pension payment.
o Brazilian public employees receiving promotions
right before retirement.
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Social Security Benefits as a Function of Earnings
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How Are Social Security Benets Paid Out?
Full Benets Age (FBA): The age at which a Social Security
recipient receives full retirement benets (Primary Insurance
Amount): currently 66 (used to be 65 and is increasing to 67)

Early Entitlement Age (EEA): The earliest age at which
a Social Security recipient can receive reduced benets: currently 62
If you claim benets 1 year before FBA, you get 8% less in annual benets (permanently), if you claim 2 years before FBA,
you get 16% less in annual benets, etc.
You get 8% more in benets if you claim 1 year after FBA.
Benets automatically paid at 70.
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SOCIAL SECURITY: PROGRAM DETAILS
Can You Work and Receive Social Security?
The

earnings test

reduces the benets of 62 to 65-year olds

by $0.50 for each dollar of earnings they have above about
$15K
Not really a tax because later benets are increased (as if
you had retired later) but most people don't understand the
system

Are There Benets for Family Members?
-Spouses of claimants (get own benets or 50% of primary
earner benets, whichever is biggest)
-Children of deceased workers.
-Spouses who survive a Social Security recipient
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SOURCES OF RETIREMENT INCOME
1) Govt provided retirement benets (US Social Security): For
2/3 of US retirees, SS is more than 50% of income. 1/3 of
elderly households depend almost entirely (90%+) on SS.
2) Home ownership: 75% of US elderly are homeowners
3) Employer pensions (tax favored): about 50% of elderly US
households have employer pension benets. Two types:
a) Traditional: dened benet and mandatory: employer carries full risk [in sharp decline, many in default]
b) New: dened contribution and elective: 401(k)s, employee
carries full risk
4) Extra savings through non-tax favored instruments: significant only for wealthy minority [=10% of retirees]
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FUNDED VS. UNFUNDED PROGRAMS
Two forms of retirement programs:

1) Unfunded (pay-as-you-go): benets of current retirees
are paid out of contributions from current workers [generational link]
current benets = current contributions

2) Funded: workers contributions are invested in nancial assets and will pay for benets when they retire [no generational
link]
current benets = past contributions + market returns on
past contributions
Social security (as most public retirement systems) is unfunded
Most private pension plans (such as 401(k)s) are funded
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FUNDED VS UNFUNDED SYSTEMS
1) Funded system: each generation gets a market return r
on contributions: benets=tax you paid

·(1 + r)

2) Unfunded system: 1st generation of retirees gets free
benets when the system starts
For later generations: pay tax (for older generation) and you
get benets from younger generation
Implicit return on taxes is the sum of population growth
real wage growth (per worker)
benets=tax paid

n and

g

·(1 + n)(1 + g) ' tax paid ·(1 + n + g)
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13 . 1

What Is Social Security and How Does It Work?
How Does Social Security Work Over Time?
Chapter 13 Social Security

How Social Security Redistributes Income
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FUNDED VS UNFUNDED SYSTEMS
Unfunded system is always desirable when
1965): an economy with

n + g > r (Diamond

n + g > r is called dynamically inef-

cient and introducing an unfunded system makes a Pareto
improvement

n = 1% and g = 1% [n + g was higher
in 1940-1970]. r ' 5%. In general r > n + g in practice.

US economy: Annual

Note that

r is much more risky than n+g : risk adjusted market
rate of return should be lower than average market rate r but
still higher than n + g
Funded system delivers higher returns because it does not
deliver a free lunch to 1st generation
Choice between funded vs.

unfunded system is an inter-

generational redistribution trade-o
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How Does Social Security Redistribute in Practice?
Social Security Wealth (SSW): The expected present discounted value of a person's future Social Security payments
minus the expected present discounted value of a person's
payroll tax payments.
SSW is computed as follows:
-Calculate the entire future stream of benets that a person
expects to receive before he or she dies.
-Use a discount rate to calculate the present discounted value
(PDV) of that stream of benets.
-Calculate the entire future stream of social security taxes that
a person expects to pay before he or she dies.
-Compute the PDV of that stream of taxes.
-Take the dierence between these two to get the SSW.
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13.1

How Does Social Security Redistribute in Practice?
SSW for a Single Male
Earnings
Low earner
Average earner
High earner

Turns 65
in 1960
$26,100
35,500
35,800

Turns 65
in 1995
$12,500
−5,100
−41,100

Turns 65
in 2030
−$4,100
−56,200
−248,500

• Redistribution from younger to older cohorts due to:
o First cohort didn’t pay in until 1937.
o Payroll tax has increased over time.
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How Does Social Security Redistribute in Practice?

Some examples of how SSW varies within groups that are
the same ages include the following:
• Females have more SSW than males because they live

longer.
• Married couples have more SSW than single people.
• Single-earner couples have more SSW than two-earner

couples.
• The gains to the poor relative to the rich from Social

Security are overstated because the length of life rises
with income.
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RATIONALES FOR SOCIAL SECURITY
A. Individual Failure
Without a public program, people won't save enough for their
own retirement because of myopia, self-control problems, information (how much to save, how to invest savings)
Popularity of Social Security suggests that people understand
their own failures and the need for government intervention

B. Adverse selection in the annuities market
The longer a person lives, the less money the insurer makes
from an annuity contract

⇒ People with short life expectancy less likely to buy annuities
This could lead to such a high price for annuities that most
potential buyers would not want to buy them
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MODEL: RATIONAL VS. MYOPIC SAVERS
1) Rational individuals: [draw graph]

max u(c1) + δu(c2) st c1 + s = w and c2 = s · (1 + r)
⇒ c1 + c2/(1 + r) = w
FOC:

u0(c2)/u0(c1) = 1/[(1 + r)δ], let s∗ be optimal saving

Example: If

δ = 1 and r = 0 then s∗ = w/2 and c1 = c2 = w/2

2) Myopic individuals:

max u(c1) st c1 + s = w and c2 = s · (1 + r) ⇒ c1 = w and
s = c2 = 0
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MODEL: RATIONAL VS. MYOPIC SAVERS
Social welfare is always

u(c1) + δu(c2)

Govt imposes forced saving tax τ such that τ = s∗ and benets
b = τ · (1 + r). Cannot borrow against b [as in current Social
Security]
1) Rational individual unaected: adjusts s one-to-one so that
outcome unchanged [rational unaected as long as τ ≤ s∗ ]:
100% crowding out of private savings by forced savings

c1 = w − (s∗ + s0 ) and and c2 = (s∗ + s0 ) · (1 + r) ⇒ choosing s0 is equivalent
to choosing s = s∗ + s0 , rational person chooses s0 = 0
2) Myopic individual aected (0% crowding out): new outcome maximizes Social Welfare
Forced savings is a good solution: does not aect those responsible, aects the myopic individuals in the socially desired
way
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MODEL: COMMENTS
Universal forced savings vs. means-tested program
An alternative to forced savings is to just have a means-tested
program for poor elderly (who did not save) and nanced by
tax on everybody
2 drawbacks of means-tested program:
a) Transfer from responsible individuals to myopic individuals
b) Incentives to under-save to get means-tested pension

⇒ Forced savings program does not penalize responsible people and is likely to be more stable politically
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Crowd-Out Eect of Social Security on Savings
The eect of Social Security on private savings has been the
subject of a large number of studies over the past 30 years
To measure the impact of Social Security on savings, there
must be a way to compare people with dierent levels of Social
Security benets who are otherwise identical
In the United States, Social Security is a national program that applies to
almost all workers; very similar people usually have very similar benets.
Recent studies have provided evidence on the impact of Social Security-like
programs on private savings in Italy.
Italian Reforms in 1992 substantially reduced the benets, and thus future
SSW, for younger workers in the public sector, while reducing much less
the benets of older workers and those in the private sector.
Studies estimate that about 3040% of the reduction in SSW was oset
by higher private savings.
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Evidence for Myopia and adequate savings
1) Diamond JpubE 1977: old age poverty has fallen as Social
Security expanded.

Poverty for other groups has not fallen

nearly as much
2) Fall in consumption during retirement: Hamermesh (1984)
shows that consumption falls by 5% per year for the elderly
[consumption is not smooth but not necessarily suboptimal]
3) Fall in consumption at retirement:

Bernheim, Skinner,

Weinberg (2001) show that drop in consumption is signicant
for all groups except the wealthiest [consistent with myopia]
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Living Standards of the Elderly, 1959−2009
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Source: Bernheim et al. (2001), p. 847

Consumption drop at retirement: Aguiar-Hurst JPE05
Starting point: Empirically, consumption falls with retirement...but
studies use expenditures as measure of consumption
Aguiar-Hurst JPE05 show that it is important to dierentiate
between consumption and expenditures.

Further, the paper

provides new information on the complementarity of consumption and leisure after retirement.
1) Conrm that expenditure on food falls by 17% at retirement
but
2) time spent on home production rises by 60%
3) all measures of caloric intake, vitamin intake, meat quality,
etc. do not drop at retirement (nd that caloric intake falls
when getting unemployed, surprising)
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Fig 1.—Percentage change in food expenditure, predicted food consumption index, and time spent on food production for male household heads
by three-year age ranges. Data are taken from the pooled 1989–91 and 1994–96 cross sections of the CSFII, excluding the oversample of low-income
households. The sample is restricted to male household heads (1,510 households). All series were normalized by the average levels for household heads
aged 57–59. All subsequent years are the percentage deviations from the age 57–59 levels. See Sec. IV for details of data and derivation of food
consumption index

Source: Aguiar and Hurst (2005), p. 925

SOCIAL SECURITY AND RETIREMENT: THEORY
If a 62-year-old worker works until 63, instead of retiring at 62
and claiming her Social Security benets, three things happen
through the Social Security system:
1) She pays an extra year of payroll taxes on her earnings.
2) She receives one year less of Social Security benets.
3) She gets a higher Social Security benet level through the
actuarial adjustment (8% extra permanently per year of delay)
Adjustment is called actuarially fair if those 3 eects cancel
out in PDV (US system has been reformed to be close to fair
on average)
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SOCIAL SECURITY AND RETIREMENT: THEORY
Two key elements of a social security system may aect retirement behavior:
1) Availability of benets at Early Retirement (Entitlement)

Age (EEA): (62 in US)
Those eects arise because of myopia or lack of information
[a rational individual is not aected by EEA because he/she
can use own savings while retired till he/she reaches age 62]
2) Non-actuarially fair adjustments of benets for those retiring after the EEA:
If benets are not adjusted in a fair way, they can create a huge
implicit tax on work (US used to have very little adjustment,
naturally not based on mortality rate)

612
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Elderly Work and Social Security, 1959−2009
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Spike in Retirement Hazard at EEA

• Retirement hazard rate: The percentage of workers
retiring at a certain age.
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Spike in Retirement Hazard at EEA
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Retirement Hazard Rate in France
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Evidence: Retirement Age in Germany, 1968−1992

• Retirement age lowed from 65 to 60 in 1973.
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APPLICATION: Implicit Social Security Taxes and
Retirement Behavior
• Gruber and Wise (1999) calculated the implicit tax
from Social Security for a series of countries.

• Across countries, there is a great deal of variation in
the implicit tax rate.
o Implicit tax close to zero for 62-year-olds in the
United States.
o 91% in the Netherlands.
• And countries with higher taxes have less elderly labor
force participation.
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Implicit Social Security Taxes and Retirement
Behavior
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Social Security and Retirement: Implications
Evidence suggests that it is potentially very costly to design
Social Security systems that allow very early retirement and/or
penalize additional work beyond the retirement age.
Adjusting systems to more fairly reward work at old ages can
mitigate much of the eciency cost of Social Security
It seems better to have an early retirement age that is not too
low and provide disability benets to those who truly cannot
work and haven't yet reached the early retirement age
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Social Security Reform: Problems with Current System
Rate of return

n + g has declined from over 3% to about 2%

due to:
1)

n: Retirement of baby boom large cohorts born 1945-1965:

2) Increase in life expectancy at retirement age
Note: top half of individuals (in terms of lifetime earnings) has seen large
life expectancy gains while bottom half life expectancy has stagnated in
recent decades

1)+2) imply number of elderly per working age person increases from .15 in 1960 to .35 in 2030
3)

g : Slower productivity growth since 1975 (from 2% to 1%)

System requires adjusting taxes or benets to remain in balance
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Social Security Reform
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1983 GREENSPAN COMMISSION
Demographic changes are predictable, so 1st reform was implemented in 1983 (designed to solve budget problems over
next 75 years)
1) Increased payroll taxes to build a trust-fund
2) Increased retirement age in the future (from age 65 to 67)
Trust fund invested in Treasury Bills (Fed gov debt):

T Ft+1 = T Ft · (1 + i) + SST axt − SSBent
Trust fund is now peaking around ($2.5 Tr), will be exhausted
by 2040, taxes will then cover about 75% of promised benets
Requires new adjustment: increase payroll tax rate now by 1.7
percentage points or wait till 2040 and then increase tax by
3.5 pp (from 12.4% to 15.9%, relatively small)

617
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APPLICATION: The Social Security Trust Fund and
National Savings
• In theory, one benefit of the partial funding of Social
Security through the build-up of the trust fund is an
increase in national savings.

• The trust fund is “off budget,” not supposed to be part
of budget discussion.
• But typically the government reports the
deficit/surplus from the “unified budget,” which
incorporates off-budget categories.
• Makes it easy to treat trust fund as an asset, avoid
fixing the deficit.
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SOCIAL SECURITY REFORM OPTIONS
1) Increase contributions: increase tax rate or earnings cap
2) Reduce benets:

straight cut not politically feasible:

a)

Index retirement age to life expectancy, b) Index benets to
chained-CPI instead of CPI after retirement, c) Make benets
fully taxable for income tax
3) Means-tested benets: bad for savings incentives and could
make program politically unstable [a program for the poor is
a poor program]. Could explain unusual conservative support.
4) Invest Trust Fund in higher yield assets (such as stockmarket, as proposed by Clinton in 1990s). Advantages: higher
return on average and government can be a long-term investor.
5) Major reform: privatization
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SOCIAL SECURITY PRIVATIZATION
Two components:
1) Funding the system
2) Create individual accounts (like private employer 401k pensions)
current benets = past contributions + market return
Controversial academic and policy debate, a number of countries have privatized their social security systems (Chile, Mexico, UK)
Main proponent: Feldstein (Harvard), Main critic: Diamond
(MIT)
Pro argument: get higher return on contributions
increase capital stock and future wages.

r > n + g,
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SOCIAL SECURITY PRIVATIZATION ACCOUNTING
Exactly the reverse of pay-as-you-go calculations:
1) First generation loses as they need to fund current retirees
and own contributions.

All future generations gain [genera-

tional redistribution]
2) If govt increases debt to pay for current retirees: future
generations get higher return on contributions but need to
re-pay higher govt debt

⇒ Complete wash for all generations

⇒ Only way funding generates real changes is by hurting some
transitional generations which have to double pay
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ADDITIONAL PRIVATIZATION ISSUES
1) Risk: individuals bear investment risk (stock market uctuates too much relative to economy) and cannot count on
dened level of benets [Privatization needs to include minimum pension provision]
2) Annuitization: hard to impose in privatized system because
of political constraints [hard to force sick person to annuitize
her wealth]

⇒ Some people will exhaust benets before death

and be poor in very old age [looming problem with 401(k)s]
3) Lack of nancial literacy: Individuals do not know how to
invest.

Complicated choice, govt can do it for people more

eciently
4) Administrative costs: privatized systems (Chile, UK) admin
costs very high (1% of assets) due to wasteful advertisement
by mutual funds bc of lack of nancial literacy
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Evidence on Lack of Financial Literacy
401(k) private pensions in the US oer strong evidence of lack
of nancial literacy
1) Default eects: opt-in vs. opt-out have enormous eects on 401(k)
enrollment [Madrian and Shea QJE'01]
2) 1/N investment choices of 401(k) contributions: many people invest
contributions by dividing them equally into investment options (regardless
of the options)
3) People often invest 401(k) in company stock which is extremely risky
(Enron). Strong evidence of default eects in investment choices as well
4) Evidence that nancial education and advice has impacts on savings
decisions (Thaler and Benartzi JPE '04: Saving More Tomorrow experiment).

⇒ May be much better to force people to save via mandatory
social security system than rely on individual rationality
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Automatic enrollment effect
Automatic enrollment dramatically increases participation.
401(k) participation by tenure at firm: Company B

Fraction of employees ever
participated

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%
0

6

12

18

24

30

36

42

48

Tenure at company (months)
Hired before automatic enrollment
Hired after automatic enrollment ended

Hired during automatic enrollment

6

Source: Madrian and Shea (2001)

Automatic enrollment effect
Employees enrolled under automatic enrollment cluster at
the default contribution rate.
Distribution of contribution rates: Company B
80%
67

Fraction of participants

70%

Default contribution
rate under automatic
enrollment

60%
50%

37

40%

31

30%

26
20

20%
10%

3

17

14

9

6

7

18

14
6

1

10

9
4

0%

1%

2%

3-5%

6%

7-10%

11-16%

Contribution rate
Hired before automatic enrollment
Hired after automatic enrollment ended

Hired during automatic enrollment (2% default)

7

Source: Madrian and Shea (2001)

The Flypaper Effect in Individual Investor
Asset Allocation (Choi,
(Choi Laibson
Laibson, Madrian 2007)
Studied a firm that used several different match systems in
their 401(k) plan.
I’ll discuss two of those regimes today:
Match allocated to employer stock and workers can reallocate
 Call this “default”
default case (default is employer stock)
Match allocated to an asset actively chosen by workers;
workers
orkers required
req ired to make an active
acti e designation.
designation
 Call this “no default” case (workers must choose)
Economically,
E
i ll th
these ttwo systems
t
are id
identical.
ti l
They both allow workers to do whatever the worker wants.
Source: courtesy of David Laibson

Consequences of the two regimes
Balances in employer stock

Default
ES

No
Default

Own Balance in Employer Stock

24%

20%

Matching
g Balance in Employer
p y Stock

94%

27%

Total Balance in Employer Stock

56%

22%

14

Source: courtesy of David Laibson

CONCLUSION
Social Security is the largest social insurance program in the
United States, and the largest single expenditure item of the
federal government
Key reasons for existence of social security programs: likely
irrational undersaving by some individuals for retirement, and
adverse selection in the annuities market
Social Security faces a long-run nancing problem requiring to
increase taxes or cut benets in the long-run
The question of how to resolve this problem will be one of the
most contentious sources of political debate for at least the
rst part of the twenty-rst century
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Lecture 18
Unemployment Insurance, Disability
Insurance, and Workers' Compensation
627

INSTITUTIONAL FEATURES
Unemployment insurance, workers' compensation, and disability insurance are three social insurance programs in the United
States, and they share many common features.

Unemployment insurance (UI): A federally mandated, staterun program in which payroll taxes are used to pay benets to
unemployed workers laid o by employers.

Disability insurance (DI): A federal program in which a portion of the Social Security payroll tax is used to pay benets to
workers who have suered a medical impairment that leaves
them permanently unable to work.

Workers' compensation (WC): State-mandated insurance,
which rms generally buy from private insurers, that pays for
medical costs and lost wages associated with an on-the-job
injury.
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Comparison of the Features of UI, DI, and WC
Characteristic

UI

DI

WC

Qualifying Event

Job loss,
job search

Disability

On-the-job
injury

26-65 weeks

Indefinite

Indefinite
(if verified)

Job loss: easy
Search: impossible

Somewhat
difficult

Very difficult

47%

60%

89%

Duration
Difficulty of
verification

Average after tax
replacement rate
Variation across
states

Benefits and other Only disability
rules
determination

Benefits and
other rules
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Unemployment Insurance
Unemployment insurance is a major social insurance program
in the U.S.
Substantial size: $50 bn/year in normal times ($150bn/year
during Great Recession)
Macroeconomic importance in stabilization/stimulus
Like other social programs, triggered by an event
In this case, involuntary job loss
Controversial debate about unemployment benets
Benet: helps people in a time of need
Cost: reduces incentive to search for work while unemployed
What is the optimal design of UI system given this tradeo ?
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Institutional Features of Unemployment Insurance
UI is a federally mandated, state-run program
Although UI is federally-mandated, each state sets its own
parameters on the program.
This creates a great deal of variation across states
Useful as a laboratory for empirical work

⇒ UI is a heavily studied program
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Financing of UI Benets
1) UI is nanced through a payroll tax on employers:

⇒ an employee will not see a deduction for UI on his or her
paycheck.
This payroll tax averages 1-2% of earnings
2) UI is partially experience-rated on rms

⇒ the tax that nances the UI program rises as rms have
more layos, but not on a one-for-one basis
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Eligibility Requirements and Benets
1) Individuals must have earned a minimum amount over the
previous year.
2) Unemployment spell must be a result of a layo, rather
than from quitting or getting red for cause (easy to check)
3) Individual must be actively seeking work and willing to accept a job comparable to the one lost (hard to check)
These eligibility requirements mean that not all of the unemployed actually collect benets.
Even among eligible, 1/2 do not takeup the UI benet (Lack
of information about eligibility, stigma from collecting a government handout, or transaction costs)
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UI Benets
UI benets are a function of previous earnings
These benets vary by state.
The replacement rate is the amount of previous earnings that
is replaced by the UI system.

R = B/W
Replacement rates vary from 35% to 55% of earnings, and UI
is treated as taxable income.
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Unemployment Benefit Schedule for Michigan
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UI Benets Duration
In general, one can collect UI for 6 months.
In recessions, benets are automatically extended to 9 months
or 12 months
In deep recessions, benets can be further extended (23 months
in 2008-13)
Duration of UI benets typically much higher in European
countries
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APPLICATION: The Duration of Social Insurance
Benefits around the World
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Analysis of Optimal Unemployment Insurance
Which system is the best?
First need to dene what we mean by bestwhat is the objective function?
Typical objective considered by economists: maximize agent's
welfare
In this case, because there is uncertainty, welfare is given by
expected utility
Use a formal mathematical model to tackle the problem and
get a number for the optimal benet
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Expected Utility Model
Individual's expected utility:

EU = (1 − p)u(ce) + pu(cu) = (1 − p)u(w − t) + pu(b)
p: probability of being unemployed
ce = consumption when employed,
cu = consumption when unemployed
w = wage when working
t = tax used to nance program,
b = UI benet
Government needs to balance budget (taxes fund benets):

t = (p/(1 − p)) · b
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Optimal UI with no moral hazard
No moral hazard means that

p is not aected by UI

Plugging in govt. budget constraint, rewrite individual's expected utility as:

EU = (1 − p)u(w − (p/(1 − p))b) + pu(b)
Government's problem: nd
Optimal benet

b that maximizes EU .

b∗ will be b such that: cu = ce

This is full insurance (as we saw earlier in class)
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Optimal UI with moral hazard
With moral hazard,

p increases with b as more generous ben-

ets deter job search and hence increase unemployment
Government now chooses

b to maximize EU but taking into
account that p is a function of b in the budget constraint
EU = (1 − p)u(w − [p(b)/(1 − p(b))]b) + pu(b)
Get new formula:
u0(cu) − u0(ce)
u0(ce)

1
b dp
=
εp,bwithεp,b = ·
1−p
p db

εp,b > 0 is the elasticity of unemployment rate with respect to
benets (captures size of moral hazard eects)

0 < cu < ce < w: partial insurance is optimum. Optimum level increases with curvature of u(.) but decreases with
elasticity εp,b .
Now
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Empirical Estimation of Eects of UI
Moral hazard in UI is thought to manifest itself in the duration
of the unemployment spell
Economists ask whether the unemployed nd jobs more slowly
when benets are higher
Key challenge: need to use quasi-experiments to identify these
eects
One common empirical approach (Meyer 1990): dierence-indierence
Exploit changes in UI laws that aect a treatment group and
compare to a control group
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EVIDENCE: Moral Hazard Effects of Unemployment
Insurance
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Empirical Estimation of Eects of UI: Evidence
Meyer (1990) and many other implement this method using
data on unemployment durations in the U.S. and state-level
reforms
General nding: benet elasticity of 0.4-0.6
10% rise in unemployment benets leads to about a 4-6%
increase in unemployment durations.
More recent empirical approach: regression discontinuity
Card-Chetty-Weber (2007) use the fact that in Austria, you
get up to 30 weeks of benets when you have been employed
for 36+ months in last 5 years (instead of up to 20 weeks)
Can look at duration of unemployment based on how long
you have worked in last 5 years ⇒ Finds somewhat smaller
elasticity around 0.3
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Card, Chetty, Weber (2007)
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Evidence on Consumption-Smoothing
Dierence-in-dierence strategy has been used to examine
how UI benets aects consumption
Gruber (1997) nds that consumption falls on average when
people lose their job by about 10-15%
$1 increase in UI benets increases consumption by 30 cents
Much less than 1-1 because savings behavior changes, spousal
labor supply, borrowing from friends, etc. (this is called selfinsurance)
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Does UI have Long-Term Benets?
Another potential benet of UI, neglected in simple model
above: improvements in match quality
Are people forced to take worse jobs because they have to
rush back to work to put food on the table?
E.g. engineer starts working at McDonalds.
Can examine this using similar data
Look at whether people who got higher benets and took
longer to nd a job are better o years later
Card-Chetty-Weber (2007) exploit again the regression dis-

continuity and nd no long-term match benet on subsequent
wage or subsequent job duration
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Card, Chetty, Weber (2007)
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Card, Chetty, Weber (2007)
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Summary of Empirical Findings on UI
1.

Higher benet level

⇒ longer unemployment durations

(moral hazard cost)
2. Higher benet level

⇒ more consumption while unemployed

(consumption smoothing benet)
3.

UI benets have no benecial eects on long-term job

outcomes

⇒ Model implies that providing some UI is desirable but UI
replacement rate should be only around 50% based on those
empirical ndings
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UI and Firm Behavior: Experience Rating
Eect of UI on rms comes from experience rating
Perfect experience rating for rms: if rm A lays a person o,
rm A pays taxes to make up for the costs rm A imposes on
the UI system
Employers with a lot of layos get taxed more
In practice, we have partial experience rating
Firm does not fully pay an additional tax each time it lays o
a worker.
Payroll taxes rise less than one-for-one with layos because of
cap on UI tax.
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Partial Experience Rating and Temporary Layos
Partial experience rating subsidizes rms with high layo rates.
Firms and workers may make a joint decision whether to place
the worker on temporary layo, with a promise of being hired
back later.
UI system makes this a partially paid vacation.
With partial experience rating, government ends up sharing in
the cost of the vacation.
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Partial Experience Rating and Layos: Evidence
Empirical studies have examined state systems with dierent degrees of experience rating using dierence-in-dierence
methods
They nd that partial experience rating increases the rate of
temporary layos.
Partial experience rating alone can account for one- third of
all temporary layos in the U.S.
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The Benets of Partial Experience Rating
What is the benet of partial experience rating?
Fully experience rated UI would hit rms while they are down.
Similar to consumption smoothing for workers
Conceptually, tradeo is similar to that we discussed for individual workers
But for rms, smoothing benets are weaker
Firms have collateral - should be easier to get a loan
Most economists agree that UI should be fully experience rated
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Should UI Benets be Extended during Recessions?
US extends UI benets during recessions. Extensions ended in
2014 (controversial policy debate)

1) Social Justice: Harder to nd jobs in recessions ⇒ being
unemployed is less of a choice

⇒ Extending benets is desirable

2) Eciency: In recessions, the job market is too slack [too
hard to nd jobs, too easy for rms to nd workers].
a) If longer UI benets decrease slack in labor market then longer UI
benets desirable [this is the case if UI benets stimulate aggregate demand
or if job seekers compete for a xed number of jobs in recession, this is
the left-wing view]
b) If longer UI benets increase slack in labor market then shorter UI benets desirable [this is the case if longer UI benets increase the bargaining
power of workers and hence increase wages further reducing labor demand,
this is the right-wing view]

Economists try to tell apart a) from b) using empirical evidence
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DISABILITY INSURANCE
Disability is conceptually close to retirement: some people become unable to work before old age (due to accidents, medical
conditions, etc.)
All advanced countries oer public disability insurance almost
always linked to the public retirement system
Disability insurance allows people to get retirement benets
before the Early Retirement Age if they are unable to work
due to disability
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US DISABILITY INSURANCE
1) Federal program funded by OASDI payroll tax, pays SS
benets to disabled workers under retirement age.
2) Program started in 1956 and became more generous overtime (age 50+ condition removed, denition of disability liberalized, replacement rate has grown)
3) Eligibility: Medical proof of being unable to work for at least
a year, Need some prior work experience, 5 months waiting
period with no earnings required (screening device)
4) Social security examiners rule on applications. Appeal possible for rejected applicants. Imperfect process with big type
I and II errors (Parsons AER'91)

⇒ Scope for Moral Hazard

5) DI tends to be an absorbing state (very few go back to
work)
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US DISABILITY INSURANCE
1) In 2010, about 8m DI beneciaries (not counting widows+children), about 5% of working age (20-64) population
2) Very rapid growth: In 1960, less than 1% of working age
pop was on DI
3) Growth particularly strong during recessions: early 90s, late
00s

Key question: Are DI beneciaries unable to work? or are DI
beneciaries not working because of DI.
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Beneficiaries in Current-Payment Status
Source: SSA DI annual report
Chart 2.
All Social Security disabled beneficiaries in current-payment status, December 1970–2010
The number of disabled workers grew steadily until 1978, declined slightly until 1983, started to increase again in
1984, and began to increase more rapidly beginning in 1990. The growth in the 1980s and 1990s was the result
of demographic changes, a recession, and legislative changes. The number of disabled adult children has grown
slightly, and the number of disabled widow(er)s has remained fairly level. In December 2010, slightly over 8.2 million disabled workers, over 949,000 disabled adult children, and just under 245,000 disabled widow(er)s received
disability benefits.
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Chart 10.
Disabled-worker awards, by selected diagnostic group, 2010

In 2010, 1,026,988 disabled workers were awarded benefits. Among those awardees, the most common impairment was diseases of the musculoskeletal system and connective tissue (32.5 percent), followed by mental disorders (21.4 percent), circulatory problems (10.2 percent), neoplasms (9.0 percent), and diseases of the nervous
system and sense organs (8.2 percent). The remaining 18.7 percent of awardees had other impairments.

All other
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Developmental disorders
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Autistic disorders
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Childhood and adolescent
disorders not elsewhere classified
0.1%

Intellectual
disability

US DISABILITY INSURANCE
Detecting disability is challenging, particularly for back injuries
and mental health conditions
One way to quantify diculty in assessment: audit study
Take a set of disability claims that was initially reviewed by a
state panel
One year later, resubmit them to the panel as anonymous new
claims.
Compare decisions on the same cases

⇒ Substantial evidence of Type I errors (incorrect rejection of
a disabled person) and Type II errors (letting a non-disabled
person on the program)
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DI Empirical Eects: Observational Studies
Parallel growth of DI recipients and non-participation rates
among men aged 45-54 but causality link not clear

Cross-Sectional Evidence (Parsons '80): Does potential DI
replacement rate have an impact on labor force participation
(LFP) decision?
Uses cross-sectional variation in potential replacement rates
Survey data on men aged 45-59 from 1966-69
OLS regression

LF Pi = α + βDIrepratei + εi
Large eect that can fully explain decline in LFP among men
45+
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DI EMPIRICAL EFFECTS: OBSERVATIONAL
STUDIES
Issues with Cross-Sectional Evidence:
1)

DIrepratei depends on wages (higher for low wage earners)
and likely to be correlated with εi (likelihood to become truly

disabled)
2) Impossible to control fully for wages in regression because
all variation in

DIrepratei is due to wages

3) Bound AER'89 replicates Parson's regression on sample
that never applied to DI and obtains similar eects implying
that the OLS correlation not driven by UI
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DI EMPIRICAL EFFECTS: REJECTED APPLICANTS
Bound AER'89 proposes a technique to bound eect of DI on
LFP rate
Uses data on LFP on (small sample of ) rejected applicants as
a counterfactual

Idea: If rejected applicants do not work, then surely DI recipients would not have worked ⇒ Rejected applicants' LFP rate
is an upper bound for LFP rate of DI recipients absent DI

Results: Only 30% of rejected applicants return to work and
they earn less than half of the mean non-DI wage

⇒ at most 1/3 of the trend in male LFP decline can be explained by shift to DI
Von Waechter-Manchester-Song AER'11 replicate Bound using full pop SSA admin data and conrm his results
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DI EMPIRICAL EFFECTS: REJECTED APPLICANTS
Maestas-Mullen-Strand AER'13 obtain causal eect of DI on
LFP using natural variation in DI examiners' stringency and
large SSA admin data linking DI applicants and examiners

Idea: (a) Random assignment of DI appplicants to examiners
and (b) examiners vary in the fraction of cases they reject

⇒

Valid instrument of DI receipt

Result 1: DI benets reduce LFP of applicants by 28 points

⇒ DI has moderate impact (consistent with Bound AER'89)
Result 2: DI has heterogeneous impact: small eect on those
severely impaired but big eect on less severly impaired
Tough judges marginal cases unlikely to work without DI, lenient judges
marginal cases somewhat likely to work without DI
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Figure 4. SSDI Receipt and Labor Supply by Initial Allowance Rate
Notes: Ninety-five percent confidence intervals shown with dashed lines. Employment measured in the second year
after the initial decision. Bandwidth is 0.116 for DI and 0.130 for labor force participation.
Source: DIODS data for 2005 and 2006.

Workers Compensation: Institutional Features
Workers compensation is insurance for injuries on the job,
mainly temporary injuries that prevent work (short-term)
Workers Compensation is a state-level program
Two components: medical and indemnity
Indemnity payment replaces roughly two-thirds of lost wages.
Unlike UI, WC payments are untaxed, leading to a higher replacement that is near 90% on average.
Substantial variation across states in benet levels
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Workers Compensation (WC): Institutional Features
1) Workers comp is a mandated benet; no explicit tax but
rms required by law to provide this benet to workers
Most rms choose to buy coverage from private insurers
Premiums are more tightly experience rated than UI because
they are determined by private sector
Insurance companies charge high-risk rms more.
2) Important feature of WC: no-fault insurance.
When there is a qualifying injury, WC benets paid regardless
of whether the injury was the worker's or the rm's fault.
Idea: reduce ineciency of tort system (legal costs) by having
xed rules and not worrying about liability
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Moral Hazard in Workers? Compensation
Moral hazard in WC can manifest itself in reported injuries,
injury durations, and types of injuries reported.
E.g. easier to report back painvery hard to verify
Huge issue in CAcompanies pay very high workers comp rates
Governor Schwarzenegger reform in 2004 cut benets sharply,
claiming to reduce injuries and open CA for business
Is it true that there is substantial moral hazard?
Again, consider several pieces of evidence
Strategy 1: Timing of injuries. Monday eect (faking weekend injuries into work injuries)
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Source: Card and McCall 1996

Moral Hazard in Workers? Compensation
Strategy 2: examine eect of workers comp benet levels on
durations using a di-in-di strategy (Meyer, Viscusi, Durbin
1995)
Reforms in Kentucky and Michigan that increased benets
for high-earning workers (but not low-earning workers) in late
1980s
Compare changes in injury durations and medical costs for
high-earners vs. low earners in those states before and after
reform
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Source: Meyer, Viscusi, Durbin 1995

Source: Meyer, Viscusi, Durbin 1995

Moral Hazard in Workers' Compensation
Result: 10% increase in WC benet raises out-of-work duration due to injury by 4%
Again, need to weigh this against benets to reach policy
conclusions
Give people more time to heal after injury without rushing
them back to work
Higher consumption while out of work
No evidence yet on these issues
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CONCLUSION
Individuals clearly value the consumption smoothing provided
by social insurance programs
In each case there are moral hazard costs associated with the
provision of the insurance
Empirical analyses of all three programs can be used to inform
policy makers' decisions as program reforms move forward
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MOTIVATION
Huge benets from the U.S. health care system, but big issues:
(a) US health care is very expensive (18% of GDP relative to
10% in other OECD countries), (b) costs growing quickly, (c)
signicant fraction of population is uninsured
There are enormous disparities in medical outcomes across
demographic groups in the US
U.S. is only major industrialized nation that does not provide
universal access to health care for its citizens
Recent ObamaCare law (Aordable Care Act) has drastically
reduced the number of uninsured from 50m (in 2013) to 25m
(in 2017+). May be repealed.
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LIFE EXPECTANCY BY INCOME, GEOGRAPHY

Source: Chetty-Stepner-Abraham-Lin-Scuderi-Turner-Bergeron-Cutler 2016.
40-year-olds, race-adjusted.
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LIFE EXPECTANCY BY INCOME, GEOGRAPHY

Source: Chetty-Stepner-Abraham-Lin-Scuderi-Turner-Bergeron-Cutler 2016.
40-year-olds, race-adjusted.
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UNIVERSAL HEALTH INSURANCE
All OECD countries (except the US) provide universal health
care insurance funded by progressive income taxation:
Individuals who get sick can have health care paid for by the
government
Government either directly controls doctors/hospitals (like National Health Service in the UK) or government reimburses
private health care providers (single-payer like in France)
Government controls costs and limits health-care over-consumption
through:
1) Regulation (govt picks allowed treatments based on cost
eectiveness, bargains for prices, rations care)
2) Patient co-payments (patients share part of the cost)
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US HEALTH INSURANCE
US has a mix of public and private insurance:
1) Government provided insurance
(a) Medicare for the elderly (65+), (b) Medicaid for the poor,
(c) Veterans benets (TRICARE/CHAMPVA)
2) Privately provided insurance:
(a) Employer provided health insurance (large), (b) Direct private purchase (small), (c) ObamaCare exchanges
3) Uninsured: (1/6) of population before ObamaCare
In the US, health insurance typically restricts treatments on
eectiveness (not cost eectiveness)

⇒ Huge incentives for

health providers to supply new expensive treatments
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Americans’ Source of Health Insurance Coverage,
2010

Private
Employment-based
Direct purchase
Public
Medicare
Medicaid
TRICARE/CHAMPVA
Uninsured

People
(millions)
201.0
176.3
26.8
87.4
43
42.6
11.6
46.2

Population %
64.0
55.3
9.8%
31.0
14.5
15.9
4.2
16.3
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WHY EMPLOYERS PROVIDE PRIVATE INSURANCE

large
insurance pools with a predictable distribution of medical risk.
1) risk pooling: The goal of all insurers is to create

2) tax incentive: employer provided health insurance is a
non-taxable form of compensation for employees (not subject
to payroll taxes or individual income tax)

⇒ Fiscally advantageous to get insurance through employer
(non-taxable) than to purchase it directly as an individual (with
after-tax income)
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Illustrating the Tax Subsidy

Wage
Employer health insurance
spending
Pre-tax wage
After-tax wage
Personal health spending
After-tax, after-health
spending income

Jim
30
0

Peter
30
5

30
20
4
16

25
16.67
0
16.67
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NONGROUP INSURANCE
Nongroup direct insurance market: The market through
which individuals or families buy insurance directly rather than
through a group, such as the workplace.
Before ObamaCare in the nongroup market:

(A) those in

the worst health (publicly known pre-existing conditions) were
charged enormous prices, (B) those in good health also faced
high prices due to adverse selection [you privately know
you're low-risk

→ you don't buy]

ObamaCare: Addressed A by forbidding pricing/ discrimination based on preexisting conditions and addressed B by mandating health insurance
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MEDICARE
Started in 1965 as a universal health insurance system for the
elderly and nonelderly on disability insurance.
Federal program that provides health insurance to all people
over age 65 and disabled
Every citizen who has worked for 10 years (or their spouse) is
eligible.
Financed with an uncapped payroll tax totaling 2.9%
Physician reimbursement fairly generous (but not as high as
private insurance)
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MEDICAID
Provides health care for the poor (means-tested benet)
Financed from general revenues
Targets welfare recipients, low income kids and elderly (for
non-Medicare costs such as long-term care)
70% of recipients are mothers/kids but 66% of expenditure
goes to long-term care for elderly.
Doctor reimbursement low

⇒ some docs refuse Medicaid

Big variation across states in Medicaid generosity (costs are
shared between state/feds)
Program eligibility criteria have been expanded over time (higher
incomes allowed, including ObamaCare in most states)
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CHAPTER 16 ■ HEALTH INSURANCE II: MEDICARE, MEDICAID, AND HEALTH CARE REFORM

The Medicare Program
The largest public health insurance program in the United States is Medicare.
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Is Universal Health Care Desirable?
People face dierent health risks (pre-existing conditions)

⇒

Those facing high health risks face very high insurance costs
in private market
Should the government insure people for health risks?
distribution view: Yes.

Adverse selection view: Yes.

Re-

Moral

hazard / fairness view: No if health risks due to choices (diet,
exercise) instead of genetics or accidents. Leviathan view: No
(price of freedom).
Virtually all OECD countries answer yes and provide universal
health care.
In all cases (private and public), health insurance needs to deal
with moral hazard (over-provision, over-consumption)
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Optimal Health Insurance: Consumer Side
As with other insurance, optimal generosity determined by the
trade o between consumption-smoothing benet and moral
hazard cost.
Consumption when sick
Insurance raises

= cs < ch = consumption when healthy

cs and lowers ch ⇒ higher expected utility if

risk averse.
Moral hazard: overconsumption of healthcare because insured
individual pays only a fraction of health care costs when he/she
is sick. Fraction paid by individual is called the co-payment
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Moral Hazard Costs of Health Insurance for Patients

Price of visit

Deadweight loss

B

A

$100

Supply =
social marginal cost
Demand =
social marginal benefit

C
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Private marginal cost
Number of visits
to doctor’s office
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How Elastic Is the Demand for Medical Care?
The RAND Health Insurance Experiment
The best evidence on the elasticity of demand for medical care
comes from one of the most ambitious social experiments in
U.S. history: the RAND Health Insurance Experiment (HIE)
in late 1970s
$150m expenditure involving 6000 people tracked over 3 years
Random assignment of health plans with dierent co-payment
parameters: Copayment rates from 0% to 95%.
All families given $1000 to participate, so no one was made
worse o from the experiment.
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The RAND Health Insurance Experiment: Results
Medical care demand is somewhat price sensitive: individuals
who were in the free care plan used 46% more care than those
paying 95% of their medical costs.
Overall, 10% rise in the price of medical care to individuals

⇒ use 2% less care (elasticity = .2). Medical utilization not
very sensitive to price but distortion still large due to very low
co-payment rates in most insurance programs
Those who used more health care due to the lower price did
not, on average, see a signicant improvement in their health.
For those who were chronically ill and don't have sucient
income to easily cover co-payments, there was some deterioration in health.
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Oregon Medicaid Health Insurance Experiment

• In 2008, Oregon had a limited Medicaid budget ⇒ used
lottery to select individuals on waitlist to be given a chance to
apply for Medicaid insurance coverage

• 30,000 lottery winners (treatment group) out of 90,000
participants (lottery losers are control group)
Not all winners received coverage. Some non-winners later received insurance on their own.
But it is still the case that winning the lottery increases probability of
having health insurance by 29 percentage points

• Finkelstein et al. (2012) use lottery as instrument to estimate causal eect of insurance coverage itself
Two way to report the results:
ITT (intention to treat): just compare winners and losers
LATE (local average treatment eect): Inate estimates by 1/[dierence
in fraction insured between winners and losers]=1/.29=3.5
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Oregon Medicaid Health Insurance Experiment

• Data sources: admin data from hospitals, credit reporting
data, and survey responses regarding utilization, health, and
nancial outcomes

• Key results: winning the Medicaid lottery leads to:
1) higher health care utilization (including primary and preventive care as well as hospitalizations)
2) lower out-of-pocket medical expenditures and medical debt
(including fewer bills sent to collection agencies for unpaid
debt)
3) better self-reported physical and mental health
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Source: Finkelstein et al. 2012

Source: Finkelstein et al. 2012

Source: Finkelstein et al. 2012

Source: Finkelstein et al. 2012

Consumption-Smoothing Benets
Consumption-smoothing benets bigger for large shocks
Some events, like a check-up, are minor and predictable
Others, like a heart attack, are expensive and unpredictable.
Insurance is much more valuable for expensive, unpredictable events
Small shocks lead to small uctuations in marginal utility

Also less moral hazard for large, unpredictable shocks

⇒ Optimal policy: large deductibles and very generous coverage for catastrophes
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Application: Medicare Prescription Drug Benet
Starting in 2006, Medicare Part D covers drug expenses.
In return for a monthly premium, this program pays for
0% of the drug costs up to $250
75% of the costs for the next $2,250
0% of the costs for the next $3,600 (donut hole)
95% of the costs above $5,100

Middle bracket with 75% refund: exactly opposite of optimal
design!
Rationale: political. Help the most people in this way (but do
not maximize expected welfare).
ObamaCare eliminates the donut hole
Einav, Finkelstein, Schrimpf (2013) show that individuals bunch
at kink where 75% subsidy stops ⇒ Moral hazard response
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Figure 2: Annual spending distribution (in 2008)

The …gure displays the distribution of total annual prescription drug spending in 2008 for our baseline sample. Each
bar represents the set of people that spent up to $100 above the value that is on the x-axis, so that the …rst bar
represents individuals who spent less than $100 during the year, the second bar represents $100-200 spending, and
so on. For visual clarity, we omit from the graph the 3% of the sample whose spending exceeds $6,500. The kink
location (in 2008) is at $2,510. N =1,251,969.
Source: Einav, Finkelstein, Schrimpf (2013)

Estimating Health Benets
Another approach of evaluating benets of a health insurance program:

look directly at health outcomes instead of

consumption-smoothing benet
How to implement this?
Simply comparing those enrolled in Medicaid to those not enrolled will
suer from bias.
Factors such as income and health status will bias the results.

Series of studies by Currie and Gruber: use Medicaid expansions and di-in-di strategy to evaluate value of programs
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EVIDENCE: Using State Medicaid Expansions to
Estimate Program Effects
Eligibility for all Children, by State
Year
Missouri Eligibility
Michigan Eligibility
1982
12%
20%
2000
76%
34%
Eligibility for Children by age in Washington, D.C.
Year
Age 13
Age 0
1982
18%
48%
2000
59%
56%
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Eect of Medicaid Expansions on Health
Currie and Gruber nd that these reductions in the number of
uninsured had positive eects on health outcomes in pregnancies
1) Utilization of health services increased: Early prenatal care
visits rose by more than 50%
2) Health care outcomes improved: Infant mortality declined
by 8.5% due to the expansions in Medicaid for pregnant women.

⇒ Highly cost-eective policy.
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Costs Per Life Saved of Various Regulations
Regulation concerning …

Cost per life
saved
($ millions)

Year

Agency

Childproof lighters

1993

CPSC

$0.1

Food labeling

1993

FDA

0.4

Reflective devices for heavy trucks

1999

NHTSA

0.9

Medicaid pregnancy expansions

1996

Currie &
Gruber

1.0

Children’s sleepware flammability

1973

CPSC

2.2

Rear/up/should seatbelts in cars

1989

NHTSA

4.4

Asbestos

1972

OSHA

5.5

Value of statistical life

7.0

Benezene

1987

OSHA

22

Asbestos ban

1989

EPA

78

Cattle feed

1979

FDA

170

Solid waste disposal facilities

1991

EPA

100,000

Source: Chetty Undergraudate Slide

Eect of Medicare on Health
Medicare becomes available when you turn 65 ⇒ Can do a regression discontinuity design to see what happens when you
cross age 65 threshold. Two recent papers use this strategy:
1) Card-Dobkin-Maestas The Impact of Nearly Universal Insurance Coverage on Health Care Utilization and Health: Evidence from Medicare AER 2008
Examines impacts across groups; with an interest in evaluating impacts on
inequality in utilization

2) Card-Dobkin-Maestas Does Medicare Save Lives?
2009

QJE

Examines impacts on outcomes (mortality following hospital admission)

Basic idea is to draw graphs of outcomes based on age for
various groups

short-term

The discontinuity at 65 captures
lization and mortality from shift from

changes in health care uti-

< 65 to > 65
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First stage: sharp increase in coverage; more for disadvantaged
(From NHIS; age measured in quarters) FIGURE 1
9

Source: David Card et al (2008)

Hospital discharge data (CA, FL, NY 1992-2002), ages 60-70

Increase is driven by discretionary medical care, diagnostic heart treatments.
13

Source: David Card et al (2008)

Nontrivial decrease in mortality.

22

Source: David Card et al (2008)

Eects of Medicare on Health
1) Big increase in health insurance coverage, especially for
disadvantaged groups
2) Big increase in health care utilization
3) Visible decrease in mortality after admission for conditions requiring Emergency Room immediate hospitalization
(i.e.

conditions for which likelihood of going to hospital is

same before 65 and after 65)

⇒ Medicare health insurance saves lives, relative to private
alternative
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Eects of Insurance on Health Outcomes
How to reconcile two results: Medicaid and Medicare spending
improves health but RAND experiment spending did not?
The studies examine dierent parts of the medical eectiveness curve.
Moving individuals from uninsured to having some insurance
has an important positive eect on health
Adding to the generosity of current insurance does not seem
to cause signicant changes on health

⇒ US health insurance system leaves many uninsured but provides overly generous care to the insured
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The “Flat of the Curve”
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Optimal Health Insurance: Provider Side
Preceding analysis of optimal insurance assumes patient makes
entire healthcare decision
This assumed a passive doctor, in the sense that doctor provides whatever treatment patient requested
Clearly reality is closer to the opposite!
Incorporating supply side issues is critical in understanding
health insurance
Question: choice of payment schemes for physician
Retrospective (fee-for-service) vs. prospective (diagnosis based
xed payments)
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Optimal Health Insurance: Provider Side
Intuition: if patient doesn't choose level of care, healthcare
may be ineciently high
If physician is compensated for all costs

⇒ it is in his interest

to do lots of procedures (e.g. too many C-section births)
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Optimal Health Insurance: Provider Side Model
Payment for physician services is

P =α+β·c

α=xed cost payment for a given diagnosis
β =payment for proportional costs c (tests, nurses)
Various methods of payment
1. Fee-for-service

(α, β):

(α = 0, β > 1): No xed payment for prac-

tice, but insurance company pays full cost of all visits to doctor
+ a surcharge.
2. Diagnosis based payment

(α > 0, β = 0): varying by type

and # of patients but not services rendered
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Optimal Health Insurance: Provider Side
General trend has been toward higher

α, lower β

Private market has shifted from FFS to HMO (Health Maintenance Organizations) capitation schemes [where insurer pays
a xed amount per patient no matter what the health costs
are]
Medicare/Medicaid shifted in 1980s to a prospective payment
scheme.
Tradeo: lower

β provides incentives for doctors to provide

less services. But they may provide too little!

⇒ Lower costs, but complaints of lower quality of care. Deep
trade-o.
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Evidence: Payment Schemes and Physician Behavior
1) In 1983, Medicare moved from retrospective reimbursement
to prospective reimbursement.
2) Prospective payment system (PPS) is Medicare's system for reimbursing hospitals based on nationally standardized
payments for specic diagnoses.
All diagnoses for hospital admissions were grouped into Diagnosis Related Groups (DRGs).
Government reimbursed a xed amount per DRG. More severe
DRGs received higher reimbursement.
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Evidence: Payment Schemes and Physician Behavior
Cutler (1993) nds that PPS led to:
1. A reduction in treatment intensity. For example, the average length of hospital stay for elderly patients fell by 1.3
days.
2. No adverse impact on patient outcomes despite the reduction in treatment intensity.
Evidence that doctors put some weight on prots
Suggests they are practicing at of the curve medicine: too
much treatment before.
3. Cost growth slowed dramatically in the ve years after PPS
but then accelerated again.
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Evidence: Payment Schemes and Physician Behavior
Why did costs accelerate?

PPS not a perfect capitation

scheme:
1) DRG creep:

although the price per diagnosis was xed,

hospitals reacted by changing the DRG categorization (upcoding)
2) The design of the DRGs used actual treatments (e.g., a
person with heart trouble might be assigned the DRG pacemaker implantation or coronary bypass).
3) This eectively creates a retrospective reimbursement system
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Technology Growth and Health Care Cost Growth
1) Health care technology contributes to rising survival rates
2) Many new technologies have modest health benets and
are very costly and yet are adopted because Medicare/Private
insurance accept any health eective treatment

⇒ fuels the development of new technologies (e.g. scans) which lead to
growing costs and over-treatment, even if not worth social cost

3) Countries with lowest costs adopt only socially cost eective
treatments (reduces costs while typically having small eects
on health outcomes)
4) US health care system spends a lot on the insured (where
marginal value of care is small) and spends little on the uninsured (where marginal value of care is high)
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OBAMACARE (AFFORDABLE CARE ACT)
System begun in 2014 (follows the Romney Care model of
Massachusetts):
1) Free insurance for low-income families [Medicaid expansion
in most states, up to 138% of FPL (federal poverty line), 90%
for by federal government]
2) Subsidized insurance for middle-income families [subsidized
health insurance in ObamaCare exchanges for families 100%400% of FPL]
3) ObamaCare exchanges in which insurance companies cannot condition premiums on pre-existing conditions or current
health
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OBAMACARE (AFFORDABLE CARE ACT)
4) Firm mandate: employers with 50+ employees must oer
insurance to 30+ hour employees [else they pay a tax]
5) Individual mandate: individuals must have insurance [else
they pay a tax]
6) Surtax on high incomes, tax on expensive Cadillac employerbased plans

⇒ Avoids universal health insurance (single-payer) but expands
each of three major types pre-existing insurance: employerprovided, Medicaid, and non-group (exchanges), funded by
progressive income taxation
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LEGAL CHALLENGES TO OBAMACARE
1) Is the individual mandate constitutional? [July 2012]
Ruling: yes, but Feds cannot force States to expand Medicaid
⇒ Many states (including TX, FL) decided to opt-out of the
Medicaid expansion [even though Fed was paying 90%]
Consequence: There is a coverage gap because people below
poverty line cannot access subsidized exchanges [States seem
to be moving to accept Medicaid expansion]
2) Can the Feds set up exchanges if states don't do it themselves? [July 2015]
Ruling: yes, so subsidized exchanges did not disappear in many
states ⇒ People were not priced out and there was no adverse
selection death spiral in which only the high-risk buy
Graphs from Duggan-Goda-Jackson (2017)
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Source: Duggan-Goda-Jackson (2017)

Source: Duggan-Goda-Jackson (2017)

Source: Duggan-Goda-Jackson (2017)

Percentage of Persons 18-64 Uninsured, January 2010 - March 2016
24

ACA Takes Effect
22

20
18
16
14

12
10

Source: NCHS. National Health Interview Survey Early Release of Quarterly Estimates, retrieved
September 12, 2016.
Source: Duggan-Goda-Jackson (2017)

Coverage Gains Vary by State
% Uninsured
State

2013

2015

Expanded
Medicaid

California

21.6

11.8

Yes

Colorado

17.0

10.3

Yes

Florida

22.1

15.7

No

Illinois

15.5

8.7

Yes

Kentucky

20.4

7.5

Yes

Massachusetts

4.9

3.5

Yes

New York

12.6

8.6

Yes

Oregon

19.4

7.3

Yes

Texas

27.0

22.3

No

Virginia

13.3

12.6

No

Source: Duggan-Goda-Jackson (2017)
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The Massachusetts Experiment with Incremental
Universalism
• Striking results:
o MA uninsurance rate 3%, compared to 18%
nationally.
o Half of the increase in coverage from Medicaid or
government subsidized plans.
o Premiums in the non-group market have fallen by
half relative national trends.

o Costs of the reform roughly consistent with
projections.
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THE CONTINUED UNINSURED
Fraction of individuals uninsured should fall by 50% with ObamaCare [from 1/6 of population in 2013 down to 1/12 eventually]. Remaining uninsured:
1) Undocumented immigrants (no access to Medicaid, ObamaCare)

' 10m

2) Low-income people for whom insurance is still not worth it
relative to emergency care alternative [especially poor in states
that didn't expand Medicaid]
3) Low-risk people for whom insurance is still not worth it
relative to emergency care alternative with tax
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IS OBAMACARE KILLING JOBS?
Less need to work if you get health insurance for free
Earlier evidence: 2005 Tennessee Medicaid disenrollment increased employment [Garthwaite Gross Notowidigdo 2014]
Huge public debate on whether ObamaCare is job killer by:
a) Reducing value to work
b) Forcing employers to oer insurance that workers don't
value $1-for-$1 [eective tax, especially for min wage workers]
c) Firms can oer less insurance if they downsize or hire parttime
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Source: Duggan-Goda-Jackson (2017)
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ACA Takes Effect
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ARE PREMIUMS SKYROCKETING?
2016 Pres. campaign issue: Rising ObamaCare premiums
Employer-provided insurance (most people): Standard increase
Exchanges: Big increase from 2016, but 2016 was surprisingly
cheap. Now at prices CBO had originally projected.
Possible explanation: Insurers deliberately under-priced premiums [lost money] in rst year in order to gain market share
[hoping to keep customers forever], then raised prices
Future: Probably stable. But possible death spiral if healthy
start dropping out.
Either way:

Need to avoid monopoly pricing in rural areas

[Cabral-Geruso-Mahoney 2015]
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Possible Trouble on the Horizon for the Exchanges in
2017

Source: Duggan-Goda-Jackson (2017)

THE FUTURE (1/2)
Republicans promise to repeal and replace ObamaCare. But
ObamaCare is structured the way it is for a reason:
Suppose you want to ban insurance companies from using preexisting conditions in insurance pricing

→ death spiral, unless you have an individual mandate
→ millions can't aord insurance, unless you have subsidies
That's ObamaCare! (no use of pre-existing conditions + mandate + subsidies)
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THE FUTURE (2/2)
So really the options are ObamaCare, a return to the preObamaCare world, or single-payer.

Questions to guide the

choice:
1) Preferences: Do we want more or less redistribution from
rich to low- and middle-class? Do we believe in redistribution
from healthy/low-risk to sick/high-risk?
2) Centralization: Patchwork of policies with private insurers
[ObamaCare] vs. Universal coverage [Medicare, rest of OECD]
3) Cost control under universal coverage: Private cost-benet
[Hippocratic Oath] vs.

Social cost-benet, public manage-

ment innovations [Government Performance Lab]
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